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Abstract

In a competitive electricity marl<et, market signaìs are the main driving forces or

the incentives for the market participants to make their operational and investment

decisions. Locational Marginal Prices (LMP) are the only prevailing market signals,

and are determined using an Optimal Power Flow (OPF) program.

The present practice is mainly focus on real power dispatch by solving a LP-OPF

together with LMP based settlement. Acquiring the required reactive power & other

ancillary services, and ensuring the security (both st,atic and dynamic) are performed

subsequently, which may result in curtailments to the already agreed optimal real

power dispatch. With such a dispatch mechanism, the resulting market signaìs are

also impaired. Thus, correct market signals can only be analyzed, if the related

constraints are suitably modeled in the OPF.

This thesis analyzes market signals after incorporating two such important con-

straints; reactive power and security issues into market clispatch. First, a reactive

power model is proposed to suit the requirements of the competitive electricity market

and is incorporated into the OPF. The recently proposed transient stability boundary

is then used as a constraint in the OPF to ensure the secure operation of the system.

In determining market signals, the recently proposed method of analysis of Ll\4P

components is first presented. The network rental, which is the surplus collected by

the system operator due to LMP based settlement of transactions, is then proposed

as a method in market signal analysis by decomposing the networlç rental. The key

advantage is that network rental components show how each consumer has actually

overpaid due to each binding constraint and losses in a detailed manner, which is ar-

gued to be a supplementary pricing signal especially from the consumer's perspective.

Finally, implementation of a software tool using C++ to solve the OPF and extend

it to incorporate the above market signal analysis methods is achieved. This allows

market signals to be readily available along with the optimal dispaich. The potential

of the proposed components of network rentaÌ in market signal analysis together with
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the suitability of the proposed models in market dispatch are evaluated for different

case studies using the developed software tool.



List of Principal Symbols

All notations and most of the terms used in the thesis are described in this section.

The remaining terms are explained as they first appear in the text for the convenience

in understanding.

i, j node (bus) number

k generator bid number

P real power

A reactive power

g generation

D demand

Ps¿ real Power generation at bus z

Qg¿ reactive power generation at bus z

Pn¿ real power demand at bus z

Qoo reactive power demand at bus i

B bid

B¿ set of all bids at bus z

Pfo real power bid quantity of the k¿r' real power bid at bus i

P¿.* real power dispatched from the k¿à bid at bus z

S price

SPu bid price of the ktt' real power bid at bus z

S? reactive power cost of generator at bus i

1 set of all buses

Bi set of all bids at bus ¿

n real power injection at bus z

Q¿ reactive power injection at bus z

Qgt¿ Block 1 (i.e., free) reactive power from the generator at bus i

Qsz¿ Block 2 (i.e., non-free) reactive power from the generator at bus z

vi
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Qi"" maximum reactive power from the generator at bus z

Qi'^ minimum reactive power from the generator at bus i

T set of all transmission lines

T, set of aìl transmission lines connecting to bus i

f transmission line

U voltage magnitude of i¿i' bus

0¿ voltage angle of ¿¿¡' bus

0¡j voltage angle difference between voltages of buses i, and j

g¡j conductance of the line connected between buses i and j

b¿j susceptance of the line connected between buses i and j
pF;i real power flow along the line connected buses i and j

PFI real power loss along the line connected buses z and j

Pt' real power loss in the system

Q" real power loss in the system

L Lagrangian equation

rnar maximum limit

mi,n minimum limit

À real power LMP at the reference bus

o reactive power LMP at the reference bus

À¿ real power LMP at bus z

o¿ reactive po\Mer LMP at bus i

The Greek symbols þ, þ, a, 'y, ó, 1þ and q with suitable subscripts are used to de-

note the Lagrange multipliers associated with the equality and inequality constraints

of the Optimal Power Flow problem.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

trlectricity industry restructuring during the last two decades has made drastic changes

to the traditional electricity structure and will continue for the next several decades.

In the past, the electric power industry has been either a government-controlled or

a government-regulated industry (i.e., single owner), which existed as a monopoly

where the overall authority in generation, transmission, and distribution of power are

within its domain of operation. Bveryone including household, businesses, and indus-

tries were required to purchase their electricity from their local monopolistic power

company. This was not only a legal requirement, but also the only source they had

to rely on to fulfill their day to day requirements.

The restructuring has led the traditionaÌ electricity inclustry to become a competi-

tive electricity market. The main driving forces for these reforms are due to economic

inefficiencies and consumer dissatisfaction associated with the single owned electricity

industry. Since electricity is an essential source of energy for everyone and due to its

unique characteristics such as un-storability and lack of flexibility in controlling the

power flow in transmission lines, the whole process of restructuring is a challenging

and complex task [1].

Over the past two decades, however, countries have begun to split up these monop-

olies in favor of competitive markets to introduce commercial incentives in generation,

transmission, and distribution. The main goals under a competitive market design are
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efficient and reliable operation of the power system together with market incentives

for all the participants [2]. This is done by creating competition between participants

in the electricity market with open access.

1.1 Characteristics of Electricity Markets

The process of restructuring that led to electricity markets are not the same in all

countries due to economic, political, and other local differences [3]. As a result, newly

formed markets have taken different forms to suit their individual requirements. In

some markets, compeLition is only among suppliers while in others both suppliers and

consumers compete. Some markets are compulsory and others are voluntary. Some

marhets only trade real power and some trade reserves, reactive power and other

ancillary services, with real power. Some markets use pool-based systems and others

use bilateral contracts. While some markets use full nodal pricing, and others use

zonal pricing arrangements, some use uniform prices. In some markets, settlement

is only based on a real time market, whereas some others use forward markets in

addition to the real time market.

However, there is a common basis and some similar characteristics that can be

found in all competitive electricity markets. Generally, generation, transmission, and

distribution services are the responsibilities of different companies in order to create

the competition. Normally, the wholesale market is pool-based in nature with the

provision for bilateral contracts. This means that all suppliers (i.e., generators) sell

energy to a pool and consumers buy energy from that pool by bidding to the market

(bid/quantity pairs). Furthermore, there can be financial contracts between partici-

pants outside the electricity market on long-term basis. Such long-term contracts are

agreements between participants to mitigate or share the risk associated with price

volatility due to the change in supply and demand conditions [a]. While generation

and demand sides are competitive, the transmission remains a monopoly. The huge

cost of investing in the transmission network as rvell as geographical reasons do not
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allow the transformation of this service into a competitive market. In order to ensure

open and fair access, the grid and the wholesale energy market are operated by an

independent entity with no direct interests in the energy business. This entity is

commonly known as the Independent System Operator (ISO) and is responsible to

achieve the above-mentioned goals while maintaining the security and Lhe quality of

the supply.

One of the key concerns to any restructured market is the ability to operate the

transmission system in a manner that is fair to all participants. In IJSA, the Federal

Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) oversees issues involving the transmission

system. FERC presently believes that the only way in which everyone will be on a

competitive environment is to create open access to all the participants. As stated

in its white paper 15] on Standard Nlarket Design (SMD), participanLs in wholesale

power markets will have non-discriminatory open access to the transmission system.

Further, it .proposes Locational Marginal Pricing (LMP) as a v/ay of setiling the

transactions between the participants. This is further insisted upon in their recent

documents, subsequent to the SMD white paper [6], [7]. This pricing scheme is also

called "nodal pricing" and the concept of nodal pricing was proposed in [B] long

before the restructuring of the electricity industry started. LMP is the marginal cost

of supplying the next increment of a quantity at a specific bus, considering marginal

cost of generation and physical aspects of the transmission system. Due to operating

the power system at limiting values of the constraints imposed by the physical and

operational limits, which are commonly hnown as 'binding constraints', and due to

the transmission losses, there exist different LNIPs across the transmission network

which provide a precise, marhet-based method for pricing energy that includes the

cost of constraints and transmission losses.

An Optimal Power Flow (OPF) program is commonly used to obtain the optimal

generation dispatch [9]. The present practice is based on solving a Linear Program-

ming based OPF (LP-OPF), which has the advantage of simplicity and robustness
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in the solution algorithm compared to Nonlinear Programming based OPF (NLP-

OPF). Mathematically, LMPs are the dual variables of the power balance equations

associated with the OPF. Therefore, once the OPF is solved, LMPs can be easily

determined.

The state-of-the-art OPF is nonlinear in nature. The LP-OPF is a linear ap-

proximation of this standard NLP-OPF, which only requires linear netrvork models

commonly known as dc power flow models. Hence, transmission losses, reactive power

related issues and security issues are not modeled in the LP-OPF. However, due to

the fact that it does consider the line flow constraints, which has the most impact on

real power dispatch, ancl due to the simplicity associated with the solution algorithms,

LP-OPF is still dominating in all electricity markets.

The system losses, however, cause significant impact on generation dispatch de-

pending on the topology of the power system network [10]. Therefore, in some elec-

tricity markets losses are incorporated into the LP-OPF with a piece-wise linear

approximation for losses [11]. Alternatively, some markets use loss factors to repre-

sent the effects of the system losses [12]. All these methods are, however, based on

approximations, and therefore do not accurateÌy represent the transmission losses.

For the successful operation of the system, the ISO needs to procure some essential

services other than real power, such as reactive power, spinning reserve, regulation,

and black start capability, which are commonly known as ancillary services [13].

With the current practice, these ancillary services are not included in the dispatch

algorithms, and are accrued in other ways such as long term contracts or having a

separate auction similar to real power.

The system security is another crucial issue to be addressed in market dispatch.

Unlike in single owner electricity industries, where the system operations are carried

out in a carefully planned and cooperative manner, in a competitive electricity marhet

no attention is paid by the market participants to the system security. This is because,

each market participant has own inLerests to maximize its benefits. Thus, the ISO
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has a key role in maint,aining the system security by incorporating the security related

constraints into market dispatch.

The success of a competitive electricity market relies on the competition between

the participants. Market signals are the main driving force for the participants in

achieving this objective. Correct market signals provide a clear and accurate indi-

cation of the price of electricity at every location on the grid. These signals in turn

reveal the vaìue of locating new generation, upgrading transmission, alleviating the

constraints, increasing the competition, and improving the systems ability to meet

power demand.

I.2 Motivation Behind the Research

In order to achieve the goals of restructuring, many outstanding engineering problems

neecl to be investigated. Most of the tools used in single owner electricity industry

are no longer valid and new tools need to be created. Most importantly, these related

issues should be addressed early in the restructuring process.

One such pertaining issue is how to determine the correct market signals for

the market participants. Unlike in the single owner electricity industry, participants

in the restructured electricity market seek market signals for Lheir operational and

investment decisions, which eventually lead to a successful operation of the electricity

market. These signals indicate the effects on the price of electricity at each location

due Lo various factors such as system losses and binding constraints. For instance,

new generation companies will have an incentive to locate their new generators at

high priced locations, while new consumers will prefer low priced locations. On the

other hand, the ISO can use these market signals to enhance the performance of the

electricity market.

The present practice of market dispatch is based on solving a LP-OPF, where

very little attention is given to the procurement of reactive povier and other ancillary

services, and ensuring the security (both static and the dynamic) of the system.
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Typically, these related constraints are not used in the conventional OPF, and are

procured or ensured in different ways after solving the OPF. This two-step approach,

however, does not guarantee the optimaÌ procurement of real and reactive power due

to the subsequent adjustments made to the real power dispatch. Thus, to analyze the

correct marlçet signals, those underlying constraints must be correctly incorporated

in the OPF.

The main advantage of including these constraints is that both technical and

economical aspects related to these constraints are embedded in the OPF. Thus, it

represents the actual operation of the network, and hence more accurate market sig-

nals can be obtainecl for the market participants for their operational and investmeni

decisions. Despite the associated complexities due to nonlinear constraints, it could

be feasible to soive a NLP-OPF in the future due to the continuous advancement in

computing speed [1]. Therefore, how to include ihese adclitional constraints into the

OPF and what methods should be used in analyzing the resulting market signals are

important issues to be investigated.

As mentioned in Section 1.1, the ISO has the responsibility of acquiring the re-

quired amount of reactive power from suppliers at appropriate locations of the net-

work. This is clone in a sequential manner, where real power is dispatched first and

then reactive power is dispatched subsequently as an ancillary service. Different re-

active power models have been proposed in the literature for a sequential dispatch

of real and reactive power. However, this process may result in adjustments to the

already agreed real power dispatch and sometimes this could lead to an infeasible

solution. Therefore, there is a need for a good reactive po\Mer model that captures

both technical and economical aspects to suit the simultaneous dispatch of real and

reactive power.

Typically, the Dynamic Security Constraint (DSC) is not used in the traditional

OPF, due to the unavailability of such a constraint in the functional form compatible

with the OPF. The current industry practice of determining the generation dispatch
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that is secure from a dynamic stability point of view is by performing a dynamic

stability simulation after solving the OPF ¡46),[47], or by performing the generation

dispatch by some other means. Recently, there has been a motivation towards the

development of Dynamic Security Constrained Optimal Power FIow (DSCOPF) pro-

grams in which the dispatch is ensured against the security of the system in one step.

A novel technique to derive an accurate transient stability boundary is proposed for

a given credible contingency in [51]. In this way, a separate DSC can be derived for

each credible contingency. This can be used as a constraint in the OPF to obtain

dynamically secured generation dispatch.

The LMPs, which represent the price of electricity at each location of the system,

are considered to be the key market signals. Even though, LMPs provide valuable

information at each location of the system, they do not provide a detailed description

in terms of contributions coming from different constraints and marginal generators.

Unlike in LP-OPF, where only line flow constraints are considered, with NLP-OPF,

several other binding constraints also contribute to the LMP at a given location. The

existing method of analyzing LMP components can be used to determine the effects

of all the binding constraints explicitly, and hence can be used as better market

signals for the participants than LMP itself. Horvever, the effects of transmission

losses cannot be seen explicitly from LMP components, which is a drawback of this

method.

When LMPs are used for settlement of transactions, there exists a difference

between what consumers pay to the ISO and what generators get paid by the ISO

[i7]. This difference is referred to as network rental in this thesis, and is accumulated

with the ISO. Network rental is made up of two components known as the loss rental

and the constraint rental. Loss rental is due to the difference in average losses and

marginaÌ losses. The constraint rental is due to operating the power system at binding

consLraints imposed by the OPF. Inclusion of the above additional constraints in the

OPF leads to further accumulation of rental with ISO, and therefore, components
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of network rental could be used as another way of analyzing market signals. In

fact, since the network rental is an overpayment made solely by the consumers, the

components of network rental show how each consumer has actually overpaid due to

each binding constraint and losses. Therefore, the components of network rental can

be considerecl as consumer oriented market signals. However, the availal¡le methods

are not sufficient in determining these components separately. Hence, there is a need

for a new method to decompose the networh rental, so that these componenLs can be

effectively used as a tool in market signal analysis.

1.3 Main Objectives of the Research

The main objective of this research work is to analyze market signals using both

proposed and existing methods, after incorporating two constraints that account for

the reactive power and security issues in market dispatch. In this regard, first a

reactive power model is proposed to be incorporated in the OPF for a simultaneous

dispatch of real and reactive power. This OPF is then extended to incorporate the

DSC to ensure the dynamic security of the system in a simultaneous manner.

Having incorporated these constraints, the associated market signals are then

analyzed. The existing method of LMP components is first used to analyze market

signals. This enables the determination of the effects of marginal generators and all

binding constraints explicitly and quantitatively, which in turn can be used as better

market signals. However, LN4P components do not show the effects of losses explicitly.

Then, a theoretical background related to network rental is presented together

with the proposed method to decompose the network rental into contributing com-

ponents. These components of network rental are then proposed as supplementary

market signals, to be used together with LMPs and components of LNIPs in determin-

ing market signals. Finally, a software tool is developed using C++ to implement the

OPF to include the above features. Thus, market signals can be determined together

with the optimal dispatch.
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In meeting the above objectives, the following steps have been accomplished.

1. Investigation of the operation of current electricity markets. This enables the

comparison of different electricity markets and the determination of a common

market framework for the work presented in this thesis. Further, it gives a

better understanding of how reactive power is procured; dynamic security is

ensured; and market signals are determined, in existing electricity markets.

2. Proposal of a new reactive power model for a simultaneous dispatch of real and

reactive power, by considering the capability of the synchronous generator and

the fairness of reactive power supply obligation to suit the competitive electricity

market. The opportunity cost of supplying reactive power is implicitly modeled

using the rating of the machine as a constraint. Fairness of the reactive power

supplying obligation is also ensured bv splitting the reactive power supplied by

the generator into two components with the first component being proportional

to real power dispatch.

3. Incorporation of the Dynamic Security Constraint (DSC) in the OPF, to inves-

tigate the effects on generation dispatch due to the DSC. This approach has

been enabled by the availability of the DSC in a functional form in terms of

nodal voltages and their phase angles.

4. Explanation of the existing method of breaking down of LIVIP into contributing

components. The LMP at a given bus is made up of contributions coming from

marginal generators and binding constraints, and therefore, explicit decompo-

sition shows individual contributions due to each of the above factors. Thus,

these LMP components serve as better market signals than LMP itself.

5. Explanation of the concept of network rental and proposing a novel technique to

decompose the network rental among consumers into contributing components.

This enables each rental component paid by each consumer to be quantitatively

cletermined, which in turn can be used as supplementary market signals.

I
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6. Implementation of the OPF in the C++ programming language to include the

above features. The resulting software can be used as a tool to perform com-

putational experiments to gain insight into the operation of electricity markets,

to compare the results with benchmark models and to analyze market signals.

L.4 Thesis Overview

The thesis has eight chapters and four appendices, which are organized to allow a

progressive discussion of the approach employed to achieve the above objectives.

Chapter 2 provides an overview to operation of the existing electricity markets.

This includes historic evolution of electricity markets, analysis of present market

structures ancl procurement methods, and associatecl problems in the current markets.

The OPF program is then presented as it is used to deLermine the optimal dispatch

in the electricity market. Finally, the widely accepted concept of LMP, which is also

currently being used in most electricity markets, is presentecl together with some

examples to demonstrate how these LMPs are calculated.

At the beginning of Chapter 3, the present reactive power procurement methods

are explained. Then, different ways of modeling reactive pov/er proposed in the litera-

ture are presented together with the limitations and the drawbacks of those methods.

FinaÌly, a neiv reactive po\¡/er model for a simultaneous dispatch of real and reactive

power is presented, by considering the capability of the synchronous generator and

the fairness of reactive power supply obligation to suit the competitive electricity

market. A case study with the proposed reactive power model is also presented to

convince the suitability of the proposed model in market dispatch.

Chapter 4 starts with an introduction to the security of the power system and

a brief summary of how dynamic security is ensured in the restructured electricity

marlçet. This is followed by an explanation to the technique proposed in [51] to derive

an accurate transient stability boundary for a given credible contingency, which can

be readily used as a constraint in the OPF. Then, the inclusion of DSC in the OPF

10
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is presented together with a case study to determine the effects of DSC on LMPs.

In Chapter 5, different methods to analyze the associated market signals are pre-

sented. The chapter begins by presenting the existing method of analyzing compG-

nents of LIVIP. Then, a method is proposed to analyze the components of networh

rental. This includes a novel method of decomposing the network rental among con-

sumers and how these components can be used in analyzing market signals. Finally,

some case sLudies are presented Lo numerically evaluate these individual components.

Chapter 6 describes the tool developed in C++ language that implements the OPF

and incorporates the above market signal analysis methods. Based on the analysis

of the capabilities of different OPF solving techniques clescribed in the literature sur-

vey, Newton method and Sequential Linear Programming (SLP) method are used

in this work to implement the OPF. This chapter gives an in-depth analysis and

implementation issues of the above two methods and how each method can be ex-

tended to incorporate market signal analyzing methods. Finally, the performance

and limitations of the cteveloped software tool are presented. A commercially avail-

able optimization software tool called the Generalized Algebraic Modeling Systems

(GAÀ4S) is used as a benchmark to compare the results of the developed software.

Chapter 7 presents the results of a case study carried out using the developed

software. In this study, the reactive power constraints and DSCs are included in

the OPF and the resulting LMPs, components of LMPs and components of network

rental are analyzed to determine the associated market signals.

Finally, in Chapter B, conclusions of this research work are drawn. It is concluded

that the components of netrvork rental provide consumer oriented market signals,

which can be considered as supplementary information, in addition to LMPs and LMP

components. A few suggestions are given for future work covering the studied areas

which neecl further research. The appendices introduce the mathematical derivations

and details about test systems used in the main chapters of the thesis. References

are made to the appendices wherever required.
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Chapter 2

Electricity Market Overview,

I)ispatch and Pricing Theory

This chapter presents a brief overview to current electricity market operation. Sec-

tion 2.1 explains the structure of existing electricity markets in different countries

together with historic evolution of market restructuring. This enables the compari-

son of different electricity market structures and thereby finding a common market

framework for the work presented in this thesis. The OPF program, which is used in

determining the optimal dispatch in the electricity market is presented in Section 2.2.

The concept of LNIP used in settling the transactions between market participants is

discussed in Section 2.3. An example using a 3 bus system is given to demonstrate

how L\¿[Ps are calculated and what they physically mean.

2.L Electricity Market Overview

An electricity market is a trading forum where participants compete with each other

to buy and sell electricity. Historically, the electricity industry has been a monopoly,

and a single owner has had authority over all activities in generation, transmission,

and distribution of power within its domain of operation. During this time, there

was hardly any competition in the electricity industry and ihis vertically integrated
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monopoly was obliged to provide electricity to everyone within its operating tern-

tory. Consumers have had no choice other than purchasing electricity from the local

monopoly to fulfill their day-to-day requirements.

However, over the past two decades, power industries worldwide have gone through

a process of restructuring to create a clear separation between generation and con-

sumption of electricity, and network operations. The economic inefficiencies and the

consumer clissatisfaction associated with the single owned electricity industry were

the main driving forces behind this restructuring and as a result single owner elec-

tricity industries were replaced by competitive electricity markets. However, due Lo

economic and political reasons, this restructuring was not same in aÌl countries. As

a result the newly formed markets have taken different forms to suit their individ-

ual requirements. Bach market has established their own set of rules for a smooth

operation of the electricity market, which are commonly known as marl<et rules [2].

After the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FBRC) issued its historic Order

BBB in 1996, followed by Order 2000 in 1999 [18], containing the foundation required

for competitive wholesale electricity power markets, the electricity industry in USA

has experienced a wide range of restructuring activities [19]. The Pennsylvania-New

Jersey-Maryland (PJIVI) inter-connection restructured its operation in 1997 by estab-

lishing the PJM-ISO, followed by New England (NBISO), Midwest (MISO), Califor-

nia (CAISO), New-York (NYISO), and Texas with its Electric Reliability Council of

Texas (ERCOT) [12]. These newly formed electricity markets have then undergone

further reforms based on F ERC recommendations.

One such important recommendation was the Standard Market Design (SNID),

which came to the picture through its appearance in FERC publications [5] in late

2001. lVlany of the underlying principles of the SMD have achieved broad acceptance.

The core of the SMD includes;

o LMP scheme to manage the efficient use of the transmission system

e establishment of wholesale power markets
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e independent entity to operate the transmission system

e multi-settlement scheme based on a forward marl<et and a real time balancing

market

o market monitoring and market power mitigation

These features are now standard guidelines for a successful operation of a restructured

electricity market.

In Chile, restructuring was introduced in 1982, where end users were given the

right to choose their energy supplier and negotiate the prices [3]. This was later

extended to explicit market mechanisms in order to determine the generation dispatch

and the wholesale electricity price. New Zealand began the reform of its power sector

by setting up both the Blectricity Corporation of New Zealand (ECNZ) and the

system operator, Tbanspower, in 19BB [11]. After some years of initial restructuring,

a voluntary wholesale electricity marlçet is currently in place in New Zealand-

In neighboring Australia, the Industry Commission recommended reforms to the

state-owned electricity industry in 1990. In 1994, a pool market was established in

the state of Victoria . The same market form was introduced into New South Wales

in 1996. These two markets founded the National Electricity Market of Australia in

1998.

Within the European continent, England started its electricity industry restruc-

turing in 1989 by passing the Electricity Act. The following year, the newly formed

electricity market was commenced as a mandatory pool market. In 1994 consumers

with a demand of more than 100 MW became eligible to participate in the market

and this was extended to all consumers in 1998. The mandatory pool market was

replaced in 2001 with a market-based structure under the New Blectricity Tlading Ar-

rangements (NBTA), where bilateral contracts are possible parallel to the voluntary

pool market.

In parallel to the restructuring in England and Wales, Norway began its reform
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in 1990 by adopting the Bnergy Act. In 1995, the Swedish market rvas also reformed

and together with the Norwegian electricity market established the Nord-Pool, which

was launched in early 1996. This market includes both bilateral and voluntary pool

modes. Thereby, it has avoided the non-flexibility of trngland's initial pool market.

Finland became a member of Nord-Pool in 1998 followed by West Denmark in 1999

and finally East Denmark in 2000.

Even though the restructuring process has taken a number of different forms in

various countries as explained above, there is a common basis and some similar char-

acteristics that can l¡e found in most newly formed competitive electricity markets.

The main characteristic is that the generation, transmission, ancl clistribution ser-

vices are separated, and are the responsibilities of clifferent entities commonly known

as market participants. These market participants compeùe with each other in the

electricity market io buy and sell electricity. While generation and demand sides are

competitive, transmission side remains a monopoly. In order to ensure the open and

fair access to all the participants in the electricitv market, the grid and the whole-

sale energy market are operated by an independent entity known as the Independent

System Operator (ISO).

It is possible to classify the existing market structure into two types; the bilateral

contract market and the pool-based market [2]. In the bilateral contract market,

generators and consumers have negotiable agreements for power cielivery according

to their own contracts, independent from the ISO. Thus, in this market structure,

the ISO's duties are limited to market operation by verifying 'rvhether the preferred

transaction can be executed without violating the power flow constraints. Since the

participants set their power transactions based on the desired contract terms, this

market structure has the minimum intervention from the single owner electricity

industry. Alternatively, in the pool-based market, no direct bilateral contracts exist

between generators and consumers, instead, both generators and consumers bid into

a common pool to buy and sell electricity. However, there can be financial contracts
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between participants outside the electricity market. The ISO performs boih market

administration and system operation to schedule the energy transactions between the

participants. This type of market is fully competitive, and therefore, a pool-based

marlçet model is considered for the work presenied in this thesis.

Another feature common to most electricity markets is that there can be numerous

financial contracts between the participants [2]. As electricity prices can be extremely

volatile due to the fluctuation in generation and demand, these contracts are essential

to hedge against the associated financial risks. A multi-settiement scheme based on

a forward market and a real time market, and Financial Tlansmission Rights (FTRs)

are found in most markets to alleviate the participants risk.

Settlements between participants are based on Locational lVlarginal Pricing, cal-

culated from an OPF. LMP is the marginal cost of supplying the next increment of

a quantity at a specific bus, which considers the marginal cost of generation and the

physical aspects of the transmission system. Different LMPs exist across the trans-

mission network due to both the constraints imposed by physical and operational

limits (commonly known as 'binding constraints') and transmission losses. This pro-

vides a precise, market-based method for pricing energy that includes the cost of

constraints and transmission losses. These LMPs serve as important pricing signals

for the market participants to make their operational and investment decisions.

Another feature common to most markets is that only real power is traded in

the marl<et. Other services that are necessary to support the transmission of power

while maintaining the security and reliable operation, are acquired subsequently, sep-

arate from the real pov/er dispatch. These services are commonly known as ancillary

services.

2.2 OPF Problern

The Optimal Power Flow (OPF) program has been widely used to determine the

optimal generator dispatch of a given power system. This is done by optimizing the
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total operating cost of the power system or any other appropriate objective function

subjected to a given set of constraints which basically represent the physical and

operating capabilities of the power system [20]. The OPF was first introduced in the

1960s and now it has become a standard tool in power system planning and decision

making. The recent restructuring process in the electricity industry has broadened the

application horizon of the OPF, such that now the OPF is used in making operational

decisions as well as invesLment decisions.

The OPF is modeled as a static problem, in which the time variation of the loads

are neglected, by assuming fixed loads at the instant of solving the.OPF. In general,

OPF is a nonlinear optimization problem and hence the feasible region could be non-

convex, leading to a challenging task in solving the OPF [21]. As given in Appendix

B, the OPF problem can be written as,

optimize f @)

subject to 9@) :0

h(r) < 0

(2.1)

where r represents the decision variables for which the OPF is being solved; /(z)
is the objecLive function that is being optimized; g(r) are ihe equality constraints that

include the active and reactive power balance equations'at each bus; and /z(z) are the

device limits due to the physical and operating capabilities of the power system.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, current practice focuses on solving a LP-OPF, which

has the advantage of simplicity and robustness of the solution algorithm. However, the

recent advancement in fast computers enables implementing complex algorithms to

solve the OPF. This allows the incorporation of static security limits, dynamic security

constraints, reactive power dispatch models, and spinning reserve requirements into

the OPF.

The calculation of LMPs is also important during the solution process, even though
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it is not directly related to the solution process of the OPF. In fact, LMPs are the

Lagrangian multipliers or the dual variables associated with the porver balance equa-

tions of the OPF. Depending on the OPF solution technique used, there are different

ways of calculating the LMPs, which are discussed in Chapter 6 in greater detail.

2.3 Locational Marginal Pricing

Locational Marginal Pricing (LMP) or nodal pricing is a method of determining the

prices of delivered eÌectricity calculated at every bus in the transmission grid. Each

bus represents a physical location in the transmission system, where participants are

connected. The LMP at each bus represents the locational vaÌue of energy, which

includes both cost of the energy and the cost of delivery, by considering the physical

aspects of the transmission system. Therefore, LMP at a given bus is nothing more

than the cheapest way by which an incremental unit of MW is delivered to that par-

ticular bus from the available generators while respecting all the system consLraints.

These LMPs are thus considered to be key pricing signals for the marhet participants

[2]. The FERC has also advocated using LMP in its Standard Market Design (SMD)

as a way to achieve short and long-term efficiency in whoìesale electricity markets [5].

This is further insisted upon in their recent documents, subsequent to SMD [6], [7].

The LMP for the reactive power can also be defined in a similar way to that of real

power, which is discussed in Chapter 3 in detail.

2.3.t Marginal Pricing Theory

Bconomic theory states that competition for a commodity could be maximized, if

that commodity is sold or purchased at the marginal price [B]. Marginal price is the

price of the next increment of the considered commodity. In the case of real power,

it is the cost of the next increment IVIW delivered to a given location of the networlc.

The same is true for the reactive power.

In the electricity market, generators and consumers submit price-quantity bids for
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the real power that they are willing to supply or consume at a given time interval.

From the generator's perspective, the bid price should only contain the incremen-

tal variable cost of generation (i.e., the operational cost and any opportunity cost

incurred), which is referred to as their short-run marginal cost (SRMC). The price-

quantity bids are derived from the incremental variable cost curve, which is typically

a polynomial function of generation as shown in figure 2.1. Generator owners use

different bidding strategies to derive the bidding pattern, in order to maximize their

own profit [2],122), [23].

Generation

Figure 2.1: Generator bidding to the market

in the long term, generators must also cover fixed operating costs including em-

bedded costs, depreciation, and rate of return [24]. The combined charge of variable

and fixed costs is often referred to as the long-run marginal cost (LRMC).

It is important to note that even under pricing based on short-run marginal costs,

generators still have the opportunity to recover their fixed costs, as explained below.

Figure 2.2 shows an example with four generator bids and five consumer bids

aggregated to a single bus. Generator bids are aggregated in the order of increasing

bid price while consumer bids are aggregated in the order of decreasing bid price.

The intersection point of the supply and demand curves debermines the dispatched

quantity and the price, commonly known as the spot quantity and the spot price

19
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Price

Supply curve

Spot quantity

Spot price

Cumulative quantity

Figure 2.2: Supply-demand curve and market surplus

respectively. This spot price is also known as the Marlcet Clearing Price (MCP) I25]

In general, when there is no transmission network (i.e., no transmission congestion

and no transmission losses), NICP is the only existing price. The price of the partly

dispatched bid known as the marginal bid sets the IVICP. Any generator bid that has

a price less than the MCP and any consumer bid that has a price greater than the

NICP are fully dispatched.

Therefore, clispatched non-marginal generators earn a surplus, since their marginal

cost represented by the bid price is less than the MCP, which is the price paid by

the ISO to the generators. This amount in turn can be used to cover their fixed cost.

Similarly, dispatched non-marginal consumers also gain a surplusl. The dispatch is

thus to maximize the total surplus to both generaLors and consumers.

However, in a practical system with a transmission network, the concept of MCP

is no longer valid ancl more general Locational Marginal Pricing (LMP) has to be used

[25]. The next section presents how LNIPs are calculated for a multi-bus network.

llf consumers ârc not bidding into the malkct, thc dcmand curve becomes a straight line rcsulting
in no consumer surpìus. In fact, no demand side bidding is considered in thc analysis presented in
this thcsis. Therefore, the loads arc knowl constants for thc dispatch.
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2.3.2 An Example of LMP

The simple 3 bus system shown in figure 2.3 is consiclered to illustrate the LMPs.

For simplicity, the losses are neglected and it is assumed that all the lines have same

reactance of 0.25 pu. Further, it is assumed that each generator has placed only one

bid. Four cases are considered in the folÌowing analysis; in Case 1, line flow limits

(i.e., thermal loading of the lines) are ignored; in Case 2, aline limit of 100 MW is

applied to line 7 - 2; in Case 3, a line limit of 250 MW is applied to line 1 - 3; and

in Case 4, a ìine limit of 100 NiIW is applied to line 2 - 3 while shifting the 400 MW

load to bus 2.

G2 at 20 $/MWh

0<P < 400

0<P.<600
- gr-

Gr at 10 S/MWh

L" = 400

Figure 2.3: 3 bus system

Case 1: No line flow limits

Without line flow constraints, the cheaper generator G1 is supplied the load at bus

3 and becomes the marginal generator. The expensive generation at G2 is not dis-

patched at all. Any increase in load at any location will be catered by G1 and

therefore, LMPs at all 3 buses are equal to 10 $/MWh which is the bid price of

the generator G1. The generation dispatch, LMPs, and ìine flows of each line are

summarized in figure 2.4.
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Pnr=0MW

L. = 400

Figure 2.4: LMPs - without line flow limits

Case 2: 100 M\M line limit on line 1 - 2

The 100 MW line limii in Case 2 results in line 1-2 reaching the i00 MW limit. This

yields the expensive generation at G2 also partly dispatched. As a result, LMPs are

different at each bus and both generators become marginal. The generation dispatch,

LMPs, and line flows of each line are shown in figure 2.5.

As in Case 1, LMP at bus 1 is still 10 $/MWh. This is because any increase in

demand at bus 1 can be supplied by Gr, despite the line flow constraint on line 1-2.

The LMP at bus 2 is 20 $/MWh, indicates that any increase in demand at bus 2 is

supplied by Gr. This is expected because, the line fl.ow constraint on line 1 - 2 does

not allow any increase in generation from the cheaper generator Gl to cater for any

increase in demand at bus 2. Therefore? any increase in demand at bus 2 is entirely

supplied by Gz.

On the other hand, LNIP at bus 3 is neither 10 nor 20, but 15, rvhich is in between

the bid prices of the two marginal bids. This can be explained as follows. Due to

line flow constraint on line I - 2, if the demand at bus 3 were to be increased by 1

MW, the total amount would not be completely supplied by G,. Due to the equal
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Bus 2
Pn, = 50 MW

L, = 400

Figure 2.5: LMPs - with 100 IVIW limit on line 1 - 2

reactance of all lines, power flow from G1 to bus 3 would split between lines 1 - 2

and 1 - 3 in a proportion of 2:72. On the other hand the power flow from Gz to bus

3 wouldsplit between lines 2- l and 2-3to aproportion of 1:2. Since the power

flows on line 1 - 2 fot G1 and G2 are in opposite directions, equal amount of power

generated on each generator will cancel the effective increase in power flow on line

7 - 2 to maintain the line limit of 100 MW. This results in 50% of the incremental

Ioad being supplied by Gt and the remaining 50Ù/o by Gz. Therefore, LMP at bus 2

can be calculated as 0.5X10 * 0.5X20 : 15.

Case 3: 250 MW line limit on line 1 - 3

In Case 3, the binding line flow on iine 1 - 3 causes both generators to become

marginaì as in Case 2. The important point, however, is that the LIVIP at bus 3 is

higher than the expensive bid price (i.e., bid price of G2).

This is because the line flow constraint necessitates a reduction in the cheaper

generation at bus 1 in order to increase the generation from the expensive generation

2According to the dc porvcr flow equation, porvcr flows bctwccn two nodes in diffcrent paths arc
inversely proportional to the reactancc of the path.
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Bus 2
Pn, = 50 MW

L. = 400

Figure 2.6: LMPs - with 250 MW limit on line 1 - 3

at bus 2 in catering any increase in real power demand at bus 3. In other words, to

keep the line flow of line 1 - 3 at 250 MW (which is the thermal limit of the line), the

generation from G1 must be reduced to counteract on line 1 - 3, so that the increase

in line flow on line 1 - 3 due to the increase in G2 is exactly compensated by the

decrease in line flow on line 1 - 3 due to the decrease in Gr. Following a similar

analysis to Case 2,the LMP value at bus 3 is calculated as 30.

Case 4: 100 M\M line limit on line 2 - 3, while shifting the 400

MW' load to bus 2

In Case 4, the Ll\{P at bus 3 is zero, which is less than the cheapest bid (i.e., bid

price of G1). This case illustrates that the incremental load at bus 3 will improve the

usage of the cheaper generator G, by relieving the binding line flow constraint on line

3 - 2. The zero value for the LMP at bus 3 can be confirmed by performing the same

analysis explained in Case 2.

In summary, it can be seen that the effects of binding line flow constraints are

embedded in the LMP at each bus in the sysLem.
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Bus 2
Pn. = 100 MW

/:\
<----{r\r)

\-7-l
v

q =400
Pn, = 300

Figure 2.7: LMPs - with 100 N{W limit on line 2 - 3 and shifting the load to bus 2

2.4 Concluding Remarks

This chapter defined a common market framework to be used in the subsequent anal-

ysis presented in this thesis. After reviewing the operation of the current electricity

markets and identifying the common features to most of the electricity markets, the

pool-based market has been chosen as the marlçet model for the work presented in

this thesis.

The OPF, which is used to determine the optimal dispatch, and the concept of

Locational Marginal Pricing, which is used to setble the transactions between market

participants, have also been discussed. in that regard, the marginal pricing theory

and the mathematical model of the OPF have been presented. It has been stated

that LIVIPs provide important pricing signals for the participants. Examples using a

simple 3 bus system have been presented to demonstrate how LIVIPs are determined

and what they physically mean. This chapter also demonstrated how LMPs vary

in the network due to binding line flow constraints. The effects of losses and other

binding constraints on LMPs are studied furthe¡ in the subsequent chapters.
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Chapter 3

Incorporating Reactive Fower in

Market l)ispatch

In restructured electricity marirets, market participants compete with each other by

bidding to buy and sell real power. Although, consumers bid only for real power?

they also consume reactive power. In addition to this, reactive power is also required

to support the voltage in the network which is directly related to the system secu-

rity. Insufficient reactive power supply can lead to a voltage collapse, similar to the

US-Canada blackout in 2003 [26]. Therefore, the ISO has the responsibility of ac-

quiring the required amount of reactive power from suppÌiers at appropriate locations

of the network [27]. Although, the cost of generating reactive power is almost neg-

ligible compared to the cost of generating real power, the unavailability of reactive

power at certain strategic nodes may have a significant influence on the real power

dispatch and prices 1281, [29].

Generally, rules of the electricity market specify the amount of reactive power that

each generator has to supply. If the reactive power available from the generators is

insufficient, the ISO may have to acquire some additional reactive power from other

sources. As discussed in Chapter 1, the problem addressed in ihis chapter is reactive

pov/er pricing using the nodal pricing approach. Nodal pricing of reactive power has

been discussed in the context of restructured electricity industry in [30], [31].
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With the present practice, real power is dispatched firsb and reactive power is

dispatched or acquired subsequently as an ancillary service. This may result in ad-

justments to the real power dispatch. Therefore, the generator owners have to indicate

their cost of adjusting real power as a separate piece of information [32], [33]. This

sequential approach, however, does not guarantee the optimal simultaneous dispatch

of real and reactive power.

In this chapter, a new reactive power model is proposed to be used in the OPF

for a simultaneous dispatch of real and reactive power. In the proposed model, the

opportunity cost of supplying reactive power is implicitly modeled using the rating

of the machine as a constraint. Fairness of reactive power supply obligation is also

ensured by splitting the reactive power supplied by the generator into two components

with the first component being proportional to real power dispatch.

This chapter is organized as follows. A discussion of reactive power management

in current electricity markets is given in Section 3.t. Different reactive power models

that have been put forward together with the proposed reactive power model are

given in Section 3.2. The OPF problem is presented in Section 3.3. Some importanL

relationships derived for the optimality conditions are also presented in Section 3.3.

Section 3.4 presents a case study and an analysis of different price components to

prove the suitability of the proposed model.

3.1 Present Reactive Power Management

Reactive power management receives greater attention in restructured electricity mar-

kets. Although, the cost of production of reactive power is very small compared to that

of real power, the assumption of zero cost'is not acceptable in a competitive market.

However, still there is no well-developed and widely accepted reactive power procure-

ment method. Instead, each electricity market uses its ov/n procurement strategies

based on its marl<et rules. The FBRC has also made recommendations, thaL the

reactive po\¡/er providers should be financially compensated in an equatable fashion
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according to an agreed way between market participants [3a].

Presently, under the restructured environment, reactive po\Mer and other ancillary

services are not treated integrally with the real power dispatch. Therefore, the ISO

has the responsibility of acquiring the required amount of reactive power from sup-

pliers. The common approach for the provision of reactive power services is based

on long term contracts between the ISO and generator owners. These long term

contracts are usually bilateral agreements based on market experience rather than

based on a competitive framework. In the context of the US, New York ISO, PJM

interconnection, and California ISO have such long term contracts that compensate

generators for their reactive power services [35], [36], [37]. In addition to this, an

opportunity cost payment is also made when real power generation is compromised

in order to increase the reactive power availability. However, most of the time, gen-

erators are bound to produce free amount of reactive power within a specified range

of operation of the generation.

The National Grid Company (NGC) in the UK and Wales also uses this type

of long term contracts to procure the reactive power services l3B]. In Australia, all

the generaLors receive an availability payment for their preparedness in providing the

reactive power when the ISO requires [39]. Furthermore, a compensation payment

based on the opportunity cost is also paid for the generators, if the real power is

compensated.

3.2 Modeling Reactive Po\Mer Supply in Market Dispatch

In a competitive environment, reactive power procurement should also be done in an

optimal way similar to that for real power. For that purpose, there is a need for a

reactive power pricing structure or a model which captures technical and economical

issues associated with reactive power procurement and pricing. Over the years differ-

ent ways of modeling reactive power in a market environment have been put forward.

In [40] the cost of procluction of reactive power is modeled as a polynomial function
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Figure 3.1: Capability region of the synchronous generator

of reactive power generation, ancl the maximum limit of reactive power generation is

treated as a constant. However) as the limiting value of reactive power is determined

by the stator current limit or the freld current limit, it depends on the real power

generation as shown in figure 3.1. Therefore, when a generator is generating the lim-

iting value of reactive power? the amount of real power generation is compromised

and thus, there is an opportunity cosb. This opportunity cost has been modeled in

[41] as a function supplied by the generator owner to the ISO. Furthermore, in this

model, the generator owners are obliged io supply a flxed amount of reactive power

free of charge. Any amount in excess of this up to a certain limit is priced as a lin-

ear function of reactive power generation, beyond which the cost is modeled as the

opportunity cost. This model was proposed for a sequential dispatch where the real

power is dispatched first, and the reactive power dispatch is done with the flexibility

to adjust the real power dispatch.

The ideas presented in [a1] are extended in this chapter with some modifications

for a simultaneous real power and reactive power dispaich. The model proposed here,

has two components for reactive power. The first component Qgr is the obligation of

Primo Mover Limit

Core End Heailng L¡mit

REAL-POWER OUTPUT (MW)
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the generator owner to supply reactive power. Unlike in [41], in the proposed model,

the reactive power obligation of the generator is proportional to the amount of real

power supplied by the generator, because reactive power is needed to transmit real

power and to maintain correct voltages. This concept is rigorously anaÌyzed in [42],

where it is pointed out that the generators must supply a certain amount of reactive

pov/er free of charge as an obligation and this amount is related to the real power

generation in a nonlinear manner.

In the analysis presented in this chapter, the obligation of reactive power supply

is modeled as a linear relationship for simplicity (i.e., constant power factor). This

linear relationship is given in (3.1) for the generator connected to bus z with the

proportionality constant K?.The term QTi" is the maximum obligation of reactive

power and ! P¿¡ is the dispatched real power for the generator at bus z from its

k number of bicls. The proportionality constant Nf is considerecl to be common

to all generators and it is specified as a market rule. For example, in the California

electricity market generators are obliged to supply reactive power free of charge within

the range of 0.9 lagging to 0.95 leading [37].

e,ii. : (Ð,r-)., (3.1)

The nonlinear model proposed inlL2l is a more accurate representation and can be

used in place of (3.1). The equation included will have additional terms to represent

the nonlinearity, but the method of analysis remains the same.

The second component Qszhas a price that represents the cost of additional real

power losses in the field winding due to reactive power generation. This cost, which

is a nonlinear function of reactive power generation, is approximated to a linear

function. This linear relationship for the Qo2¡ amount of reactive power from the

generator connected to bus i is given in (3.2), where Soi t tne cost of reactive power.

price of Qg2¿: S?Qnz¿

30
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Figure 3.2: Proposed reactive power model for the generator

This model of reactive pov/er can be viewed as having two bids of reactive power

with the price of the first bid equal to zero and the quantity proportional to the

clispatched real power. In this chapter, these two components of reacLive power are

referred to as Block 1 Reactive Power, and Block 2 Reactive Power respectively. This

structure is also in agreement with [43], where it is proposed to pay the generator

owner for extra reactive power made available beyond the level dictated by the per-

formance sLandards. The value of 5Q or the Block 2 Reactive Power price has to be

submitted by the generator owner as a separate piece of information along with the

real power bids.

The net amount of reactive power supplied by the generator at bus z is the sum

of Qsu and Qn2¿. This is constrained by the operating capability of the generator.

In here, the feasible operating region of the generator is modeled by a trapezoid as

shown in figure 3.2, which is a straight line approximation of the typical operating

capability curve of the synchronous generator shown in figure 3.1. Therefore, the

maximum limii of reactive power is a function of real power generation and thus, the

opportunity cost is implicit and need not l¡e modeled explicitly.
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The total amount of reactive power supplied by the generator at bus i,, Qn¿ is the

sum of Qsri ùnd Qszi..

Qs¿: Qst; * Qszt (3.3)

According to the trapezoidal model of the capability curve, the maximum and

minimum reactive power limits for a given amount of real povier generation, Pi¡ are

given by the straight line approximations to the generator capability curve. This can

be written as,

Q'å"" : KíK' + Kîf'Ð P.r (3.4)
keB¡

Q',å*', : I{::;" + Itiii'" Ð P,* (3.5)
k€B¿

where Kff", Kffi', Kii' and Killn arc the coefficients of the straight line approxi-

mation.

3.3 OPF Problem

As discussed in Appendix B, the OPF problem can be written as a problem of mini-

mizing the total cost of real and reactive power production subject to real and reactive

power balance at all nodes, real power generation is within the limits specified by the

bid quantity, reactive power generation is within limits, and the voltages are within

specified limits.

Minimize:

J: t L, nrso"u+lsf eoz,
i,el keBi iel

Subject to:

Ð nr - Pn¿: I V[go¡(V - V¡coslij) - bijvjsing¿r.] Vi
k€B¡ ij€1;

Qno - Qn¡: I Vl-b4(V - V¡ cos0o¡) - go¡V¡sin d¿¡]

i'jeT¡

o4

vi
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o<P"rsPR V¿, VÆ (bid quantity limit)

Qs¿ : Qst¿ I Qsz¿ Vi (total reactive power) (3.6)

?io" < Qno < Qi"' Vi (reactive power limits)

/\
Qst¿ 1l f ¿- I ¡<,o Vi (ReacLive Power Block 1)

\o-t", /

V o- <V lV¿*"" Vi (voÌtage limits)

Where Qfi"" and Qfro" are given in (3.4) and (3.5) respectively. For simplicity of

presentation, line flow limits have been ignored in the above formulation. However,

line flow constraints, -PF*o' S PFt¡ S PFr""" can be directly incorporatecl into

(3.6) in order to take line congestion into account.

The Lagrangian for the above OPF can be written as:

L:ÐÐ Poosfn+lsf enz;

+ t Ð þlo@r - P#)+ t D, B;*eno)
i€I k€B¡ iel lîeBi

+ I q[ (Q 
nro t Qsz¿ - Qi*)+ t,ri (Qioi" - Qstt i Q,,z¿)

iel i€I

+Ð'yíQr,-K?fe*)
i€I k€B;

+ Ð ó:M -vi"") +Ðóâ (u^'- -u)
ieI i€I

where Ào,oo, þnt",e¿,J¿, and S¿ arc the Lagrange multipliers associated with con-

straints of the OPF problem.

The optimal solution musL satisfy the following KKT optimality conditions (see

Appendix B for more detail).

.).)

iCI KEB¿ i€I
t-

+tÀ'l- t Rt,-tPp¿+ t V[go¡(V-v¡cosl¿
i€I L l-e ¿, ij€.r,

t-

+ t o, l-Qnr, - Qgz¿ * Qo¿+ Ð Vl-bo¡(V - v¡
i€.r I ijeT,

¡) - bo¡V¡ri" d,jl]

cos 0 ¿¡) - gt¡Vr.i" drj]]

(3.7)
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AL
AP*
AL

ôQgu
AL

: sFr" - 
^t 

+ t3l - þ¡t" - nf (ffi) + n, (ry#) - to6?) : o

--o¿+rt[-T¿ *x:0

:s?-o¿-rTI-T¿:o

(3.8)

(3.e)

(3.10)
ôQgzt

^r
# : Àr t [go¡QV - V, cos 0o¡) - b¿iV¡ sinl,,] -ÐÀ¡lGo¡V¡ cosl¡t + bijvj sìn d¡¿)]

zJe I i lf"

- "oÐ[bq(2V - v¡ coslo¡) + 94v¡ sin2.¡] +D"¡l(bn¡v¡ cosl¡r - g¿¡Vjsin d¡¿)]

i+i

+ól-óo:o (3.1i)

: À, t IVj,¡V¡ sin2¿¡ - t u¡V¡ cos d¿¡)] * Ð rrl(- 9r¡Vg¡ sinl¡;. + bij\.Vj cos d¡¿)]

ij€T¿ j+i

* onÐl[(-bt¡V sin0¿¡ - ¡¿¡V¡cos d¿¡)] + t o¡[(b¿¡W cos0¡r, -f g¿¡Vi\sin 0¡¿)]

ijeT¿ j#i

_^
-U

: t P¿t - Po¡- t Vlgt¡(V-V¡cosLii)-b,jvjsinÉor] :g
keB¿ ij€Ti

: Qg¿ - Qno - Ð Vl-bo¡(V - V3 cos 0,) - go¡V¡sin 9¿r] : 6
ijeT¿

The complementary slackness conditions are,

xJe.I i

AL
ôq

AL
0\
ôL
ar,

(3.12)

(3.i3)

(3.14)

þl*(P"r-P:):o

{l*(-P¿x) : o

n[(Qnt¿* Qsz¡ - Qfr"") : o

qo (Qno" - Qsu * Qgz¿) : o

'T¿(QsM-KlIPo*) :o
keB¿

þiM-V*"',):0
óo(V * -V):o

(3.15)

(3.16)

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.1e)

(3.20)

(3.21)
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Further,

From (3.4) and (3.5),

þf¡,þox: Q e 1it :þ,tu- B n

a^rliQ¿:uèn,:Ti -T¡

ó!ón:eaþo:ô: -óo

4?T"',

: SnBn * l3on

-0

However, when Qr2 > 0, (3.10) is also valid and

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.25)

when combined with (3.9) yields,

ôP¿*

aQu,"
ôP,x

: K':f"

¡ z¡nirL: 
^¿,1

If Bloclc 1 Reactive Power is not fully used (i.e., Qn, : 0), then (3.10) is not

relevant. As the generator has not reached the maximum amount of Block 1, the

Lagrange multiplier associated with this constraint, n and the Lagrange multiplier

associatecl with the reactive power capability limit 4,f are zero.

Therefore, for the operation within the Reactive Power Block 1 region, (3.8) and

(3.9) become:

À¿

o;

^,. - 
qQ

Ix - ui

Therefore, (3.8) and (3.9) can be written as,

À, :,S,'? * þ¡t" - T¡KT"'/-¡" - l,K?

o¿:T¡*'Y¿

(3.26)

(3.27)

(3.28)
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À¿'s and øi's are the multipliers associated with the real power balance and reactive

po\Mer balance equations. Therefore, they indicate the LMP of real power and reactive

power respectively at the corresponding bus. This shows that by combining real

and reactive power dispatch, the marginal pricing can be applied for reactive power

as well. Thus, the LMP of reactive power indicates the marginal cost of delivered

reactive power to a given location in the system.

The first two terms in (3.27) represent the marginal price of the supply bid; the

next term represents the component of price due to operating the generator at the

capability limit; and the final term represents the component of price due to the

constraint on Reactive Power Block 1, which depends on real power generation.

Similarly, in the reacbive power price given in (3.28), the first term represents the

component of price clue to operat,ing the generator at the capability limit; and the

second term represents the price of Bloclc 2 Reactive Power.

3.4 Results

This section presents a case study to analyze the different price components produced

by the proposed simultaneous real and reactive power dispatch moclel. In the presen-

tabion of results, all the reaÌ and reactive power values are in MW or MVAr, prices

are in $/h and marginal prices are in either $/MWh or $/MVArh depending on the

quantitiy considered.

The simultaneous dispatch model was applied to the IBBB 30 bus system shown

in Appendix A using the generator bid data given in table 3.1 to represent the com-

petitive electricity market. There are six generator buses and it is assumed that each

generator offers two bids. This assumption, however, does not affect the validity of

the analysis presented. The reactive power details for the six generators are given in

table 3.2. The value of Sua is chosen to be approximately 70 % of the real power cost

as in lA0]. The maximum and minimum voltage limits of each bus are set to 1.05

pu and 0.95 pu respectively. The OPF was solved using the developed software tool
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explained in Chapter 6 and the results were validated using GAIVÍS MINOSS solver

[62] by modeling the OPF in the GAMS environment.l

Bus bid i bid 2
Pfi

1

2

13

22

23
27

Table 3.2 React

40 5.20
40 4.60

20 5.00
25 7.25

15 4.75
27.5 4.20

datave ron

Bus K\lf" Kn"t K?:" I{;\"' Ky
1

2

13

22
a'rD¿ù

27

40
40

30

30
20

35

-0.2

-0.2
-0.2

-0.1
-0.2
-0.3

-40
-40
-30
-30
-20
-30

0.2

0.2
0.2

0.2
0.2

0.2

0.3
0.3
0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.47
0.67
0.44

0.52
0.22

0.36

Tables 3.3 and 3.4 show the optimal dispatch and the values of the Lagrangian

multipliers, in which the cheaper bid of each unit has been fully dispatched and the

seconcl bid from generators at bus 2 and27 have been partially dispatched. Therefore,

both generators 2 and 27 become marginal generators. This is because the reactive

load is locally supported by the inexpensive generator at bus 27 and in order to malce

that provision the real power dispatch is compromised. The remaining real power is

now coming from the next cheapest available bid which is at bus 2. The reactive power

dispatch of generator 27 given in table 3.3 and the non-zero Lagrangian multiplier

(i."., nT) given in table 3.4 also reveal ihat Block 1 Reactive Power and Block 2

Reactive Power are fully dispatched and the generator is operating at its capability

limit.
lGcneralizcd Algcbraic Modeling Systems (GAMS) is a commcrcially available software platform

for ruathcmatical programming.

Table 3.1: Generator bid data

40 3.60
40 3.20
20 4.00
25 4.70
15 3.75
27.5 3.70

oÈ7
t)'
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TabÌe G

Tabl

model

F

On the other hand, if the dispatch ís done based on the sequential approach, bid

2 of the generator at bus 2 is not dispatched while bid 2 of the generator at bus

27 is dispatched to a higher generation level. As far as the real power disiratch is

concerned, this sequential dispaich is preferred, as the cheaper bids are dispatched

ahead of the expensive bids. However, when accruing the required reactive power

subsequently, the cheaper reactive power of generator at bus 27 cannot be utilized

due to the higher real power dispatch of that generator. Thus, the ISO has to procure

the reactive power from the next available generators at a higher price or from the

generator at bus 27 by curtailing the real power dispatch. However, in order to curtail

the real power, the associated opportunity cost has to be paid by the ISO.

Therefore, if the dispatch is done wiLhout considering the reactive power and

then adjusted to satisfy the reactive power requirement, some participants will be

benefited at the expense of the others and the overall dispatch is also inferior to that

of simultaneous dispatch. Theoretically, the best solution that the two step approach

can achieve is the solution of simultaneous dispatch. As illustrated above, there is

no guarantee that the two step approach gives the same result as the simultaneous

e 3.4: Values of the multipliers siven bv the OP

Bus
bid 1 bid 2 a

rl¿' qr 'Y¿lJ-
U:r t)ïU:r n- t)t

þ;t lJ;t

1

2

13

22
ot
Lù

27

0 0.953

0 1.400

0 0.692

0 0.659
0 0.835

0 0.800

0.647
0

0.308
2.491
0.165

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.199

0.r22

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.470

0.503

0.440
0.520

0.220
0.360

of

3.3: Generation dispatch with the proposed simultaneous
Bus bid 1 bicl 2 Qqt Qsz omarao À o

1

2

13

22
ADz¿

27

40.00
40.00
20.00
25.00
15.00
27.50

0.00
13.97

0.00

0.00

0.00
9.17

12.00

16.19

6.00
7.50

4.50
11.00

15.05

0.00
13.01

13.03

i2.50
13.00

32.00
29.21

26.00

27.50

17.00

24.00

4.412
4.449
4.560
4.603

4.558
4.429

0.470

0.503

0.440
0.520

0.419

0.482

3B
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dispatch.

3.4.L Analysis of Price Components

Using (3.27), (3.28), and the OPF results given in tables 3.3 and 3.4, different price

components of real and reactive power can be analyzed as shown below. The buses

2,1, and27 have been chosen for the analysis due to their unique features.

Bus 2 has a partially dispatched real power bid. The Block 1 Reactive Power is

fully dispatched and the Block 2 Reactive Power is not dispatched at all due to the

high Block 2 Reactive Power price.'Therefore,

þ¿t :0; T¡:0

The real power LMP can be calculated from (3.27):

À¿: S¿B* -'Y'(KP)

Àz : 4.6 * 0.503 x 0.3 : 4.449

The term lo.K? represents the value of free reactive power available to the system

due to the increase in real porver generation. Therefore, the cost of real power at bus

2 is 4.449, even though the bid price for real power is 4.6.

For reactive power, (3.28) gives:

a¡:'Y¿ + oz:0.503

This gives the reactive power LMP at bus 2 as 0.503, which is less than the price

of Block 2 Reactive Power at bus 2 indicating that any increase in reactive power

demancl at bus 2 will be supplied by some other cheaper generator in the system.

The situation at bus 1 is slightly different, where only the first real power bid is

fully dispatched and the second real power bid is not dispatched. Further, Block 1
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Reactive Power is fully dispatched and Block 2 Reactive Power is partially dispatched

(maximum reactive power limit has not been reached).

From (3.27), the real power LNÍP can be calculated as:

Ào: SR -l 0¿t" -'yr6?)
Àr : 3.6 + 0.953 - 0.47 x 0.3: 4.472

The second component of À1 (i.e., 0.953) is the shadorv cost of supply offer. This

factor represents the marginal value of the offer to the whole system.

o¿:7¿ + ot:0.47

The reactive power LMP at bus 1 is equal to the price of Block 2 Reactive Power at

bus 1 indicating that anv increase in reactive power demand at bus 1 will be supplied

by the generator connected to bus 1.

Similar to bus 2, bus 27 also has a marginal real power generator. However, both

Block 1 Reactive Power and Block 2 Reactive Power at bus 27 are fully dispatched

and generator 27 is operating at the capability limit. Therefore,

0¡* : 0.8001 rÌi:0.722

Ào: sl* * 0¿t, - TJÇr""/n';n -.ylKP)

Àzt:3.7 +0.800i0.3x 0.722- 0.30x 0.36:4.429

o¿:'y¡ * Tl¿ =+ oz:0.36 + 0.722:0.482

Therefore, at bus 27, both real and reactive pov/er LMPs have a positive com-

ponent of price due to operating the generator at the capability limit, causing an

increase in both real and reactive power price. This is because the reactive porri/er
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availability is decreased as the generation is increased, indicating that any increase

in generation is discouraged when there is a reactive power shortage.

The lower limit of reactive power is important when generators are absorbing

reactive po\Mer. Typically, generators supply reactive power and hence the lower

limit becomes irrelevant. Therefore, in the above analysis, the typical situation is

considered. However, the same analysis can be done, when generators are absorbing

reactive power as well.

The real and reactive power LMPs for all the buses can be summarized as shown

in table 3.5. These values can also be analytically obtained by solving (3.11) and

(3.12).

an VE

Bus
LMP

Bus
LMP

Bus
Real R.eactive Real Reactive Live

1

2

.)

4

5

6

7

B
q

10

4.4r
4.45
4.53

4.55
4.53

4.57
4.60

4.60
4.67

4.63

0.47
0.50

0.52
0.53

0.54
0.55
0.57
0.58

0.55
0.55

11

72

13

14

15

16

77

1B

19

20

4.67

4.58
4.56
4.65
4.63
4.63
4.65
4.77
4.73
4.77

0.55

0.49

0.44

0.50
0.49

0.53
0.56

0.54

0.56

0.56

27

22
o9
LÙ

24
25

26

27

28
29

30

4.62 0.54
4.60 0.52
4.56 0.42
4.60 0.51
4.51 0.51
4.59 0.56
4.43 0.48
4.55 0.54
4.58 0.62
4.59 0.63

Table 3.5: Real d reacti LMPs

3.4.2 Market Signals Produced by the Proposed Model

If the Block 1 Reactive Power is sufficient to supply the total reactive power demand,

then according to (3.27), À¿ does not show any reactive power component. The

reactive power LMP, ø¿, is also zero. Therefore, the price of electricity is only due

to the dispatched real power. However, if at least one generator is providing Block 2

Reactive Power, then, there will be a component in the real power Li\4P. The reactive

power LMP is also non-zero (note that reactive power LMP ìs 7 when the generator

is supplving reactive power and -n when the generator is absorbing reactive power).
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This shows that when the reactive po\Mer LMP is positive (i.e., generating), consumers

at that location are encouraged to consume less reactive power to improve the power

factor, and when the reactive power LMP is negative (i.e., absorbing), consumers are

encouraged to consume more reactive power to improve the power factor.

If a particular generator is operating at its upper capability limit (i.e., ,t: + 0),

then according to (3.27) the real power LMP does show an additional component (i.e.,

-r¡I Kiir""). Since Ki'1"" is negative this component is posiLive and that increases the

real power LN{P. Since 4f, also appears in the reactive power LMP, the reactive power

price is also high and therefore, the consumers are encouraged to consume less reactive

power. This is because, when the generator is operating at its upper capability limit,

the reactive power availability is decreased as the generation is increased indicating

that any increase in generation is discouraged when there is a reactive power shortage.

On the ot,her hand, if a generator is operating at its lower capability limit (i.e,,

nt + 0), the real power LIVIP also has an additional component q, Kii". Since Kii'" is

positive this component is positive and that increases the real power LMP. Since 4o is

also appearing in ihe reactive power LIVIP, the reactive power LMP is further negative

and therefore, the consumers are encouraged to consume more reactive power.

As mentionecl earlier, the value of Kf has an important role to play under the

competitive market environment and should be specifiecl as a market rule. According

to (3.27), if the value of I{f is sufficiently large to make Btock 1 Reactive Power alone

enough for the dispatch, then the real power LMP will not show the reactive power

component. In practice, this is not possible as this requires generators to operate at

low power factors leading to low efficiency,

3.5 Concluding Remarks

A new reactive power model considering both the capabiÌity of the synchronous gen-

erator and the fairness of reactive power supply obligation in a competitive market

environment has been introduced in this chapter. The model has been proposed for
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simultaneous dispatch of real and reactive power. The main features of this model

are, (a) generators are not required to supply reactive power free of charge when they

are not supplying real power, (b) generators are required to make a minimum amount

of reactive power available to the system and this amounL is proportional to the real

power, (c) the maximum limit of the reactive power is determined by the capability

curve of the generator and is dependent on the real power generation.

In summary, the opportunity cost of supplying reactive power is implicitly modeled

using the physical constraint related to the rating of the machine. The fairness of

reactive power supplying obligation is ensured by the Block 1 Reactive power.

A case study has been presented using the proposed reactive power model . Based

on the results, it has been shown that, (a) real power LMP has a reactive power com-

ponent, (b) LMP for reactive power can also be defined, and (c) sequential dispatch

may give rise to an unfair advantage for some participants, and the overall dispatch

is also inferior to that of simultaneous dispatch.
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Chapter 4

trnconponating Dynarnic Secunity in

Market Dispatch

The security of a power system is a measure of risk of interruption in an event of a

contingency 144]. A secured power system operates without interrupting participant's

requirements and survives during a disturbance by settling to a nerv operating condi-

tion in which none of the system physical constraints are violated. Unlike in a single

owner electricity industry, maintaining the secure operation of the power system is a

challenging taslç in the competitive electricity market. This is because, each market

participant has its own individual interests in maximizing the profits, which could

possibly override the system security requirements.

The ISO has the responsibility of ensuring the security of the system, so that

sufficient safety margin is maintained in allocating market driven transactions. The

security assessment in ensuring the security of the system can l¡e broadly caLegorized

as static security assessment and dynamic security assessment. Static security assess-

ment determines whether the steady state post-disturbance conditions violate any

device limits or voltage limits, and dynamic security assessment determines whether

the power system reaches an acceptable operating condition after the transition [44].

The static security of the dispatch is easily assured by including the static security

constraints in the OPF using sensitivity factors [45]. However, Dynamic Security
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Constraints (DSCs) are not used in the traditional OPF, due to the unavailability of

such a constraint in the functional form compatible with the OPF.

The current industry practice of determining a generation dispatch that is secure

from a dynamic stability point of view is by performing a dynamic stability simulation

after solving the OPF 1461, 1471, or by performing the generation dispatch by some

other means. In the former approach, if the solution is unstable against a credible

contingency, then the solution is modified, so that the new solution is stable. These

modifications are based on engineering experience and judgments using a trial and

error approach. This is a time consuming process and cannot guarantee Lhe accuracy

of the modified result. In the latter approach, 'nomograms' commonly used in indus-

try are translated into constraints and are used in the dispatch algorithms. However,

'nomograms' are two variable linear approximations to the stability boundary and

thus, do not accurately represent the nonlinear nature ofsuch a boundary [48].

Recently, due to the restructuring of the power industry and the availability of

fast computers, there has been a motivation towards the development of Dynamic

Security Constrained OptimaÌ Power FIow (DSCOPF) programs [49], [50]. In contrast

to the traditional sequential OPF, where the solution is adjusted by some other rvay

to ensure the dynamic security, the DSCOPF determines the same in a single step.

This is achieved by incorporating the differential equations governing the dynamics

of the system into the OPF in the form of difference equations. The disadvantages

of this approach are (1) replacing the differential equations by difference equations

in solving the problem sacrifices accuracy, (2) there are convergence difficulties due

to the introduction of a large number of variables and equations to the original OPF'

problem [49], [50], and (3) the approach uses simplifred models of power system devices

to reduce the computational burden.

A novel technique to derive an accurate transient stability boundary for a given

credible contingency is proposed in [51], which can be readily used as a constraint

in the DSCOPF. In this way, for each credible contingency, a separate DSC can be
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derived to incorporate in the OPF. The advantage is that dynamic security of the

sysLem for a given credible contingency is modeled in the OPF using a single function

of power system variables, and consequently a secured generation dispatch can be

obtained in a single step.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. A brief introduction to the DSC

is given in Section 4.1. The DSCOPF is then presented in Section 4.2. Finally a

case study using IEBE New-England 39 bus system is presented in Section 4.3 to

demonstrate the effects of DSC in market dispatch.

4.L Dynamic Security Constraint

This section briefly explains how to derive an accurate transient stability boundary

for a given credible contingency. A detailed derivation of this method is given in

[52], where the theoretical formulation of statistical learning is explained and the

application of this theory to IEEE New-Bngland 39 bus system and a 470 bus system

is presented.

An operating point of a power system can be uniquely defined using 2 * nbus - 7

number of variables, where nbus is the number of buses in the system. For example,

if the bus voltage magnitudes and bus voltage angÌes (wiih angles measured with

respect to the reference bus) are known, an operating point can be uniquely defined

and every other variable can be calculated. An operating point vector: ø in the

2 *' nbus - 1 truclidean space (where the co-ordinate axes represent the power system

variables) can be identifled either as stable or as unstable depending on whether the

power system is transiently stable or not in an event of a specific contingency [44].

The boundary that separates the transiently stable region from the transiently

unstable region is the DSC. The estimated function given in (a.1) is used to approx-

imate the Critical Clearing Time (CCT) corresponding to a given contingency. This

approximation is an mth order polynomial function ancl was estimated from a data

sample of n training points. Note that there is an optimum value for m, where the
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t=7

where, cyú is a set of real scalers arrd nt represents an operating point vector in the

transient stability database. The Tfansient Stability Margin (TSM) is defined as the

difference between the CCT and actual fault clearing time: To. of the contingency.

Therefore, the approximated TSM can be written as given below.

estimated DSC is most accurate

rNote that the rcactive powcr model
formulation.

CCT x Io,((", rr) +7)^

f (r) =[f o,(1", r,) +t)*]-To.] 0

ry= ti a¿m((x,r,) + r)*-trr,o)
ör^ L.¿r

4.2 OPF Problern

After including the above DSC, the

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

TSNI = tI a¿((r,4) + 1)*l - 7""
t:1

An operating point in the stable operating region has a positive TSIVI. Therefore,

the DSC can be written as given in (4.3).

Similarly, for any other credible contingency? a separate DSC can be derived. The

DSC given in (4.3) is differentiable with respect to the operating point variables, and

thus suitable for optimization algorithms such as Successive Linear Programming

(SLP) and Newton method type algorithms. The derivative of (a.3) with respect, to

a variable ro (essentially a voltage magnitude or a bus voltage angle) can be written

ast

OPF problem can be written as given in (4.5)r.

discussed in Chapter 3 is not considercd in this OPF
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Minimize:

J :ÐÐ Poosnr+ | enos?
iel keBi i€I

Subject to:

Ð nr - Po¿: t Vlso¡(V - V¡ cos lij) - bijvj sin á¿¡l

Æeãi uelá

Qoo - Qno: Ð V[-bo¡(V - I/¡ cos 0r¡) - 9;¡V¡sinï¡¡)
ijQTt

0<P"r<P¡Ï"

- Ppwar < PF," < PF!|"'LJ-IJ

u'"0" <u <u'""'
_1_

f (r): [)o,((2,r,) + t)2] -To"] 0
t:l

PFij : gu¡(V' - W cos0¿¡) - bo¡Vr!¡ sin1¿¡ V(i, j) c T

In (4.5), only one DSC is included to clearly demonstrate the formulation of the

OPF.

Typically, for a given power system, there can be several credible contingencies,

rvhich are identified based on historical information. Inclusion of DSCs corresponds

to all the credible contingencies, however, increases the complexity of the OPF prob-

lem, and hence requires more execution time. On the other hand, neglecting the

critical contingencies result in insecure operation of the power system. Each of these

contingencies has a different risk associated with ignoring them, which depends on

the probability of the contingency occurring and the cost of exposing the power sys-

tem to that contingency. Thus, choosing the correct credible contingencies is also an

important issue, which is not discussed in this thesis.

Vi

Vi

vi,vlí

v(i,j) cT

vi

(4.5)
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The Lagrangian for the above problem can be rvritten as:

L:Ðl nrsSo+\e,os?

iel k€Bi

iel keBi iel
t-

* Ð 
^o 

l- t P*, * Ppo+ | Vlgo¡(V - v¡ cos
iel L rer, ijeTi

I
+ t ou l-Qno * Q o¿+ I Vl-b,¡(V - v¡ cosl¿¡

iel I ¿jern

0o¡) - bo¡v¡s|n0r¡l]

) - Oo¡V¡ti"9,i]]

(4 6)+ t I þi@"0 - P,")* I t þ,J-p"*)

+ t u:[(P\¡ - PFi"\+ t ptjePFi"" - PF¿¡)

iel keBi

zJeJLJ et

+ÐóiM - u,""") + ! óo (u^0" -v)
i€I ? e.l

f¡¡l
+ 7 I It at((r,r,) + r)21 - T".l

lîJ l

By solving the KKT conditions of (4.6), the secured generation dispatch against

the considered contingency can be obtained.

4.3 Case Studies and Results

This section presents a case study to demonstrate the application of DSC in market

dispaich. For the following analysis, a competitive electricity market is modeled for

the New-England 39 bus system shown in Appendix A, using price-quantity bids for

the generators as given in table 4.1. The reactive power is considered as free from

the generators. In the presentation of results, all the real and reactive power values

are in MW or MVAr, voltages are in pu, prices are in $/h and marginal prices are

in $/MWh, $/ViVArh or $/pu.h depending on the quantity considered. The DSC is

incorporated in the OPF as explained in Section 4.2 to ensure the dynamic security

of the power system. The maximum and minimum voltage limits of each bus are set

to 1.10 pu and 0.90 pu respectively and a line limit of 1000 MW is imposed on each
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line. A higher line limit of 1000 MW is purposely selected, so that the effects of the

binding line flow constraints can be overridden, as the main objective is to siudy the

effects of the DSC (note that in Section 3.3, the line flow limits were not included in

the OPF formulation, to override the line flow constraints).

The contingency considered in this analysis is a three-phase-to-ground fault on

the line connecting bus 16 to bus 24 near bus 16 and the fault is cleared by opening

the faulted line after 10 cycles. Therefore, in the OPF formulation the lorver limit

of the DSC is taken as 10 cycles (which ls 7"") and the upper limit is seL to infinity.

This implies that if the estimated CCT for a given operating point is greater than or

equal to the fault clearing time, then the system is transiently stable.

The OPF was solved using the developed software tool explained in Chapter 6 and

the results were validated using GAMS IVIINOSS solver [62] by modeling the OPF in

the GAMS environment.

Bus
bid 1 bid 2

30

31
to
¿L

JL)

34

35

36
.f/

3B

39

750 5.2

500 4.2
400 5.4
450 7.25
500 4.9

350 5.05
500 7.4
450 5.0
100 8.2
500 4.7

The following 3 cases are considered.

1. Case 1: OPF without the DSC

2. Case 2: OPF with the DSC representing the Contingency

3. Case 3: OPF with the DSC representing the same Contingency, but the fault

is cleared 1 cycle faster

Table 4.1: Generator bid data

250 3.6

500 3.2
600 4.0
550 3.8

500 3.75

650 3.7
500 3.8

550 2.9

900 3.8

500 3.9
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Table 4.2: Generation dis

ation dispatch (MW
Bus

30

31

32
.).)

34
ÐrJÙ

36
.)/
3B

39

id2
250.00 269.69

500.00 359.72

600.00 0.00

550.00 0.00
13.07 0.00

650.00 0.00
500.00 0.00
550.00 0.00
900.00 0.00
500.00 500.00

Total dispatch 6139.03 6L42.57 6L42.48
Total cost 22768.94 23358.93 23272.25

Table 4.2 shorvs the generation dispatch and the total generation cost for the

three cases. In Case 1, there is only one marginal bid, which is at bus 3I (i.e., 2'd

bid). it can be seen from table 4.2 and the generator bids given in table 4.1, that

the generation dispatch in Case 1 is according to the merit order where cheaper bids

are dispatched before more expensive bids. This is expected, because in the OPF

formulation the transmission line congestion has been overridden. In general, the

losses in the system could result in out of merit order dispatch, but in this case the

effect of losses has not been significant enough to cause an out of merit order dispatch.

The total dispatch is 6139.03 MW and the total cost of generation is 22768.94.

In Case 2, where the OPF is solved with DSC, the generation dispatch deviates

from the merit order significantly as seen in table 4.2. The cheaper generation at bus

34 (i.e., 1"¿ bid) is not dispatched at all, while the expensive generation at buses 30

(i.e.,2'd bid) and 31 (i.e., 2"'d offer) are partly dispatched. This is expected because

the power system operates on the DSC, as evident from the non-zero marginal cost of

DSC (f : 94.51). The marginal cost of 94.51 implies that ihe cost of operation can

be reduced by that amount if the fault could be cleared 1 cycle faster. Table 4.2 also

reveals that the total losses in Case 2 are slightly higher than in Case 1 (note that

250.00 0.00

500.00 139.03

600.00 0.00
550.00 0.00
500.00 0.00

650.00 0.00

500.00 0.00

550.00 0.00

900.00 0.00
500.00 500.00

250.00 350.15

500.00 292.42

600.00 0.00

550.00 0.00

0.00 0.00
650.00 0.00

500.00 0.00

550.00 0.00

900.00 0.00
500.00 500.00
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the total dispatch in Case 2 is 6742.57 MW, whereas in Case 1 it is 6139.03 MW).

Further, the total cost of generation is also increased to 23358.93.

In Case 3, when the breaker operates 1 cycle faster in clearing the fault, the DSC

is still binding as seen from the out of merit order dispatch given in Lable 4.2. It can

be seen that the cheaper bid at bus 34 (i.e., 1"¿ bid) is now partly dispatched, while

there is reduction in expensive bids. The total cost of generation is also reduced by

86.68 (i.e., 23358.93 - 23272.25). This is the amount saved due to the fault being

cleared 1 cycle faster, which is approximately equal to the 7 value in Case 2 (i.e.,1:

94.51). The slight difference in these two amounts is due to the linearization.

Bus Case
Bus

Case
Bus

1 2 .) ,f21 1

7

2

.)

4

5

6

7

B
q

10

11

T2

13

4.22 5.68 5.62
4.79 5.i9 5.19
4.22 5.11 5.11
4.22 5.04 5.03
4.27 4.95 4.93
4.20 4.89 4.88
4.22 5.02 5.00
4.23 5.09 5.07
4.23 5.63 5.57
4.r7 4.87 4.BB

4.18 4.89 4.BB

4.18 4.94 4.93
4.r8 4.97 4.97

74

15

16

77

1B

19

20

21

22
ôÐ
L¿

24

25

26

4.20 4.97 4.98
4.2r 4.97 4.95
4.r9 4.87 4.87
4.79 4.88 4.92
4.27 4.96 4.99
4.73 4.85 4.93
4.I4 5.02 5.11
4.16 4.66 4.74
4.73 4.47 4.57
4.r3 4.47 4.57
4.79 4.76 4.83
4.07 5.04 5.04
4.rr 4.87 4.97

27
28

29

30
31

32

ð.f

34

35

36

J/

38

39

4.77 4.84 4.89
4.05 4.75 4.81
4.07 4.73 4.79
4.r9 5.20 5.20
4.20 4.20 4.20
4.77 4.77 4.79
4.77 4.33 4.47
4.r7 3.46 3.75
4.t3 4.36 4.47
4.77 4.21 4.34
4.04 4.97 4.96
3.96 4.35 4.47
4.23 5.84 5.77

The LiVIPs at each bus for the three cases are given in table 4.3. It reveals that

except at bus 34, higher LMPs are resulted in Case 2 and Case 3 due to the binding

DSC. However at bus 34, LMP in Case 2 and Case 3 are lower than that of Case 1.

This is because in Case 2, due to the binding DSC, the cheaper generator at bus 34

is not dispatched, enabling it to cater any increase in load at bus 34. Alternatively,

in Case 1, bid 1 at bus 34 is fully dispatched and any increase in load at bus 34 has

to be supplied from the next available generator which is bid 2 at bus 31, having a

higher bid price. Same explanation can be given for the Case 3 as well.
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The difference in generation cost between Case 2 and Case 3 reflects the effects of

fast operating circuit breaker, and thus can be used to perform a cost benefit analysis

of the fast operating circuit breakers. As pointed out earlier, the results of Case 1

and Case 2 could be further used in determining the associated risk in ignoring the

contingency in market dispatch. This could lead to a quantitative decision of whether

or not to ignore the particular contingency in market dispatch from the economical

and reliability point of view.

4.4 Concluding Remarks

The incorporation of the dynamic security constraint in the OPF has been demon-

strated in this chapter in order to ensure the dynamic security in market dispatch.

This approach has been enabled by the availability of the dynamic security constraint

in a functional form. The key advantage is that the dynamic security of the system

is modeled in the OPF using a function of power system variables, and consequently

a secured generation dispatch can be obtained in one step. The function used is dif-

ferentiable, and thus suitable for optimization algorithms such as Sequential Linear

Programming (SLP) and Newton type algorithms.

The resulting DSCOPF ensures security of the system in the event of the contin-

gency represented by the DSC, In this way, any number of DSCs, each representing

a credible contingency, can be incorporated in the OPF. A case study has been pre-

sented to clemonstrate the effects of DSC on dispatch as well as on LMPs. The results

of the case study revealed that the binding DSC constraint has a significant effect on

LMPs for the case considered. These results could also be used in performing (a) cost

benefit analysis of fast operating circuit breakers, and (b) risk analysis of ignoring

the clynamic security in market dispatch.
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Chapter 5

A,.nalyzing Market Signals

The inclusion of reactive power and Dynamic Security Constraint (DSC) in market

dispatch is discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 respectively. Having incorporated these con-

straints, this chapter investigates different methods to analyze the associated market

signals. In fact, market signals are the main driving forces for the market participants

to make their operational and investment decisions, which ultimately drive the mar-

ket toward further competition [2]. Thus, correctly determining these market signals

is an important issue in the context of restructured electricity market.

Under the present market operation, LMPs are commonly and extensively used as

market signals [12]. The SMD proposed by FBRC also advocates the use of LMPs in

settling the transactions [5]. This is further insisted upon in their recent documents,

subsequent to SMD [6], [7] LMP at a given node of a power system is the sensitivity

of operational cost to the change in load at that node, or in simple terms, the least

cost of getting the next increment at that node, while respecting the constraints

imposed due to the operational and the capability limits of the power system. Thus,

this design provides participants with a clear signal of the price of electricity at each

location [B].

While these LMPs provide valuable information at each location of the system,

they do not provide a detailecl description in terms of contributions coming from trans-

mission losses and different constraints in the power system. The LMP components
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proposed in [54] can be used to overcome this problem, as they show the decomposi-

tion of LMP into its contributing components due to each binding constraint. This

explicit decomposition serves as better market signals for the participants than LIVIP

itself. However, the effects of the losses cannot be seen explicitly from these com-

ponents. Thus, supplementary information showing the effecis of losses on LMPs is

necessary in providing full insight to the operation of the electriciby market.

A new method of analyzing the network rental components is presented in this

chapter by determining those individual components. The network rental is the sur-

plus solely paid by the consumers, and thus, the components of network rental show

the breakdown of the network rental to each consumer due to each binding constraint

and transmission losses. The key advantage is that the network rental components

show how each consumer has actualÌy overpaid due to marginal losses and each bind-

ing constraint. Thus, unlike in LIVIP components, network rental components show

the effects of losses explicitly as a separate component.

In order to proceed with this analysis, the components of network rental must

be correctly determined. It is however, found that the available methods are not

sufficient in determining these components, specially when the general NLP-OPF

is considered, where different types of constraints contribute to the network rental.

Thus, a new method to determine these network rental components is proposed in

this chapter.

This chapter is organized as follows. The existing method of analyzing LMP

components is explained in Section 5.1 together with some examples to show how these

individual components are calculated. Section 5.2 presents the concept of network

rental and then the calculation of components of network rental using a LP-OPF

is investigated in Section 5.3. The novel technique to determine the components of

network rental based on NLP-OPF is then proposed in Section 5.4. Some case studies

are also presented in Section 5.4 for a clear understanding of the proposed method.
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5.1 LMP Cornponents

5.1.1 Tþaditional Approach

With the present practice, the loss factors and shift factors are used to determine the

components of LMP due to losses and congesbionl [10], [12]. Thus, the LMP at bus

i can be expressed as;

LIVI n : LM P""'ea + LM PIo"" + LM Pconscstion

LMn: 
^T't 

- LFo¡'.Í +I þtSFn

(5.1)

(5.2)

where LF¿is the loss factor at bus i. and SF¿t is the generator shifi factor at bus i on

line ú. The value of ¡-r¿ indicates the shadow cost of the congested line ú whereas À'"/

denotes the real power price at the reference bus.2 The summation of the first two

components in (5.2) is commonly known as the energ-y component.

The LF¡ indicates the sensitivity of system losses to the change in the injection at

bus z. In other words, it reflects how system losses will change due to the injection of

an additional unit N4W. Because the reference bus always makes up for this additional

unit NIW, loss factors depend on the selection of the reference bus. The ,9fl¿ shows

how the line flow of line I is changed if the injection at bus z is pertubated. Shift

factors also depend on the choice of the reference bus. Therefore, by definition the

loss factor and the shifL factor at the reference bus are zero.

Due to this dependency, the components calculated using this method do not re-

flect the true contributions of LMP at a node. In other words, even though, the LMPs

are independent of the selection of the reference bus, the individual components are

not independent of the selection of the reference bus [53]. This dependency indicates

that the importance should be kept on the value of each component. The differ-

ence between such components at two locations are also dependent on the reference

lThe line flow limits arc the only constraints considered in LP-OPF.
2The refercnce bus is sometimes called as the slack bus. In a power flow solution, the unknown

losses in the system are assigned to thc rcference bus.
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bus. For example, the difference between congestion cost components at two different

locations does not give any valuable information at all.

The drawback in this approach is due to the fact that transmission losses are

balanced at a designated reference bus whereas in reality losses are balanced according

to the governing physical laws. This results in different power flows once the location

of the reference bus is changed.

However, if losses are approximately balanced at bus level in a predefined way,

the energy component and the congestion component can be made reference bus

independent for a given loss disLribution. The loss distribution factors proposed in

[10] allow the explicit balance of losses at each bus, so that the dc power flow solution

will be unique irrespective of the choice of the slack bus. The problem however, is

that the whole process depends on the predefined loss distribution factors which do

not represent how the actual losses are consumed.

The need for the reference bus can be eliminated, once the actual nonlinear power

flows are considered (i.e., NLP-OPF). Further, with the NLP-OPF, the reactive power

and security issues can be easily incorporated as discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. Unlike

in LP-OPF where only line flow constraints are considered, with the NLP-OPF differ-

ent other binding constraints also contribute to the LMP at a given location. Despite

the associated difficulties in dealing with the NLP-OPF, the recent advancements in

computing technology allow solving a NLP-OPF in an efficient manner.

A generalized method to unbundle LMP into its contributing components is pre-

sented in [5a]. This approach is based on post processing the KKT optimality condi-

tions of the NLP-OPF as explained below.

5.1.2 Unbundling LMP Based on KKT Conditions

The Lagrangian function for the OPF given in Appendix B (also given in Chapters

3 and 4) can be written in compact form by considering that there are Iy' equality
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constraints? Ã inequality constraints and M decision variables, as,

NR
r : f @) +Y,sTg-(") + t pT h,(r)

¡,/ E
r : f @) +Ð sT"g"(") + Ð ødil @)

n:L z':1

If the optimal solution is known, then all the binding or the active inequality con-

straints are also known. As the remaining inequality constraints are non-active, the

Lagrangian function can be rervritten by eliminating those constraints as given in

(5.4).

(5.3)

(5.4)

h and their

(5.4) can be

(5.6)

(5.7)

t¿:l r:7

where h,.(r) and ¡to are the binding inequality constraints among

multipliers among ¡z respectively. The KKT optimality conditions of

written as,

#:%*.å ^T'g#*fø:\f :o' TTL:,"M (55)

From the Lagrangian function given in (5.4), LMP at bus z can be calculated by

taking the partial derivative of L with respect to the Ioad Pp¿ as given by (5.8). This

is because, the LMP at bus z is the sensitivìty of L to the change in load P¿r¿.

oL {, a¡6¡ ar,, , of @)
AP^- ¿-. A"* AP^- APD.

. 
å ^Tþ,W #: Ð^ru## 

+ i s-", ffi
. io" Z+* æ.þ-*W .i'; øt ffi (b 8)

T: I M:L
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[æ,,#,,@r^]'can be calculated by differentiating (5.5), (5.6), ancl (5.7) with

respect to Pp¿ as given in (5.9), (5.10), and (5.11) respectively.

(5.11)

Equations (5.9), (5.10), and (5.11) can be written in matrix form as given in

(5.12).

Some terms in the left hand side matrix and the righi hand

àre zerol and thus, (5.12) can be simplified as given in (5.13).

side array of (5.12)

â,.f (") , s- tr õ2s-@)-al{ -r /-nAn-EÃ-
(5.13)

o'Í(")
o"%

02 I
0r

, -- _,, 7â2lr,(c) ôg_@) at.þ)-r ì .r lf,r -EE- -d"^ -ã"*

00
00

o2s"(r) ¡ \- âÀl' ôg"(c) , s-
ã;;dF; T /-n 7Po; 0t^ T /',

0s_@)
ôPo¡

oE
0Po;

^T

+a2 Íþ)
0r-ôPn;

t

Í(r
,ôP

+

^aU'

=

ll*
' s-. Ap"? A/¿'(r)T Z-, ap- 0r^

,r a21l(Àtr'.:Lnr 0r^ôPn;

(5.r2)

ðs^@)
0z^

0

0

The left hand side matrix in (5.13) is a
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õr^
ôPo¡

ðx.
õPo¿

aF;
ðPo¡

a-Ìl(")
ðr^

0

0

,r"0,", lor;, 

]

ôx^
ôh,'(r)
--dr,"

D,,^î

Hessian matrix at the optimal solution
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with additionai rows and columns corresponding to binding inequality constraints,

E(*).The three elements shown in the right hand side vector represent three column

vectors. The 0 entries represent column vectors with aÌl the elements equal to zero.

W ," a column vector with one entry equaÌ to unity and the rest equal to zero. This

is because the term Pp¿ appea,rs only in the corresponding power balance equation

where n:'i.

Remark It i,s i,mportant to note th.at the matri.r in (5.13) i,s always non-s'ingular

'irrespect'iue of the number of bdnd,ing constraints, whi,ch.'is erplai.ned. as follows. If

the number of buses and the number of generators 'in the system are nbus and ngen

respect'iaely and assum'ing there i,s only a s'ingle bi,d from each generator, then the sub

matrirt+P +Ð^i+#l tn (5.13) has 2*ngenI2*nbus -t rows and, columns

(note that the s'ize of th.e sub matrir i.s equal to the number of aari,ables, whi,ch i,nclude

generator bi,d r1uanti,ti,es, react'iue power generat'ions, uoltage magni.tudes, and uoltage

angles ercLud,i.ng the reference bus), whereas sub matrir ffi not 2+ngen*2*nbus-7

columns (same number of columns as aboue) and 2 * nbus rows. Therefore, for the

whoLe matri,r to be non-s'ingular, the marimum number of rows of the sub matrir ffi
(i.e., the nurnber o.f bi.ndi.ng i.nerpali.ty constra'ints) sh.ould lte2+ngen-7. If there are

no bi,nding li.ne flows or uoltage li,mzts, then at least one real power bi,d is margi,naL

resulti.ng i,n less than 2* ngen - 7 rows, and i,f there are r bi,ndi,ng constraints, then

there should be at least r*7 margi,nal generators, resulting 'in an euen fewer number of
. ð'il(,\rows 'in t# This shows that under any c'ircumstances, the total number of bi.nding

constra'ints does not erceed 2 + ngen - 7.

Therefore, by inverting the left hand side matrix and taking the column cor-

responding to the non-zero element yields the array [æ,Æ,Æ]' as shown in

(5.14).

This array shows the sensitivity of the variables in the OPF to the change in load.

Thus, these sensitivities also provide some insight to the operation of the electricity
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market lbbj.

ô2J("),..- \Tô2s^þ\-ã{ -r Ì-nA,--d;r-
: (-1).corresponding column of

Equation (5.8) can be simpÌified using (5.10) and (5.11) as,

ãr^
ôPo¡

d^n.
ãF;
au"
ãF;

ôg^(r)

0

0

r -1aE@) IOr; 
I,l

(5.14)

(5.15)

This implies that LMP at bus i can be expressed only in terms of contributions

from the marginal generators (note thai /(r) is only a function of generation and

ffi equals zero for non-marginal generators). The effects of binding constraints are

embedded in the contributions of marginal generators.

By removing (5.11) in cletermintnglfu, æ,Æ1", the contributions of binding

constraints can be made explicit as seen from (5.8), Thus, the LMP at, bus e can be

written as,

aL { a¡ç*¡ a*,,
aP^: k a^ arm

ôL _ { af @) a",^ 
_,_ \- . " $ añ-(") a"-

7Po¿ ? 0r,, 7Pn¡ ' LP' ? ôr* ïPo,
Tn:L r m:l

(5.16)

The first term represents the contributions coming from marginal generators whereas

the remaining terms under the summation represent the contributions coming from

binding inequality constraints.

However, it is important to note thaL even though the expressions D*T*#i
and l,-p,l Ð*ææ have a large number of terms (equal to the number of

variables in the OPF problem), most of these terms become zero by application of

the chain rule as explained below:

" f @) is only a function of generation. Therefore, the partial derivative of f (r)

with respect to any other variable is zero.
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o h,(r) always represents the limit of a variable. Therefore, it has a value only

when the partial derivative with respect to the corresponding variable is con-

siclered. Further, the value of W is either f1 or -1 depending on whether

the constraint is at the maximum limit or the minimum limit.

5.1.3 Numerical Example to Evaluate the LMP Components

This section presents some case studies using a 3 bus system to analyze the compG-

nents of LMP. The single line diagram of the 3 bus system with line parameters are

shown in figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: 3 bus system

In the presentation of results, all the real and reactive power values are in NIW

and iVfVAr, line flows are in MW, voltages are in pu, and marginal prices are in either

$/MWh or $/MVArh depending on the quantity considered.

There are two generators connected to buses 1 and 2, having bìd data given in

table 5.1. Buses 2 and 3 have real and reactive loads as shown in figure 5.1. For

simplicity, a fixed reactive power cost is considered and the reactive power limits are

set to +1000 MVAr. The minimum and the maximum voltages at each bus are 0.95

pu and 1.05 pu respectively. The following two cases are considered; in Case 1, Iine

0.01 35+0.041 1j

Bus 2

0.009+0.01 51j
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flow limits are ignored and in Case 2, a line limit of 300 MW is applied to all lines.

The dispatch for the two cases together with shadow costs are shown in table 5.2.

Table 5.2: Dispatch for the Case 1 and Case 2

Case 1 Case 2
Dispatch p Dispatch 11

-I 11
T)112

Pzt
Pzz

Qst
Qsz

V
Vz

Vs

P Ftz
PFn
PFzs

117.51

0.00

600.00

0.00
535.87

33.84
1.05
1.00

0.96
-16.78
134.30

380.79

0.00
-1.60
0.26

-0.74
0.00
0.00

160.49

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

250.00
19.89

442.49
0.00

487.55

75.06
1.05
1.00

0.96
59.49

270.40

300.00

1.60

0.00

0.00
i.00
0.00

0.00
191.1 1

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
tnaÙ.1L

Case 1

The dispatch and p shown in table 5.2 reveal that the voltage at bus 1 is at the

maximum limit of 1.05 pu. Bid 1 of generator 2 (i.e., Prr) is fully dispatched and

bid I of generator 1 (i.e., Ptr) is partly dispatched. This is expected, as the bids

are dispatched according to the merit order in the absence of line flow limits. The

reactive power at both generators are partly dispatched.

According to Section 5.1.2, if all the binding constraints are used in formulating

(5.12), only the components associated with marginal generators are explicitly shown

as given in table 5.3, where À and ø denote the LMPs of active and reactive power
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respectively. The effect of the binding voltage at bus 1 is embedded in the cost

components of marginal generators. These results were validated using a sensitivity

analysis, by perturbing the active and reactive load at each bus and measuring the

changes in generations.

0.000
-0.024
0.015

0.000
0.200
0.065

In order to understand the meaning of quantities shown in Table 5.3, consider the

LMP of bus 3. The LMP indicates that the cost of getting an increment unit of real

power at bus 3 is 3.684. This cost is made up of the cost of increasing the real power

generation at bus 1 (3.666), the cost ofincreasing reactive power generation at bus 1

(0.002), and the cost of increasing reactive power generation at bus 2 (0.015). Since

the generator bid prices are known, the changes in generation can also be determined

a.s: an increase of 1.018 MW (:3.66613.6) real power generation at bus 1, an increase

of 0.02 IVIVAT (:0.002/0.1) reactive power generation at bus 1, and an increase of

0.075 NIVAr(:0.015/0.2) reactive power generation at bus 2.

Table 5.3 also reveals that À1 has only one component, which is due to P11. This

is as expected, because an additional unit of real power at bus 1 is supplied by ihe

marginal bid which is also at bus 1. The same is true for 01 and o2, due to the fact

that reactive power generation is marginal at those two buses. On the other hand, À2,

À3, and o3 have conLributions from real and reactive power marginal generators due

to losses in the network. Note that cost of reactive power is modeled as a fixed cost

in this study. If the reactive power is assumed to be free, reactive power components

will not appear in LMPs.

Effects of the binding voltage constraint on LMPs can be explicitly obtained by
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À1

À2

À3

Oy

(f¡

O3

0.000

0.010

0.002

0.100
0.000
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removing the corresponding constraint from (5.12) as explained in Section 5.1.2. This

is shown in table 5.4.

on

no

Table 5.4 reveals ihat the contributions from binding voltage constraint at bus 1

\7, ot, and o2 are zero. This is as expected, because the binding constraint has

effect if the generator is delivering to a load connected to the same bus.

Case 2

The difference between this case and Case 1 is that a 300 MW line limit is imposed

on all lines. This resulted in PFzz reaching the 300 MW limit. The dispatch and ¡.r

shown in table 5.2 indicate that bid 2 at bus I (i.e, Pp) and bid 1 at bus 2 (i.e, P¡) are

partly dispatched (i.e., marginal bids). The reactive povier at both generators are also

partly dispatched. The binding constraints are the PF2s limit and the voltage limit

at bus 1. As before, if all the binding constraints are used in formulating (5.12), only

the components associated with marginal generators are explicitly shown as given in

table 5.5.

Table 5.4: Components of LIvIP for Case 1

LMP Ptt Qot Qoz Vt

À1

À2

À3

O1

Ç2

O3

3.600
3.464
3.684
0.100
0.200

0.229

3.600
D ÉDIù.d()(J

3.623
0.000

0.000

0.0i9

0,000
-0.016
0.022

0.100
0.000

0.i10

0.000

0.037
-0.035
0.000

0.200

0.000

0.000

-0.092
0.073

0.000

0.000

0.100

abìe 5.5: Components of LMP for Case 2

LMP Pzt Pn Qq\ a
Àr

Àz

À3

O1

O2

A3

5.200

3.200
6.450

0.100

0.200
0.535

5.200

0.000
8.335

0.000

0.000
0.861

0.000

3.200
-1.876
0.000

0.000
-0.460

0.000

0.000
0.047
0.100
0.000
0.100

0.000

0.000

-0.056
0.000

0.200
0.034
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The vaÌue of À3 is greater than the highest bid dispatched, (i.e., 5.2). This is

due to the binding line flow PFry,which necessitates a reduction in the cheaper bid

P21, in order to increase the generation from the expensive bid Pp in catering the

additional unit of real power at bus 3. The negative contribution of Pp in À3 (i.e.,

-1.876) shown in table 5.5 aìso reveals this. Same explanation can be given for the

remaining terms as well.

Effects of the binding constraints (i.e., PF6 and [) can be explicitly determined

by removing these consLraint from (5.12). The resulting components are shown in

table 5.6.

Table 5.6: Components of LIVIP for Case 2

LMP Pn t)121 Qst Qoz V PFzs

Àr
Àz

Às

.O1
O2

A3

5.200

3.200

6.450

0.100
0.200
0.535

5.200

0.000
2.802
0.000
0.000

0.043

0.000

3.200
7.572
0.000
0.000

-0.001

0.000
0.000

0.021

0.1 00
0.000

0.096

0.000
0.000

-0.036
0.000
0.200

0.025

0.000
0.000

0.156

0.000
0.000

0.117

0.000

0.000
1.995

0.000
0.000

0.256

It can be seen from both cases, that the effects of losses are implicit to the explicitly

considerecl components. Therefore, the effects of losses cannot be seen explicitly as a

separate component.

5.2 Network Rental

When LMPs are used in settling the transactions, there exists a difference between

what consumers pay to the ISO and what generators get paid by the ISO [17]. This

difference, which is accumulated with the ISO, is referred to as Network Rental.

Network rental is made up of two components known as the loss rental and the

constraint rental. Loss rental is due to the difference between average losses and

marginal losses. The marginal cost of real power losses can be twice as high as the

average cost of real power losses [56], [57]. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.2. For a given

power {low P F¿¡, the average loss is equal to the gradient of line joining the origin and
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the corresponding point, rvhich is equal to tan á, whereas the marginal loss is equal

to the gradient of the tangent line passing through the corresponding point, which is

equal to tana.

Power
Loss

P!
'J

PF, Line flow

Figure 5.2: Average loss and marginal loss

The other component of the network rental is the constraint rental which is due

to operating the power system at the binding constraints imposed by the OPF. The

remaining constraints neither influence the outcome of the OPF nor accumulate any

constraint rental.

With the present practice of market dispatch based on solving an LP-OPF, the

line flows are the only constraints (other than the real power balance equations)

considered in the dispatch. Therefore, the constraint rental is only due to the binding

line flows. Some markets do not consider transmission losses in marlçet dispatch, and

therefore, in those markets no loss rental is accumulated. In some markets, losses are

incorporated into the LP-OPF with piece-wise linear approximation for losses [11],

while some other markets use loss factors to represent the effects of system losses [12].

However, irrespective of the method of loss modeling, a loss rentaì will be accumulated

with ihe iSO.

On the other hand, with the NLP-OPF, the inclusion of additionaÌ constraints

such as voltage limits and DSCs lead to further accumulation of rental with the
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ISO in the form of constraint rental. Furthermore, due to reactive power dispatch,

additional rental will also be accumulated. This is true even when the reactive power

is free from the reactive pov/er sources, because reactive power LMPs at load buses

are non-zero due to real power losses associated with transmitting reactive power.

5.2.1 Components of Network Rental

As the networlc rental is an overpayment made by consumers due to the transmission

losses and the binding constraints imposed by the OPF, these rental components do

provide the detailed description of each consumêr's overpayment. Howevet, to get

the advantage of this method, the components of network rental must be correctly

determined.

From the available methods, the componenLs of network rental due to the dispatch

based on the LP-OPF can be easily determined. The constraint rental is only due

to the binding line flow constraints, which makes it easier to decompose the network

rental. If the losses are modeled approximately as discussed in Section 5.1.1, the

resulting loss rental component can also be determined. However, Iater in this chapter,

it is shown that these individual components only show the total rental accumulated

with the ISO due to losses or a given binding constraint.

On the other hand, if the dispatch is based on the NLP-OPF, reactive power

dispaich and various other binding constraints also contribute to the network rental.

Therefore, ne\¡¡ approach will be required in determining each consumer's portion of

network rental due to each binding constraint and losses.

5.3 Calculating the Components of Network Rental Based

on LP-OPF

In determining the network rental components, the LP-OPF is first considered

formulating the corresponding OPF and analyzing the price relationships based

by

on
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the KKT optimality conditions. To make the analysis cìear, cases with and without

transmission losses modeled are discussed separately.

5.3.1 Neglecting Tbansmission Losses

When transmission losses are neglected, the power flows can be approximately written

either based on dc power flow equations or based on shift factors.

a) using dc power flow equations

The nonlinear power flow equations given in (5.17) can be simplified using dc power

flow approximations, which state that line resistance is very small compared to line

reactance; voltage across the network is around 1.0 pu; and voltage angle differences

are small. This leads to the dc power flow equations as given in (5.18).

PF¿¡: go¡(V'-Wcos?¿¡) -bo¡VoI¡sin7¿¡ V(i, j) cT (5.17)

PF¿i = -bu¡?¿¡ V(i,i) cf (5.18)

Using the above clc power flow equations, the LP-OPF is formulated as given in

(5.ie).

Minimize:

Ðnr-Po¿-t pFij:o v?

k€B¿ ij€T"

0<Prx<PÏ,

- PFi'" 1 PF¡¡ < PF-"', V(i, j) cT

(5.1e)

Vi,VK

r: Ð | nos|r
iel lr€Bi

Subject to:

PFû:-bii(qi-0i)
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The Lagrangian for the above problem can be written as:

":Ðfr,Pnuso"u*,r, [lI P,x - Pnu) - 
Ð,ro,,f

+f Ðts:r(Por-P:)*ÐÐ þoo?P.r) (5.20)

ieI keBi i€I keBi

+ ! ufi@Fø - PFi"")+ ! u4?er;"" - PF¿¡)
ije'r iieT

+ Ðt,¡[Pro¡ + bØ(0i - 0i)]
ij€T

The price relationships can be obtained by considering the following KKT condi-

tions of (5.20).

ðI
,r*: So"u - Ào* þor: o V?'Vk (5'21)

AL
ap F-: À¿ * Ltt¡ - 7¿¡ : 0 v(i' i) c T (5'22)

zJ

aL 
- \- b,,.y,, - \- b¡{yir:o v? (b.23)aq- 2u" 'ot 

'fu'

Thus, the Network Rental (NR) can be calculated as,

N.R : -Ds¡r' - t potl :- Ðtr, Ð rr,,l
i€I ke B¡ i€I iie'|i

iel ij€Ti

: Ð F4PFo,+ ! \, to¡bn¡(ou - r¡)
ijeT i€I ijeTi

: Ð Ð[rnt - tt¡]PFo,: t FuPFo,- t I 14PF¿,
ij€'l i.el ij€Ti

: Ð Fr¡PF¿,+ Ð o,Ð'Yr¡b¿, -t t lribqo¡
ijer ieI ijeT¡ i€I iieTi

: t FøPF,, + t dc{ l,hribn¡ - v,b¡fl}
ijÇT ¿eI iieT¿

: t ttr¡P4, +tdc[o]
ij€T i€I

: Ð FøPFI, Ø.24)
llet
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This reveals that the rental is due to all the binding line flow constraints. Since the

transmission losses are not considered, no loss rental is accumulated. Further, for each

binding lìne flow constraint, the rental component is equal to the Lagrange multiplier

associated with that constraint (i.e., shadow cost), times the limit of the line flow

(i.e., ¡t¡¡.PFffo'/-in).This asserts that the higher the shadou'cost of a given binding

constraint, the greater will be the network rental collected due to that constraint.

b) using shift factors

Instead of using dc power flow equations, the line flows can also be approximately

written using shift factors [10] as shown in (5.25). To eliminate the confusion in

notation, subscript ú is used to denote the transmission line, instead of zj. Thus,.9fl¿

shows how the line flow of line ú is changed, if the injection at bus i is pertubated.

PFr: ts4,tÐ Pon- Pn¡l
i€I keB;

Vt cT

vi,vk

VI cT

VTCT

(5.25)

(5.26)

Thereby, the LP-OPF can be reformulated in bhe following way.

Minimize:

r: I I nos,"o
iel kç.Bi

Subject to:

ItI P¿x - Pn¡l: o

ieL k€Bi

o<P,xlPPx

- PFT"" 1 PF, < PF^""

PFt: Ð s¿,tl P¿t" - Pnrl
i€I keB¡
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The Lagrangian for the above problem becomes:

r-\- l- I
u: l__Ð ¿*s,l + À Itt! nu - Poll

i€I k€Bi Li€I keBi I

+ t Ð p[oeuo - P:)+ t Ð B;-f-n¡ (5.27)

+f p{QFr- PFí""")+f prePF;""" - PFt)

i€I k€B¿

t€T

¿eI kEBi

teT

t-I
+ | r, lrr, - t s4,tt P,o - Po,ll

te'r L ¡a kea; I

The price relationships can be obtained by considering the following KKT condi-

tions of (5.27).

ôL
6ñ: Sfr - 

^-r 
l3¡n - Ðr'S4' : o V?'Vk (5'2s)

teT

AL
ffir:Ltt*'ft:o vtcT (5'29)

The Lagrange multiplier Bi¡" is the shadow cost of the supply bil Pf . Therefore,

SPn-l þor indicates the price at bus z for all k, and hence, the LMP at bus i, À¿ becomes,

S,uu+l3o*-À¿:À-t þtSF¿t (5.30)

Thus, the Network Rental (NR) can be calculated as,

ty'.B: -Ð^olr",- t p,n): -Itl -l,u,s%,l[pnn- f A*J
i€I lr€Bi i€I t€T keB¡

: -.1![Po' - t P,t"]+ tÐ p,s\rlPo¿- | e*J
i€l It€B¡ i€I teT lreBi

: o * t t ¡1,¿sF¿¿[Pp¿ - | n*)
teT iel k€B¡

: t trtPFt (5.31)
teT
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Once again, (5.31) reveals that the calculated network rental is entirely due to

binding line flow constraints. However, since the two OPF formulations given in

(5.19) and (5.26) are different, the calculated rental will be numerically different

for the two cases. Furthermore, the calculated rental in this case is reference bus

dependent, which is a serious drawback of this meihod [10].

5.3.2 Including Tbansmission Losses

Due to the vast geographical span of the power system, transmission losses can cause

signilicant impact on ciptimal generation dispatch depending on the topology of the

power system network. Therefore, in some electricity markets losses are incorporated

into the LP-OPF by piece-wise linear approximation for losses [11]. Some other

markets use loss factors to represent the effects of the system losses lt2]. Therefore,

in these markets, rental due to losses is also accumulaLed in acldition to rental due to

binding line flow constraints, as shown below.

a) using dc power flow equations and piece-wise linear loss

equation

The transmission loss in line ij, PFi can be calculated as,

PFi : PF¿¡ -l PF¡¡

PFi : 94(242 + 2V; - 2V,V¡ cos0¿¡) (5.32)

For small angle differences and voltages close to 1.0 pu, (5.32) can be simplified

PF$=2go¡(7-cos2¿¡)

- ^..a2_ yzJuij

as,

t,)

(5.33)
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This indicates that in the most simple form, the transmission losses are quadratic tn

nature and hence, the nonlinear loss term PFfi can not be linearized for the whole

range of line flow.

Thus, the losses can be incorporated in the line flow PF¿¡ as,

P Fij : gu¡(V" - W¡ cos 0¿¡) - b4W sin?¿¡

: 9¿¡G - cos0¿¡) - b¿¡ sin?¿¡

: -b;¡(0¡ - 0¡) +Trri (5.34)

As pointed out earlier, (5.34) is no longer a linear equation, and cannot be used in

the LP-OPF. However, piecewise linear approximation of PFfr as shown in figure 5.3

can be used to make it suitable for a LP-OPF. In this way, the nonlinear loss function

is approximated by a set of linear segments. Different mathematical techniques can

be used to obtain these line segments from the nonlinear loss curve [13].

Power
Loss

Piece-wise linear
loss

Line flow

linear approximation for lossesFigure 5.3: Piece-wise
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Thereby, the OPF can be formulatecl as:

Minimize:

J: t D, n*sfu
i€I lceB¿

Subject to:

Ðn*-Po¿-ÐPFri:o v¿ (5.35)

k€.8¿ ij€I{¡

0l P,n I Pfr Vi,Vk

- PFI"" < E; I PF::"', V(i, j) c TLJ-LJ

PF¿¡: -bo¡(oo - o¡) +*rrl v(,¿,Ð cr

The Lagrangian for the above problem can be written as;

+tÐPiriæ,o-P:)+tÐB;rr-nù (536)
iel k€Bi iel k€B¡

+ t uieni - PFi"')+ t rltiePF:i"' - PF¿¡)
ij€'| ij€T

+ t x¡lPFo, + bii(oi - o) - Irril
ii€T

The price relationships can be obtained by considering the following KKT condi-

tions of (5.36).

ôL _cB
ap*: Sr"o - À' * þ¿r : o V?' Vk (5'37)

AL

ffi:)¿*Fi¡-1r.¡:0 v(i,i)cT (5.38)

#: Ðrn¡a, -ïW, - 
Ð,t¡;rb¡¡ 

- iu#:, : o vi (b 3e)

r-lL:ÐI ¿*s,? + r, ltf P," - Po¿) - Ð rr,tl
iel ke?; L *eg, ijeTi J
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Equation (5.39) can be further simplified as,

Ð t,i[t o, - i?#, - 
Ð,'y¡¿lb¡¿ 

- ]u'ri:, :,

Ð[tn¡ao, - 1¡ib¡t):;Ðtr,,ff - r,,Wl (5.40)
ijç1:, ijeT¿

Thus, the Network Rental (NR) can be calculated as,

ly'-R : - I ro[r", - t P,n) : - Itr, Ð PF,À
i€I heB¿ i€I ij€T"

:tÐïr4-t4lP4n,:t F4PF -tt t4PFu,
iQI ij€Ti zJef lel xJefi

:t trt¡PFn -f t tr¡l_.b¿¡(l1-0¡)+Troit
ij€f i€I ijeTi

:t tr1Ptr¡,¡¡ (5.41)
ij€T

Equation (5.a1) indicates that there are two components of network rental. Close

examination reveals that the first term shows the constraint rental due to all binding

line flow constraints and the second term denoted by A shows the accumulated loss

rental. This can be further clarified by simplifying the expression of ,4 in (5.41) using

the relationship obtained in (5.40). This simplified expression of A also conforms that

loss rentaì is proportional to the difference between marginal loss and average loss.

A: - t Ð t"¡l_.u,,(ou - g¡) +)rr¡1
iel ijeTi

l-11: I lL, t,¡u,¡e' - Ð t4bt¡T¡l - o Dt" tPFi +'yjPFÍl
¡et L;jer, ijeT¡ ) " ¿jer

: I 0,tÐ -yt¡b¿, - | tiobio) -;Ð?r,ipFfi + ytpFfil
id ij€Ti ij€'I" ije'I

: Ir, l: r t ,,# -r*#rl - + Ðh'rr| ¡yoPF])
H " 

L2 *?r'"' 00, tJ' vv? I - r¡çr

to
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b) using shift factors and loss factors

Instead of using the piecewise linear loss approximation as explained above, the losses

can alternatively be incorporated using loss factors as shown below.

ftÐ P;t,- Po¿l- PL:o
iel k€Bi

Pt - Ð LF"lÐ P*" - Pno) t offset: o

i€I k€B¡

A base case power flow is used. to determine the actual power loss, P¿. Then, based

on the loss factors, the linearized offset of loss is determined (this step is required

to offset the difference between the actual loss and the linearized loss based on loss

factors).

Thereby, ihe OPF can be formulated as:

Minimize:

J :Ðl noso"r
iel keBi

Subject to:

ÐtÐ P, - Pnol - PL : o

ier k€.Bi 
6.42)

P' - Ð Ltr lY, P¿x - Po¿l t offset : o

i€I L€B¿

0 < P,* < Pfr Vi,,Vk

* PFf"' 1 PF, < PF^"" Vt cT

PF, : t s4,tf P¡x - Pn¡l Yt c T
id keB¡

The Lagrangian for the above problem can be written as:
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^ [l'l P¿t, - Pn¿] - ,"]
L¿et rea, l

,Ð",or+ Pn¡l* "trrr4

L:Ð\ nrsfr+
iel keB;

t-

+1blPL+\-¿¿Lã
+ ! Ð Bifnr - P,:-)+ t f þor?P"r)

i€I k€Bi i€I keB¿

+f p{(PF,- PFi'"')+! t,GPFí""' - PF,)
t€T teT

l-t
+ I r, lro, - t s4,tt Pou - Po,ll

t€T I ¿q k€B; J

(5.43)

The price relationships can be obtained by considering the following KKT condi-

bions of (5.43).

:! :s.å - .r - ,þLFo + þlo - þ,u - Ð^ttsF¿t : 0 vi,,vk (b.44)
}Po* "?Æ Y"- z I t-ik Yi

¿ef

AL
ôPF, - rt

ôL-- _\_o/. " (b.46)

-APL-/\-V-u

Therefore,

SPr+þo*-À- 
^Ltr"-lursn*:So 

(5.47)
teT¿

Thus, the Network Rental (NR) can be calculated as,

N-R:-Irolp",-!eoJ
iel lte B¡

: - Ð[r - 
^LF" 

-\, u,sF,,]lPon - | e*J
iel teT¿ k€B¡

: -Àf [p"'- t P*)+ slrc¡en'- t P"n]+ tt tt,sF¿,[Pn¿- | arJ
iel L€B¡ iel KeB¡ i€I TeT¿

: -ÀPL i ÀPL-"g + r t ptSF,rlPo¡- | r,*J
tç.Ti iel

: ÀlpL-"n - p"l. 
ã 

þtpFt

ñeö í

7B

k€B¿

(5.48)
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Once again, the first term in (5.48) shows the accumulated loss rental and the

second term shows the accumulated constraint rental due to binding line flows. The

important point is that the calculated rental is reference bus dependent. This is

because, as discussed in Section 5.1.1, the losses are balanced at a designated slack

bus. Thus, once the slack bus is changed, the calculated rental components appearing

in (5.a8) are also changed. This can be eliminated by introducing the loss distribution

factors as explained in the next formulation.

c) using shift factors, loss factors and loss distribution factors

If the losses are balanced at the bus level using loss distribution factors [10] (which

indicate the fraction of losses to be baìanced at each bus), the calculated rental

components appearing in (5.48) can be made reference bus independent, as shown

beÌow.

PFr: t S4,tt P¡n - Po¿ - LDF"PL) VTCT
id keB¿

where, LDF¡ is the loss distribution factor at bus i, which shows the assigned portion

of losses to bus i. Further, ÐiLDF::1- Thus, the OPF can be formulated as:

Minimize:

r :Ðl n*s?n
i€.I k€Bi

Subject to:

ItÐ Po.n - Pn,) - PL : o

i€I k€B¿

P" -ÐLF"tÐkx- Pn¿l:_ offset:o
iel k€B¿

0<nk<PP,

- PFr"' < P& < PF',""'

PFr: t s4,tt P¿x - Pp¿ - LDF.PL)
id keB¿

(5.4e)

vi,vÌí

VI cT

VTCT
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The Lagrangian for the above problem can be wrilLen as:

+ t t þi@.* - Pf)+ t Ð B;rf-n¡
i€I k€B¿ i€I k€B¿

+luilPFt- PF^"*)+ t p;ePF{""" - PFt)

L:ÐÐ nrso"o
iel Ic€Bi

l__ I
+ À Itt! P,t - Pp¡l - P'l

L¿et t"eB, l

+,t,1e". 
Ð 

LFJÐ ht"-t Pp¿l * "r,"4

(5.50)

rcT te'I
l-t

+ t nler,- tsn,tt P¡t - Po¿ - LDnPll
te'[ L ¿e I k€B¡ J

The price relationships can be obtained by considering the following KKT condi-

tions of (5.50).

aL - cB - À -'þLF" + þ{t - tlr* -D1¡sF¿: g v¿,vtr (5'51)
ÔPoo-";n t t ^,ik Y 

rcT
AL rr! - p,, *.yr:O Vt CT (5.52)aPF, Pt

AL
#:^-ú-Dr'lsnúnn¡:o (5.b3)

t€T i€I

Therefore,

Sfu i þoo - À - ,þLFo - \, urs f", : Su (5.54)
LET

The above expression for À¿ can be simplified as,

À¿: tþ - úLF,'l,ursF,, + t tt'tsF¡ILDF¿ (5.55)
teaf t€'I

\ :ú-rþLn-[1 - LDFi]\u,Sn (5.56)/\z _ yr tyDL ¿ [r uD 

t€.f

Thus, the Network Rental (NR) can be calculated as,
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! arJ
l-- D

-Ð^olr"o - \ n't
i€I kçB¿_r- I

- t I 
ú - úLF,- [i - LDFI\ u,sn,lleo, -

¿et I teT J

-rÞlleou- t P"tl + rÞl rro¡e"o - | nol
iJ keB¡ iel keB¿

/y'-R:

:

keB;

(5.57)

+ ! ftt - LDF,)¡-t¿s F,,[Pnn- | A*J
i€I t€T IeeB;

: -rþp" t {pL-"s + | ltr - LDfl)¡-t¿sF*lpno - L, n¿
t€T i€I

: þfpL-"s - p"l+ t ptpFt
teT

Expression (5.57) is very much similar to (5.48), except it can be shown that the

calculated rental components appearing in (5.57) are reference bus independent [10].

The problem, however, is that the whole process depends on these predefined ìoss

distril¡ution factors, which do not represent how the actual losses are consumed.

5.3.3 Discussion

Based on the above LP based formulations, it can be seen that the calculated com-

ponents of network rental do not show each consumer's contribution due to each

binding constraint explicitly. In other words, these components only show the total

rental paid by all the consumers due to losses ancl each binding constraint. Since

the LP-OPF is considered, the rental components due to reactive power dispatch and

other system constraints cannot be determined.

As pointed out earlier, to be considered as better market signals, the portion of

network rental to each consumer due to each binding constraint and losses must be

correctly determined. Thus, a new method is required to determine these network

rental components, especially when the general NLP-OPF is considered in repre-

senting the actuaÌ operation of the system. The next section presents the proposed

method of determining the rental components paid by each consumer clue to losses
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and each binding constraint, by considering the general NLP-OPF.

5.4 Proposed Method of Calculating the Components of Net-

work Rental

The proposed method of computing Lhe components of network rental is developed

in two stages. In the first stage, necessary equations for LIVÍP difference between

two buses is developed for a network with only one load. This LMP difference is

expressecl in terms of the contributing components, which include the effects of losses

and binding constraints as separate terms, and can be written for any two buses.

Then, these Ll\4P differences are used to determine the components of the network

rental paid by the single consumer by expressing the network rental in terms of LMP

diflerences between generator buses and the load bus. In the second stage, the single

load bus approach is extended to a general case of multiple load buses by tracing the

power flow to identify how each load and the associated losses are supplied by the

generators in the system.

5.4.L Determining the LMP Difference Between Two Buses

in Terms of Contributing Components

In this section, the first stage of the proposed method is explained, in which the KKT

optimality conditions obtained from the NLP-OPF are used to determine the LiViP

difference between two buses in terms of contributing components.

As before, the OPF is first formulated and the KKT optimality conditions are

analyzed to determine the LNÍP relationships. This NLP-OPF formulation is given

in (5.58)3.

3Note that in order to cìcarly explain the proposed method, the rcactive powcr modcl and the
DSC discusscd in Chapters 3 and 4 arc not considered in this OPF formulation. Horvevcr, these
constraints arc considercd in the case study presented in Chaptcr 7.
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lVlinimize:

J :Ðl nuso"* +le,os?
i€I lteB¡ ieI

Subject to:

ItÐ Pot" - Ponl - PL -- o

i€.1 k€Bi

ÐlQro - Qo,l - Q" :o (5'58)

xel

0 < P,n < P;Ï V¿Vk

8A'' < Qsi 1 Q'fi"" vi

- PFi" . pfli < PF^"', V(i, j) cT

vo,non lV <U,,", vi,

The Lagrangian for the above problem can be written as:

¿€I IÇeBi i€I

+ t t þ*@,u - Pf)+ t t þoo?P"o) (5.5e)
i€I keBí iel keBi

L:ÐÐ poosfo+ t enos?
i€I k€B¿ iel

+ Àtttt p¿¡, - pn¿l - rL1+of\les¿ - eoul -e"l

+ t uieF4 - PF:i"\+ I u4(rrr"' - PFø)
ij€'l

ieI

zJ tf

+ Ð ói v - v:""") + \o; M-¡' - v)
ieI

+ I n[(Qn¡ - Qi"1 +ln, @fr,' - Qnu)
ieIâeI
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Further,

þÏ,þoo:Q4 1ot":þh-þox

PlPi:0+þ¡¡:øi-tt¿¡
Ó!óo :0 + ö¿: ó: - ón

1_
T¿'T¿: U*T,:rÌ¡'-\¡

þ*, þor, tti,t"o¡,óT ,ó; ,nl ,n¿ > o

Price relationships can be obtained by considering the following KKT optimality

conditions of (5.59).

h: spu - 
^ l#r -'l- "lffil . _f*,,, 

(T#)

+ o,r +Ðó,(#) -r,Yq{olr""" f: 
o v i,v k

#: s? - ^l#)- " lH-'].,Ð,,' (æ)
.Ð r,(#)*n¿:o

(5.60)

vi (5.61)

Note that to avoid complexities in explaining the analysis, the reactive power

model proposed in Chapter 3 and the DSC discussed in Chapter 4 are not included

in the above OPF formulation. However, these constraints can be easily incorporated

as discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, and are considered in the case study presented in

Chapter 7. However, only the dependency of the maximum and minimum limits of

reactive power on the real power dispatch is considered in obtaining (5.60).

The same optimization problem given in (5.58) can be rewritten in a different form

by considering real and reactive power balance equations at each node separately as

given in (5.62), where PFij : 7r¡(V' - Vtr¡ cos d¿¡) - bo¡Vr!¡ sin d¿¡.

In this way, the total active and reactive power loss P¿ and Q¿ are made implicit

in the formulation as shown in (5.62). In this formulation of OPF, each power balance
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equation has disLinct multipliers (i.e., À¿ and ø¿), which represent the real and reactive

power LMPs at the respective bus.

Minimize:

J:tÐnus,"n+teous?
iel keBi i€I

Subject io:

Ð nr - Pn¡: t Vïgni(V -Vicos2o¡) - b¿¡V¡sin7¡¡l Vi
keB¿ ijeTi

Qnu - Qno: t Vl-bn¡(V - V¡ cos2o¡) - ¡r¡V¡ sin1¿¡l Vi, (5.62)
xJef i

0 < P¡" < PoB* Vi.,Vk

Qfr"' < Qnu < Qi"' vi

- príi"'< ptr¡¡ < PF*"" v(i, j) cr
v,^on sv<v:"' vi,

The Lagrangian for the above problem can be written as:

L:Ðl noso"r+ Ð en,s?
i€I k€Bi i€Ir_ I*Ir' l- t P¡¡* Pp¿+ t v,lg,¡(V-v¡cosï,¡) -t,¡Vsin9¿¡ll
îr,- L EÉ, ijer¿ Ir-_l

* I ", l-Qn, * Qo,+ t Vl-b,¡(v, - I/¡ cos 0.,¡) - so¡v¡siná,;l 
Ii¿í L ot., J

+tt þo*n@,|-P,")+tÐB;rf-n¿ (b.68)
iel keB¡ i.€.1 k€B¡

+ Ð pùeF,i - PFi"\+ t ptjePFi"" - PFo¡)
ijeT íj€T

+ t ó: M - u*"')+ Ð óu (u'"0' - v)
iel iel

+ln[ @nu - Qi"\ + t no (Qii" - Qs¿)
id áeI
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The price relationships can be obtained by considering the following KKT opti-

mality conditions.

#: sf^ - Ào * þ¿t - r,lgwl : o

AL ^o
UA*: SÏ - oo I tl¡:0

vi,vlî

vi

(5.64)

(5.65)

(5.66)

(5.67)

Hence, the real and reactive power LMPs at bus i are,

À¿: sïn_r þ¿r,_rr,l%l ou,o*

o¿: S? + q¡

The term # ," (5.60) is the loss sensitivity, which represents the contribution

from the supply offer P¿¡ to the total system losses. However, this is only a function

of location of the generator as any other offer at the same bus makes the same change

in system losses. Therefore, offers from the same bus have the same loss sensitivity,

which is the sensitivity of losses to the net injection into that node. Hence, ffi "unb"
replacecl with ffi by removing suffix ,k. Similar explanation applies to the remaining

terms in (5.60) and (5.61).

Equations (5.60) and (5.66) can be combined to obtain the real power LMP at

bus i as,

À¿: À 
l, - ,r,ry1*,1- uowl-Ð,r,,(%rt) -Lø,(#) vi, (5 68)

Similarly, by combining (5.61) and (5.67), the reactive power LMP at bus e can be

obtained as,

o¿ : Àl #l+ " [r _ #1 _ 
Ð,,,, 

(e;#) _ : r, (ev*) vi (5 6e)
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The first term in (5.68) represents the cost of delivered real power to bus e from

the reference bus in the event of delivering a unit of MW of real power to bus z. The

second term represents the cost of associated reactive power loss in delivering the real

power. The final two terms indicate the costs due to binding line flow and voltage

constrains respectively. It is important to note that if a constraint is not binding,

the corresponding Lagrangian multiplier (i.e., shadow cost) is zero, resulting in a zero

contribution to the LMP. The same explanation can be given for the terms in (5.69)

as well.

However, explicit evaluation of each partial derivative appearing in (5.68) and

(5.69) for each LMP difference required, leads to a high computational burden as

a large number of terms needs to be evaluated. To overcome this clifÊculty, these

derivatives are implicitly calculated by post processing the following KKT optimality

conditions of the Lagrangian equation in (5.63) as shown below.

AL
au

:,\o I [go¡(2V - V¡ cos0o¡) - b¿¡V¡ sin1n¡] +LÀ¡l-gu¡V coslit - bo¡Vsin d¡;l
zJeti i+i

*"n I l-bo¡(2V-V¡cos0o¡) - gn¡V¡sind¿3] +t o¡[b¡¡V¡cosI¡r- 9¿¡Vsind¡r]
t¡e1:,

+ói-di+t uoiffi:o vi
ijer

JfL

vi

(5.70)

(5.71)

AL

-d0¡
:.l¿ I lVØo¡v¡ sin 0¿¡ - bu¡Vcos 0¿¡)] * I r, [-.q 4vrv¡ sin 0 ¡.i * b¿¡v¿v cos 0¡o]

i jeT¡ i+i

* 
"o I [V(-bo¡V¡sin0¿¡ - ¡¡.¡V¡cosá¿¡)] + t "¡lb¡¡Wsin0¡;.-t 

g¿¡Vivcosd¡r]

4er"

+l,ur,ff:o

Equations (5.70) and (5.71) represent 2n number of equations (where n is the

number of buses in the system), and these equations can be written in the compact
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matrix form as,

l=El[ :] [;]
where G¡ and @ represent the expressions for real and

bus i, and, c and d are arrays of order n with ¿¿r' elemen

(5.72)

reactive power injections at

t given by,

c¡: -ól + ó¿ 
s ôPF"-kr,,-ñ

. \- ôPFijd¡: - | uti-¿6i
ijer

The Jacobian matrix appearing in (5.72) is a singular matrix having its first n rows

linearly independent and its last n rows linearly dependent with rank n- 1. Hence, by

removing at least one equation from the last n equations, the matrix can be inverted.

Therefore, if the real and reactive power LMPs at any bus are known, the remaining

real and reactive power LMPs can be determined. This results in an expression for

LMPs in the form given in (5.68) and (5.69). This procedure is demonstrated for a 3

bus system in Appendix C.

After determining the partial derivatives, equations (5.68) and (5.69) can be re-

arranged to obtain a relationship for the LMP difference between any two real power

LMPs and any two reactive power LMPs respectively in the detailed form. For in-

stance, if bus j is the reference bus, Lhe difference in LMPs between bus 7 and any

other bus i can be written as given below. However, the associated partial derivatives

are only meaningful, when one bus is a load bus and the other bus is a generator bus.

In fact, later in Section 5.4.2, it is shown that only the LMP difference between a

load bus and a generator bus is considered in the presented analysis.

À, - Ào : 
^,luoYf 

.",lffl
oj - o¡: ^,1#).',l%l

.,,t* r,,(æ) .Ðr,(#)

.,,t* r,,(91;) .; r,(#)
BB

vi
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5.4.2 Calculation of Components of Network Rental For a

Systern Having a Single Load Bus

Network Rental (NR) is the difference between what consumers pay and what gener-

ators get paid. This can be mathematically stated as,

*L"o[Qoo - Qno)
ieI

(5.73)

where l/l?p and l/.Rq are the rentals due to reaÌ and reactive power dispatch respec-

tively.

With the known dispatch and hence with the known LMPs, the network rental due

to real and reactive power dispatch can be separately calculated from (5.73), despite,

how each consumer contributes to the total netrvork rental is still unknown. However,

if the system has only one load, then it is obvious that the total network rental is

paid by that consumer. Therefore, the total generation is to cater that single load

and the associated losses. Hence, (5.73) can be expressed in terms of LMP differences

between each generator bus and the load bus, corresponding power injections, and

losses, in order to calculate the loss rental and the constraint rental paid by the single

consumer.

This is explained using a simple 3 bus system, where the single line diagram is

shown in figure 5.4. In the presentation of results, all the real and reactive power

values are in fufW or MVAr, voltages are in pu, prices are in $/h, and marginal prices

are in $/MWh, $/MVArh or $/pu.h depending on the quantity considered. There are

two generators connectecl to buses 1 and 2. Bus 3 has a real and reactive power load

of 1000 and 300 respectively. Line data for the 3 bus system are shown in figure 5.4,

and the generator bid data for the two generators are given in table 5.7. Further, it

is assumed that the reactive power from generators is free and only constrained by

maximum and minimum limits of t1000 MVAr. Each line has a limit of 700 MW and

ly'.R: N.Rp * NÃq

:' 
^,1'o,-to-liel I reB; I
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the maximum and minimum voltage limiis of each bus is set to 1.1 pu and 0.90 pu

respectively. The real and reactive power dispatch obtained by solving a NLP-OPF

Figure 5.4: 3 bus svstem

are given in table 5.8. It can be seen that Lhe expensive generation at bus 1 (i.e.,

bid 2) is partly dispatched, without fully dispatching the cheaper generation at bus 2

(i.e., bid 2). This is expected because the power system operates on the binding line

flow constraints as evident from the non-zero marginal cost for PF23 given in table

5.9.

Table 5.8: Generation dispatch

Apart from the binding line flow PF23, voltages at buses 1 and 2 are also binding,

resulting in three binding constraints altogether, as shown in table 5.9. The associated

90

0.01 35+0.041 lj
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quantity

700 luw
1.10 pu
1.10 pu

Table 5.9: Bindin constraints
constraint shaclow cost

PFzz
VT

w

1.37

194.36

253.27

Lagrangian multipliers or the shadow costs are also shown in table 5.9, which implies

that the cost of operation can be reduced by that amounb if the corresponding binding

constraint could be relieved by a unit, or more precisely the sensitivity of operation

cost to the limiting value of that constraint.

From (5.73), the total network rental can be calculated by analyzing the payments

made/received by each generator and the consumer separately as tabulated in table

5.10. This shows that the rental paid by the consumer due to real and reactive power

dispatch are 1148.39 and 57.90 respectively for the case considered.

Table 5.10: Network rental for the 3 bus system

By expanding the frrst term in (5.73), the rental paid by the consumer due to real

power dispatch N.Rp can be written as,

¡/Rp : 1000À3 - [(250 + 55.33)Àr + (600 + 133.79)À2]

AfLer rearranging the terms this can be rewritten as,

NRp :305.33[À3 - Àr] + 733.79[À3 - Àz] - 39.02À3 (5.74)

As pointed out earlier, (5.74) indicates ihat the real power rental paid by the consumer

can be expressecl in terms of LMP differences between each generator bus and the
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5.20 0.00
4.20 0.00
5.82 0.19

1587.69 0.00
308i.91 0.00

0.00 0.00

Consumer Payment

Network Rental
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load bus, corresponding power injections, and losses (i.e., Pt:395.33, Pr:733.79 and

PL:39.02).

For known À3 and ø3, (5.68) can be used to decompose À1 and À2 in the detailed

form as given below. It is important to note that the required partial derivatives are

with respect to an injecLion at a generator bus (i.u., Pr or P2), while withdrawing

from the load bus. Thus, the load bus needs to be taken as the reference bus.

. oP". , ôgL, laPP.Æ) ,lôvrf ,favr)Àr :À:[1 - ap,)+ "rL-ù) - t',, lÉ] - ö, lr'.r,)- ó, Lu',)
aPL, agL. laPFnl , lõvrl , l0vz1

Àz :ÀsL1 _ _ap2) + "rl_ aprl 
_ t"rs l_ãk I 

_ ó, l*r) 
_ ó, luk)

Thereby, the required LMP differences can be calculated as,

Às - À, :^, [#] . ",lffl *,,,1%#l * r, l#l. r,l#)
)s - Àz : *lH] . ",l$l * r* leå#l * r, l**l . " l#l

The above LMP differences are then substituted in the expression of 1/,Rp in

(5.74) to yield,

rú,R" :¡, l# ".# r, - r")* ",1# r,.H 
"l*,*l(æ)".(e#)"]

*',[(#)".(#) 
"] 

. "lW)".(#)")
This reveals that the first term of the above expression is the real power loss

rental paid by the consumer, as it is the difference between the marginal loss and

the average loss. Similarly the second term indicates the reactive power loss rental.

The frnal three terms are the constraint rental paid by the consumer due to the three

binding constraints PF2s, V1, and V2 respectively.

The same analysis can be done to determine the rental paid by the consumer due
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to reactive power dispatch, NRe. Thereby, all the components of network rentaÌ

paid by the consumer can be summarized as shown in table 5.11, where real power

loss rental and reactive power loss rental are given in columns 3 and 4 respectively,

and constraint rental due to PF2s, V1, and V2 are given in the final three columns

respectively. Note that partial derivatives appearing in ihe above LN4P differences

have been numerically verified using a sensitivity analysis [57].

Table 5.11: Co ts of k rentalllrpllre!!!_!Ìl!elry
Network Rental

total loss rental constraint rental

NRp
NRn

1148.39

57.90

777.72
24.84

32.82

-74.84

927.39

31.70

7.82

10.13
9.4r
6.03

This reveals that the bulk of the network rental collected by the ISO is due to the

binding line flow constraint PFzz for the case considered. This is because the bincling

Iine flow constraint caused significant out of merit order dispatch of generator bids,

as evident from the generation dispatch given in table 5.8. This results in charging

the consumer at a higher LMP (greater than the highest bid dispatched) for the total

load, while the partly dispatched cheaper generator, rvhich supplies part of the load,

only receives at a low LNIP (equal to its bid price) for the amount dispatched.

Further, a significant network rentaÌ is accumulated in the form of real porver

loss rental with the ISO. Likewise, all the components of network rental paid by the

consumer can be quantitatively analyzed to get a better picture of what leads to the

accumulation of network rental.

In practice, however, there exist more than one load in the system. If each load

can be traced to all the dispatched generators (i.e., how each load is supplied bv the

dispatched generators in the system), then the single load bus approach presented

in this section can still be applied to obtain the rental components for a general

case of multiple load buses. Due to the nonlinear nature of the power flow, it is

impossible to accurately determine the generator contributions to each load [61].

However, po\¡/er flow tracing methods [58], [59], and the recently proposed Bquivalent
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Bilateral Exchanges (EBE) technique [60] can be used to approximately determine the

generator contribution to each load. Each method gives rise to a different generator

allocation, and thus, the chosen method should be agreeable to all the participants

of the market.

5.4.3 Separation of Network Rental Among Consumers IJs-

ing Power Flow Tbacing

Tlacing methods were originally proposed in transmission pricing [0t] to cover the

fixecl transmission cost based on actual usage of the network by each participant.

There are different tracing methods proposed in the literature such as Bialek tracing

method [58] and Kirschen tracing method [59]. Tfacing methods are topological in

nature and can be used to trace both real and reactive power. This makes possible

finding the contribution of each generating unit into each load separately. The other

advantage is that power flow tracing allows the determination of the transmission

losses apportionecl to each load [58], which is also required for the proposed analysis.

Both of these methods are based on the proportional sharing principle, which

states that each outflow leaving a node contains the same proportion of the inflows.

Note that in these methods, the real and reactive power flows obtainecl by solving a

nonlinear power florv is used to calculate the generator contributions and losses into

each load.

Bven though, both tracing methods are equally suited for the proposed approach,

due to the slight advantage offered in combining with the OPF, Bialek tracing method

is selected, This is because, in the Biaìeh method, tracing is performed based on actual

buses in the system whereas in the Kirschen method tracing is done by grouping the

buses supplied by the same generator which has to be determined beforehand based

on the direction of the power flows in the system. The concept behind the Bialelc

tracing method is summarized f.or real power tracing in Appendix D,

A 4 bus system having two generators and two loads, shown in flgure 5.5 is used
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Bus 1

0.039+0.1 7j

0.032+0.1 61 j

Figure 5.5: 4 bus system

to explain how each rental component is separated for a general case of multiple load

bus system. The generator bids, reactive power limits, and voltage limits for this case

are the same as for the previous 3 bus case. Buses 3 and 4 have a real and reactive

power load of 220,70 and 120, 10 respectively. Each iine has a limit of 120 MW.

The generation dispatch obtained by solving a NLP-OPF for this ca,se is given in

table 5,12. It reveals that the generation dispatch is out of merit order due to the

binding line flow constraint, PF2s, as eviclent from the non-zero shadow cost given in

table 5.13.

Table 5.12: Generation dispatch

The real power flows along the lines are shown

the matrices A., PF{i'"", and vectors Ps'o"", Peross
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in figure 5.6. Based on line flows,

, PL-"w are calculated as explained

Table 5.13:
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in Appendix D.

Au:

220 120

Figure 5.6: Real power flows for the 4 bus system
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Thereby horv each load and Lhe apportioned losses supplied by each generator is

determined and are shown in figure 5.7. For example, there is 7.45 MW of associated

losses in catering 220 MW at bus 3 and generators at bus 1 and 2 supply this load

and the losses in part by 3.34 MW and 224.70 MW respectively. Similarly, there is

4.98 NIW of associated losses in catering 120 MW at bus 4 and generators at bus 1

and2 supply this in part by 0.11 MW and124.BT MW respectively (the underlined

values shown in figure 5.7).

Bus 1 Bus 2

220

Figure 5.7: Generator contributions and apportioned losses for each load

As before, the total network rental paid by the two consumers is calculated and

presented in table 5.14. This shows that the rental paid bv both consumers due to real

and reactive po\Mer dispatch are 254.36 and 5.41 respectively for the case considered.

1

2

,f

4

0.00
0.00

909.48
474.00

0.00
0.00
4.62

0.79

Table 5.14: Network rental for the 4 bus s

Consumer Payment
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Once the tracing is done, the power sysLem can be vierved as several independent

networks each having a single load. Therefore, the method developed in Section 5.4.2

for a single load network can be repeatedly applied for each network to determine the

network rentaì paid by each consumer. In this way /y'Ap can be writ,ten as,

NRp :229À3 - 13.34Àr * 223.10Àrl + tZ}^n - [0.11À1 + 124.83À2]

:3.34[Às - À'] + 223.r0w- Àzl - 6.44h+ 0.11[À4 - À'] + t24.B3l^4- Àzl - 4.94^4

:ly'Æp¡ + N Rp4

Taking bus 3 as the reference bus,

\ \ ,- aPL. , õQ", .. lôP1Æl ^ lôVrf¡, : ¡¡11 - 6Ol 
+ o'l- anl - t'r' lãE-l - ó,lunl

\ _ \ ,. ôPL. , A?L, l?Pzsl lAVl
,t2 : t3l7 - 6rr) 

+ "tl- AhJ - t"rs 
Lã6 ) - A, 6kl

Thereby, the required LMP differences to calculate 1y'Ãp3 are,

Às - À, :"1#1.",1#l*,*leä#f *r,l#l
Às _ Àz :"1#1. *1#)* ,*læ)* r,l#l

Similarly, taking bus 4 as Lhe reference bus, the required LMP differences to calculate

N Rpa àre,

Àq - Àr :t. [9P'] *.,1aQ"1 n u,"lô!tr"1 u lav2l=t^16rr)*"^lOt+uzzl ar, )*r' Lael

À¿ _ Àz :^^l#1. "^lH)* ,^leË#f * r,l**l

Substituiing for LN,IP differences in the above expression for .ò/-Rp, the rental paid by

consumers aL buses 3 and 4 due to real power dispatch (i.e., l/Ãp3 and N-Rpa) can

be determined separately in terms of loss rental and constraint rental.
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N RP :^z_ô!;', * ffi', - P"l + o,¡ffi r' * H"
*tz,t(rr,*)".(W) or * r^(#)""(#)
+ s^¡ffir, * #", - P"l +,^|ffi e, * Hr^
*,zst(H".(#) *r * r^(#)".(#)

Pzl

pz)

A similar analysis can be done to determine the rental paid by consumers due

to the reactive porver dispatch as well (i.e., NÃqs and //Aça). The results can be

summarized as given in table 5.15, where real power loss rental and reactive power

loss rental are given in columns 3 and 4 respectively, and constraint rental due to PFzg

and Vz are given in the final two columns respectively. A closer look confirms that

the summation of Nilpsancl NÃpa; and.l/Açs ancl l/Aq+ equal to the previously

calculated values given in table 5.14.

As before, the individual rental components can be analyzed to determine the

market signals. This is further discussed in Chapter 7 in more detail.

5.4.4 Discussion

The proposed method is evaluated using small 3 and 4 bus systems for convenience

in understanding. However, the formulation of equations are general and therefore

applicable for any large system.

When a particular bus consists of

the dispatched generation is greater

dispatched generators and loads, and if

the load, then the particular consumer

both

than
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does not pay any rental to the ISO. This is because neither associated losses nor

binding constraints are associated with the delivery to that particular load. On the

other hand, if the dispatched generation is less than the load, then the particular

consumer pays the network rental only for the portion of the load supplied by other

dispatched generators in the system. Bven though, this situation did not arise in

the two examples considered in this chapter, the proposed method does consider this

automatically, as the net injection is only taken into account in power flow tracing.

Using this method, the components of network rental due to any binding con-

straint can be calculated separately. The Dynamic Security Constraint (DSC), dis-

cussed in Chapter 4 to obtain a secure dispatch, will also generate a constraint rental

component, when the DSC is binding at the solution [51]. Therefore, the portion of

the rental paid by each consumer due to the DSC can also be calculated from the

proposed methocl, which is discussed in detail in Chapter 7.

5.5 Concluding Remarks

This chapter discussed different ways of analyzing market signals. Correct market

signaÌs are always sought, as they provide necessary incentives for the market partic-

ipants.

As far as the present market operation is concerned, LMPs provide crucial mar-

ket signals for the participants. On the other hand, the components of LMP can be

considered as better market signals as they show the explicit decomposition of LMP

due to marginal generators and binding constraints. However, LMP components do

not provide the effects of the transmission losses explicitly. This has been demon-

stratecl using a simple 3 bus system. The physical meaning of these individual LMP

components has also been explained using the results of this 3 bus system.

A nerv method to analyze the market signals has been proposed in this chapter

by means of analyzing the componenLs of network rental. In this regard, a method to

decompose the network rental among the consumers into loss rental, and constraint
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rental due to each binding constraint, has been proposed by combining the power flow

tracing and KKT optimality conditions of the NLP-OPF. The proposed method first

determines the rental components for a single load bus by mathematically expressing

the network rental in terms of LMP differences. The implicitly calculated sensitivity

values, based on post processed KKT optimality conditions, are then substituted for

the above LMP differences. This has then been extended to a general case of multiple

load buses by tracing the power flow to identify how each load and the associated

transmission losses are supplied by the generators in the system.

The novelty of the proposed method is that ii yields the breakdown of networlr

rental paid by each individual consumer into its components due to losses and binding

constraints. The proposed method also utilizes an efficient way to calculate the LMP

difference between two buses by implicitly calculating the individual components

using the post processed KI{T optimality conditions of the NLP-OPF.

As the network rental is an overpayment made by the consumers due to the

losses and the binding constraints imposed by the OPF, it has been argued that these

components do provide better market signals than LMP or LMP components. Several

case studies have been presented using simple 3 ancl 4 bus systems by calculating these

individual components using the proposed approach. Another case study is presented

in Chapter 7, using the reactive power model and the DSC discussed in Chapters 3

and 4.
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Chapter 6

Software Implementat ion

This chapter deals with the implemented software package that incorporates the mar-

ket signal analysis methods discussed in Chapter 5. Since all these methods rely on

the availabiÌity of the optimal dispatch, an OPF solver is required to solve the OPF.

Recent developments in optimization techniques and the enhancement in computa-

tional capability have allowed commercial software packages to be put forward [62],

[63], [64], 165] in solving either the general optimization problem or specifically the

OPF problem. However, the detailed description of the algorithms used in the differ-

ent software packages haven't been published and remain trade secrets.

Even though, the mathematics related to optimization is not new, due to the

complexity associated with the OPF, solving an OPF is still a challenging task. The

OPF was first introduced in early 1960's [1] and since then, different solving techniques

have been proposed. These techniques can be broadly classified as;

o Sequential Linear Programming (SLP) [1]

e Newton Based Method [66], [67]

r Sequential Quadrature Programming (SQP) [68]

o Generalized Reduced Gradient Method (GRG) [69]

c Penalty, Barrier, and Augmented Lagrangian Method

r02
[70]
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It is observed thai the matrices associated with the above solution algorithms

can be directly used when implementing the market signal analyzing methods. For

example, the Hessian matrix associated with the Newton method can be directly

used in determining the components of LMPs, while the Jacobian matrix found in

the Newton method and the SLP method can be directly utilized in determining

the components of the network rental. Further, the solution process of the Newton

method implicity determines the LMPs, while the shadow costs can be easily extracted

from the matrices. On the other hand, with the SLP algorithm, LIVIPs are the dual

variables, rvhich can aìso be easily cletermined.

However, if a commercial or any obher software package is used to obtain the

optimal dispatch, the above mentioned matrices are not expliciily available for such a

post-process analysis. Thus, implementing the OPF in the software tool is required,

so that both optimal dispatch and the associated market signals can be determined

without using a separate software package. This allows re-using the aìready created

matríces in incorporating the market signal analysis methods, once the OPF is solved.

This chapter gives an in depth analysis and implementation of two such popular

methods to solve the NLP-OPF, the Newton method and the SLP method. Based

on the analysis on capabilities of different OPF solving techniques conducted dur-

ing the literature survey, the above two methods were selected in implementing the

OPF. Sections 6.1 and 6.2 explain the corresponding aìgorithm and implementation

issues of the Newton method and the SLP method respectively. Extending the above

algorithms to incorporate market signal analyzing methods are also discussed ìn the

respective sections. Finally, in Section 6.3, the performance of the developed software

is presented together with the comparison of results against that of the OPF modeled

in GAMS optimization software.
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6.1 Implementing the Newton Based Approach

The Newton method is well-known in the area of power systems [45]. It has been a

standard solution algorithm for the power flow problem for decades. Application of

the Newton method in solving an OPF was first found in the literature in 19B  [66].

Rapid convergence near the solution makes the Newton method a very powerful solu-

tion algorithm [20]. This property is especially useful for power system applications,

because an initial guess near the solution is easily obtained by solving a dc power flow.

This method computes the optimal solution by applying Newton-Raphson algorithm

to a set of nonlinear equations obtained from the optimality conditions based on the

Lagrangian function of the OPF.

6.1.1 The Newton Approach

As discussed in Section 5.1.2, the Lagrangian funcLion of the OPF L is,

L(r,À, p) : Í(r) + Às(r) + ¡.th(r) (6.i)

The KKT conditions for Lhe Lagrangian equation given in (6.1) can be written as,

OL

ðr
af @) , ðs(r) ôh(r)_-+^_-*¿r x. ,:0

dT OT OT

AL
ô^: g(x):o

ph(r) : o

p"> 0

h(z) < 0

(6.2)

(6.3)

(6.4)

(6,5)

(6.6)

In the Newton approach, the above nonlinear KKT conditions are iteratively

solved 166], [67]. The key problem however, is that the binding or the active in-

equality constraints at Lhe optimal solution are not known beforehand, which makes

it difficult to solve. This problem is overcome by removing all the inequality con-
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straints from the OPF problem and modeling them through quadratic penalty terms

augmenbed to the Lagrangian function.

By omitting the inequality constraints and adding the penalty terms, the La-

grangian equation can be reformulated as given in (6.7).

L(r, À) : f (r) + À9(z) * penalty terms

If all the inequality constraints are non-binding at the solution, then all the p

terms in (6.1) and all the penalty terms in (6.7) are zero. On the other hand, if an

inequality constrainL is binding at the solution, then it becomes an equality constraint

in (6.1) and the penalty terms in (6.7) do not allow that variable to be moved from

the limit. This indicates that the solution of (6.1) is the same as the solution of (6.7),

and thus, the Newton method proceeds from (6.7).

The KKT conditions of (6.7) are,

(6.7)

AL Af @) , ,,ôg(*) , ô(penalty terms) _,.,
ðr iJr ðr dr
AL
a^: e@) : o

Bquations (6.8) and (6.9) can be written in a compact form as,

AL
A"

: A(r,À) : 0

K,:B(2, À) : s

(6,8)

(6 e)

(6.10)

(6.11)

Equations (6.10) and (6.11) lead to a set of nonlinear equations, with the number

of equations equal to the number of variables to be solved. By considering the Taylor

series expansion around a starting point es:(r6, À6) and then, ignoring the second
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and higher order terms, the following equations can be obtained.

A('o +ar¡' À¡ + 
^À0) 

- A('n, 
^r) 

* #1".,^,o" . iJ,f|",,^,o^ = o (6'12)

B(rs-rar6,À¡+aÀ0) - B(ro,^r, * #1,0,^oa" .K|".,^,o^ = o (6.13)

EquaLions (6.12)and (6.13) can be written as a set of linear equations ancl can be

represented in a compact form as,

(6.14)

[;]

[ ,rl uol

| -r,,0,,'.1 I _ I 
#1"",^" ffi1"",^"

L-t,"0,^,) I l*1".^. *1".^.

(6.15)

(6.16)

(6.17)

(6.18)

(16, Às) and

;l

,Ào

o,Ào

A,r

AÀ

1".,

,1",

at

A,r

AÀ

A,:

A,

,1".

,)1.

ÔL
ðr

g(,

atedmatrix H is called the Hessian matrix
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[ -*l I t ¿"1 c!.1
l-tl-,^, l- I ol'0,.*o *l'0,^o

| 
-*1",^, ] 

- 
L 
*1,.^, *1".,.

I -u) I I a'rl u'tl

L ;1".^.]:L*1,:, 
"i*^'

[l']: L;!;- 1^]'
Lz : -H-1D

By substit

The above
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captures the gradient and the curvature information of the objective function and

the constraints. Hessian is a symmetrical and heavily sparse matrix and thus, these

features can be exploited in the solution algorithm [20]. The right hand side vector

denoted by D contains the partial derivatives of L with respect to Lhe variables. The

calcuÌated value for Az from (6.18) is then used to determine the next point z1 (i.e.,

4:zo*Lz). This iterative process is continued until the stopping criterion is met.

6.L.2 Handling the Inequality Constraints

Since the binding inequality constraints are not known beforehand, inequality con-

straints are enforced through quadratic penalty terms augmented to the Lagrangian

function as shown in (6.7). The penalty term for a variable r", which has maximum

and minimum limits of rfr"' and rffin, is'.

penalty : Q : if rfli" 1 r^ a r',f;""

penalty : P(rHi" - r*)2 '- 'if rlli- > r*

PenaItY : P(r#"" - r,,)2 : i,f r* > r'å""
Where the positive quantity P is referred to as the penalty factor. In general, each

constraint can have a separate penalty factor and the behavior of the penalty term is

shown in figure 6.1.

If the inequality constraint is not violated, the penalty is zero. When the violation

increases, the penalty term is increased in a quadratic manner. Since for a given

violation the penalty term depends on the penalty factor, it is possible to control

the nature of the constraint by changing the penalty factor. Based on this, all the

constraints associated with the OPF can be divided in to two categories.

1. Soft constraints

2. Hard constraints

For soft constraints, a small penalty factor is used and that aÌlows extra freedom

io the solution process. As the OPF problem has a large number of constraints,
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Figure 6.1: Penalty function for the variable X

applying soft constraints is preferred, in order to reduce the infeasibility of the OPF.

The word "soft" signifies that the constraint is not absolutely enforced, instead it has

the flexibility to violate within a tolerable range. On the other hand, a large penalty

factor is used for the hard constraints so that strict enforcement can be obtained.

Typically, the voltage limits and the line flow limits are considered as soft con-

straints, whereas generator active and reactive power limits are considered as hard

constraints.

It can be shown that if the inequality constraints are the limits of the variables

specified in the OPF, adding the penalties will only affect the diagonal terms of

the Hessian matrix. Let the Lagrangian of the original problem be LoId, and the

augmented Lagrangian be LrLeu (after including r,n 1 ,H"'). Then,

r neu
D

0Lneu

ôr*
A2 Lneu

o*I :
62 trneu

¡old¡P(r^-rn"\'

ar^ry*2P(r*-'n"')
7rLo,o _ro

tLtorh
ô2 LoId

0rrntr*1
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Which proves that only the diagonal terms are modified, and hence the sparsity of the

Hessian is preserved. In contrast, if a constraint is defined for a quantity expressed in

terms of many variables, the sparsity of the Hessian is reduced. This can be avoided

by explicitly defining that quantity as an equality constraint, at the expense of an

additional row and a column in H. For example, the following equality constraint can

be included to explicitly defrne PF¿¡.

PFij : go¡(V' - W¡ cos0¿¡) - b4W sin0i¡ (6.ie)

This explicit definition allows the calculation of the shadow costs in a simple way as

explained in Section 6.1.3.

6.1.3 Calculation of Marginal Prices, Components of LMP,

Components of Network Rental

Marginal Prices

fuIarginal prices include both LMPs and shadow costs. The calculation of LMPs is

implicit to the solution process of the Newton method as seen from (6.18). This

means that once (6.18) is solvecl, the LMPs are also known. On the other hand,

the shadow costs, which are the marginal prices of the binding constraints, are not

directly available from the solution process. However, the shadow costs can be readily

extracted from the elements of array D at the optimal solution as explained below.

The Lagrangian equation with upper and lower bounds on variable r^ can lse

written as,

r : f@)+ I À,g,( r) + ¡r[(r^ - rn"\ + t';@T'- - r*)

¡-t[ and p; arc the Lagrangian multipliers associated with the two inequality
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constraints. Taking the partial derivative of L with respect to :D*,

AL
0r^

9I9+ \- À- 
og"(') 

+ rL:. - þ*: o0r* ' /--t"" 6r^
(6.20)

(6.21)

(6.22)

Further,

lf,,lnþ,n: U

I-

þr": þ^ - þ*

and,

iÍ

þ*) 0

þ* 10

þ*:0

I 
- 

rymaT&n-em

- -TninLnt 
- 

Lrn

rno" < r^ 1rH'

Now (6.20) becomes,

(6.23)

According to (6.8), the D vector contains all the partial derivatives of augmented L.

Therefore ihe D vector calculated at the solution without adding the penalty terms

is equal to the left hand side of (6.23) which is the negative value of the shaclow cost

þ*'
The shadow costs of the binding constraints associated with the addiiionally de-

fined variables in the OPF (such as PFij) can be directly obtained from the solution

vector as discussed below.

The Lagrangian with upper and Ìower bounds on variable PF¿¡ can be written

as given in (6.24), where the equality constraint defining the variable Pfl¡ (given in

(6.19)) is explicitly included.
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f : f @) + À9(z) + 
^ijlPFoj 

- go¡(V'-W¡cos0¡¡) -bo¡VoV¡sind¿¡]

+ ¡.fi@ro, - PFi"') + ¡L,u@rff¿' - PF¿¡) (6.24)

Ul¡ and Fa are the Lagrangian multipliers associated with the two inequalíty con-

straints and À¿r. is the Lagrangian multiplier associated with the equality constraint

that defines PF¿¡. Taking the partial derivative of L with respect Lo r¡,

AL
-À¿¡*pI-p¿¡:o (6.25)

aPFij

According the above remark, (6.25) can be written as,

F4: -À¿¡ (6.26)

This reveals that the shadow cost is equal to the negative value of the Lagrangian

multiplier associated with the equality constraint used to explicitìy define that vari-

able.

Components of LMP

The left hand side matrix appearing in (5.13) (in determining the components of LMP)

is the Hessian matrix at Lhe optimal solution with addiiional rows ancl columns cor-

responding to binding constraints. Thus, by augmenting the Hessian matrix in (6.18)

at the optimal solution, components of LMP can be easily determined as explained

in Chapter 5.

Components of Network Rental

The Jacol:ian matrix required for determining the components of network rental in

(5.72) is available within the Hessian matrix appearing in (6.18). Thus, the required
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rows and columns from the Hessian matrix are extracted and input to the power fl.ow

tracing algorithm in determining the components of network rental (noie thab the

optimal dispatch is also passed to this algorithm). This tracing algorithm includes

the power flow tracing to determine the generator contributions to each load, and

the post processing of KKT conditions in obtaining LNIP relationships between two

buses, as explained in Chapter 5.

6.L.4 Algorithm and Implementation fssues of the Newton

Method

The algorithm of the Newton method is summarized in the flow chart shown in

figure 6.2. By reading the raw data file, the required data is taken to individual

arrays. The cost data file is also read to get the generator bid information. The

added feature of reading conventional generator cost curve is also incorporated in

this algorithm. This allows the user to experiment the single owner model as well.

Initially an economic dispatch without losses is performed in order to find the starting

values for the generator active po\Mer for the given load condition. The starting values

for bus voltages are set to 1 pu and remaining variables are set to zero. Alternatively,

a good starting value for bus voltages and angles can be obtained by performing

a power flow analysis (either DC power fl.ow or full AC power flow). Because the

Newton method has the quadratic convergence only near the optimal point, a good

initial guess is always favored 120].

If the initial guess is zero for all variables, it can be seen that matrix H is singular at

the beginning. Further, since the initial guess and the optimal solution are quite apart

ancl as the Newton method will have quadratic convergence only near the optimal,

it may not provide a decent direction initially [20]. To overcome this difficulty a

diagonal matrix, 7.1 (where / is the identity matrix and 0 < 'y < 1), is added to

the Hessian to guarantee decent direction initially (see Remark 2). This makes the

method more robust. The diagonal matrix is successively reduced by a factor. In the
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cet the line data ì r6d lhs

Getthep,Q,v,dettatim¡ts J fawdaÞllls

Gettheqeneratorcost 

- 

B¡d/ôÞ.

Delermlne the ¡nilíal gues X 
o solullon

Calculate the Jacobian tems and the Hessian malrix al
X^

lnverl the Hessian matr¡x

solve dz=-H¡D

no

Updale the resulls

I
Determine lhe market s¡qnals

D¡splay lhe oplimal solul¡on and
market signals

tho dc

Figure 6.2: Algorithm of the Newton method

implementation, this factor is set as a function of the number of iterations. Hence,

when the iterations go on? in the vicinity of the optimal solution, quadratic model of

Lagrangian function is used and the effect of this alteration is almost negligible.

Remark For a quadrati,c funct'ion, the Hess'ian rnatrir only contai,ns constant

elements. Therefore, 'irrespect'iue of the starti.ng po'int, the opti,rnal poi.nt i,s reached'in

one'iterat'ion, wh.'ich. is referred to as the quadrati.c conuergence property of the Newton

method. Howeuer, the quadrat'ic approri.mati,on of the Lagrang'ian equat'ion'is not a

purely quadratic function and therefore, the elements of the Hess'ian matrir contain

erpress'ions i,nuoluing uariables whi,ch necessitate more than one i,terat'ion to conuerge

to the opti.mal poi.nt. In the Newton method, (6.27) (sarne as (6.18) aboue) i,s solued
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and (6.28) i,s updated i.terati,uely.

ô'z¡: -H(z¡)-lYL(z¡")

^ r Â-.k+I 
- 

.k -f t-\Lk

(6.27)

(6.28)

i,f H i,s positiue defini,te, tlten-H(z¡)-t i,s the descent di,recti.on or the Newton's d'irec-

ti,on. Therefore, for the erecut'ion of thi,s algori,thm, Hess'ian at each'iterat'ion must be

pos'iti.ue defi,ni,te. In pract'ice thi,s condi,ti,on i,s dfficult to be sati.sfied all the t'irne, spe-

ci,ally during the Jirst few i,terati,ons. To ouercorne thi,s dfficulty, tÌte posi,ti,ue definite

approri,mat'ion g'iuen in (6.29) 'is used.

Lz* - -[H(r*) + 7.1]-tV L(z¡) (6.2e)

The starting ualue of thi.s factor, 1 also plays an 'important role. If the factor is

uery large (close to !), then tlte di,agonal terms are s'ignificantly altered. Therefore,

the i.niti,al 'iterat'ions are approrirnated to the steepest decent d'irecti,on (uith. uni.t step

length) and the second order detai,ls embedded to the Hess'ian are ouerridden as g'iuen

i.n (6.30). The rate of conuergence'is also reduced, result'ing'in a large number of

i,terati,ons and hence n-Lore erecuti,on ti,rne requ'ired for the solut'ion process. Thus, a

comprom'ised ualue 'is chosen for 1 usi,ng a trial and error approach

Lz¡ : -lrn.I]-tV L(z¡) x -V L(z¡") (6.30)

The stopping criteria is met, if the power balance equations are satisfied within a

pre-specified tolerance. Therefore, once this condition is met, the control is exit from

the iterative loop. This stopping criteria can be enhanced by cheching the gradient of

the Lagrangian as well. All these values can be easily calculated using the D vector.

Then, the resulting LMPs, LMP components and network rental components are

determined as explained in Section 6.1.3. Finally the results of the OPF including the
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marginal prices âre written to a texL file, which has a similar format to that of GAMS

output file [62]. The calculated LNÍP components and network rental components are

also written Lo a text file for easy reviewing of the results.

6.2 Implementing the SLP Based Approach

As the name implies, the Sequential Linear Programming (SLP) method uses Linear

Programming (LP) as the search technique. With this approach, the nonlinear objec-

tive function and constraints are linearized around an operating point by considering

their Taylor series expansions. The resulting LP problem can be solved using the

Simplex method or its variants. The solution of the Simplex method is used as the

new point around which the nonlinear problem is linearized for the next iteration.

This procedure is continued until a stopping criterion is met. The motivation of the

SLP method is that successive LP problems can easily be solved using the Simplex

method or its variants. However, the linearized model gives satisfactory results only

in a small range in the neighborhood of the point used for linearization. The details

of the Simplex method and its variants can be found in [9].

6.2.L Linearized Problem

After omitting second and higher order terms, the linearized OPF problem around

ïs càn be written as,

optimize f (r,) . Hl a,r

^ ,'"
subject to søA + ffil ar : o

lro

h@,) * 9!a,l au ( o

l"o

In the resulting LP problem, Ar are the variables to

(6.31)
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Ar can be either positive or negative. However, negative values for Ar are not

acceptable for use with the Simplex algorithm. Therefore, the variables are replaced

by a difference between two positive variables (i.e., Ar:Ar+-Lr-). Thereby, the

new form of LP problem to be solved using the Simplex method can be represented

aSt

oprimize X"A +ff1 "* - Hl ar-

^ ,'"t ^ ,''o

subject to søù + ffil o* - y,l ar- : o

l"o l"o

h@,) + *l o,. - *l ar- < oörl 0rl
l¡o lzo

(6.32)

The next point around which the problem is linearized, rt:ro]_Lr, is determined by

solving (6.32) for Ar (i.e., Ar+ and Az-). Likewise, in each step an LP problem is

solved to obtain the new point until the stopping criteria is met.

6.2.2 Calculation of Marginal Prices, Components of LMP

Cornponents of Network Rental

Marginal Prices

For a given LP problem there exists another LP problem called the dual problem,

which is related to the original or the primal problem. For the primal problem given

in (6.33), where ,4 is a matrix and b and c are vectors, the dual problem can be

formulated as given in (6.3a).

minimize {r

subject to Ar > b

r)0
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maximize b'U

subject to A'A 1 
"

g>0

(6.34)

It can be proved that the duaì variables y in (6.34) are the sensitivity of the objective

function to the constraints in the primal problem [9]. In other words, dual variables

are the changes in the objective function per unit change in the right hand side value

of the constraints, which essentially are the marginal prices. Since the dual problem

given in (6.34) is also an LP problem, it can be solved using the Simplex method to

find ihe marginal prices.

Cornponents of LMP

Since the Hessian matrix is not available in the SLP algorithm, in order to calculate .

the components of LMP, the Hessian matrix has to be formulated separately (note

that part of the H matrix consist of the Jacobian terms, which are already available

from the SLP algorithm. Thus, only the remaining terms need to be evaluated).

Components of Network Rental

The Jacobian matrix required in determining the components of network rental is

available in (6.31). Thus, by passing this matrix to the power flow tracing aÌgorithm,

the components of network rental are calculated (this is previously discussed under

the Newton approach in Section 6.1.3).

6.2.3 Algorithm and Implernentation fssues of the SLP Method

The algorithm of the SLP method is summarized in the flow chart shown in figure

6.3. As discussed in Section 6.7.4, an initial starting point is chosen based on the

solution of the dc power flow.
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Get the l¡ne dãta I read lhc

Get the P, Q, V, de[a tim¡ts J rãw d¡r¡ frê

Detemine the in¡tial guess X o

Create the dual problem
around the converged point

Figure 6.3: Algorithm of the SLP method

Then, the NLP problem is linearized around that starting point and the LP prob-

lem is solved to find the next point to be linearized. An efficient variable step is

required to maintain the accuracy and the convergence of the SLP approach. This is

essential, especially when the starting point is far from the optimal point. If the step

length is too small, a large number of iterations is required for the convergence, which

effectively increases the execution time. On the other hand, if the step length is too

large, the solution can be infeasible or sometimes the solution can bounce between

two points during the iterative process.

This problem can be tackled by allowing large steps for the first few iterations and

then gradually reducing the step length afterwards [71]. This alÌows extra freedom for

the solution process during the first few iterations to find the desired direction. On
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the other hand, efficient step length control reduces the number of iterations required

and hence, reduces the execution time for the convergence.

The stopping criteria is met, once the pov/er balance equations are satisfred within

a pre-specified tolerance. Therefore, once this conclition is met, the control is exit from

the iterative loop. Then, the dual problem around the solution is created and the

market signals are determined as discussed in Section 6.2.2.

6.3 Perforrnance of the Developed Software Tool

In this section, the performance of the C++ Newton based and SLP based algorithms

are discussed. Tables 6.1 and 6.2 show the execution time (including the raw data file

reading and the subsequent market signal analysis) and the number of iterations of

the two algorithms for various test systems for the generator qriadratic cost function

and bid/quantity pairs respectively (the detail on the 30 and 39 bus systems are given

in Appendix A and the detail on the remaining test systems can be found in [2], [30]).

A Pentium 111 machine with the CPU speed of 2.8 GHz and 512 MB of memory is

used to execute the program. The execution times of the OPF modeled in GAMS

(excluding the raw data file reading and the subsequent market signal analysis) are

also shown in tables 6.1 and 6.2.

Table 6.1: For ratic cost function

System

ð

I
74

30
39
i1B

0.02
0.03

0.09
0.18

0.33
15.23

It can be seen that the execution times of the two developed prograns are con-

siderably larger than Lhat of models using GAMS. The execution time can be further

reduced by exploring the sparsity techniques in matrix manipulations of the two meth-

Newton

0.09 28

0.72 16

0.47 23

1.56 26

2.86 24

89.23 25

0.11 61

0.40 74

0.86 77

5.18 64
24.00 61

716.00 48
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able 6.2: For bid/quantity pairs

System
C++ Newton based C++ SLP based GAMS

time (s) no of iterations time (s) no of iterations time (s

.)

I
74

30
39

0.74 23

0.2r 21

0.48 24

2.89 25

4.58 30

0.08 40

0.31 52

0.89 51

3.55 58
t7.25 54

0.03

0.06

0.09

0.14

0.32

ods. Furthermore, a Quasi-Newton approach can be incorporated to speed up the

process of the Newton method. The basic idea behind the Quasi-Newton method is

to retain the fast convergence speed of the Newton method without evaluating the

Hessian at each iteration.

It is identified that for quadratic or any polynomial cost function, Newton method

has a goocl convergence. This is because diagonal terms corresponding to Çff] are
-'gt

always non-zero, giving rise to a conditioned Hessian matrix all the time during the

iterative process. On the other hand, for bids and offers, the SLP method has a good

convergence due to the fact that normally only few bids are marginal at the optimal

solution and the remaining bids are non-marginal (note that in the LP the optimal

point is always at the vertex of the feasible region).

During simulations, it is understood that fixed penaÌty factors for the hard con-

straints cause some difficulties in finding the optimal solution using the Newton

method. Instead, an increasing penalty factor which is a function of the number

of iterations is used to tackle this problem. This allows an additional freedom to the

variable during the first few iterations, which makes the solution process robust.

6.4 Concluding Remarks

This chapter cliscussed the implemented algorithms of the developed software tool.

The inclusion of OPF in the software tool enabled determining the optimal dispatch

together with the market signals, while taking the advantage of re-using the same

matrices, and eliminating the necessity of a separate OPF solver.
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Based on the literature survey of the available OPF solving algorithms, it has been

chosen the SLP and the Newton method to implement the OPF. The algorithms,

implementation issues, and how to include the market signal analyzing methods for

each of the two methods have been discussed. The performances of the developed

algorithms have also been demonstrated using various test systems up to 118 buses.

A good convergence was obtained by dynamically changing the penalty factors in the

Newton algorithm and efficient step length handling in the SLP algorithm. It was

also revealed that the Newton method has a good convergence for quadratic or any

polynomial cost function, whereas the SLP method has a good convergence for bids

and offers. Finally, different methods to improve the performance of the developed

software tool have been presented, such as exploring the sparsity techniques in matrix

manipulation and adopting the Quasi-Newton approach.
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Chapter 7

Case Studies and FLesults

This chapter presents a case study to analyze the marlçet signals using the developed

software tool. Since the reactive po\Mer and dynamic security related constraints are

incorporated in the OPF, more accurate market signals can be analyzed. This investi-

gation study is presented in Section 7.1, where the resulting LMPs, LMP components,

and network rental components are analyzed.

7.L Market Signal Analysis using the IEEE New-England 39

Bus System

This section presents a case study using the IEtrtr New-Bngland 39 bus system shown

in Appendix A to analyze the market sìgnals produced by the different methods

explained in Chapter 5. A competitive electricity market is modeled using price-

quantity bids for the generators as given in table 7.1. The reactive power details

given in table 7.2 are as per the reactive power model explained in Chapter 3. The

same DSC used in Chapter 4 is considered.

In the presentation of results, all the real and reactive power values are in MW

or MVAr, voltages are in pu, prices are in $/h, and marginal prices are in $/MWh,

$/MVArh or $/pu.h depending on the quantity considered.

Table 7.3 shows the real and reactive power dispatch obtained from the developed

r22
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250 3.6
500 3.2
600 4.0

550 3.8
500 3.75
650 3.7
500 3.8

550 2.9

900 3.8

500 3.9

r2
Bus

30

31
.).'l
ùL

.f .)

34

35

36
.),
3B

39

750 5.2
500 4.2
400 5.4
450 7.25

500 4.9

350 5.05

500 7.4
450 5.0
100 8.2
500 4.7

a,

Bus Kff' Krf" Ki":" Ki:i" Ky
30

31

32
JJ

34

35
36
tryùt

3B

39

500

500
500

500
500

500

500

500
500

500

-0.3
-0.3
-0.3
-0.3
-0.3
-0.3
-0.3
-0.3
-0.3
-0.3

-500
-500
-500
-500
-500
-500
-500
-500
-500
-500

0.3

0.3
0.3

0.3
0,3

0.3

0.3

0.3
0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3
0.3

0.3

0.3
0.3

0.3

0.3
0.3

0.51

0.30

0.74
0.32

0.35

0.28
0.41

0.55

0.64

0.42

Table 7.2: Reactive eration dat

software for the case considered. Columns 3, 4 and 5 show the real power dispatch

details, whereas the last five columns show the reactive power dispatch details.

It can be seen in table 7.3 and the generator bids given in table 7.1 that the gen-

eration dispatch deviates from the merit order significantly. The cheaper generation

at buses 34 (i.e., 1''¿ bid) and 38 (i.e., 1'¿ bid) are not fully dispatched, while the ex-

pensive generation at buses 30 (i.e., 2'd bid),31 (i.e., 2nd offer), and 37 (i.e., 2"d offer)

are partly dispatched. Thus, the real pov/er generation at buses 30, 31, 34,37 and 38

are marginal. This is expected because the power system operates on several binding

constraints as evident from the non-zero marginal costs given in table 7.4. The DSC,

six voltages (i.e., %e, Vss, Vss, Vse, Vsz, V3s), and one line flow (i.e., Ptr'3s 2e) are

the binding constraints (i.e., altogether B binding constraints). The total real power

1ôOILÙ
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250.00

500.00
600.00

550.00
I2B.B2

650.00
500.00

550.00

800.00

500.00

425.82

9.57

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00
779.23

0.00

500.00

675.82

509.57
600.00
550.00
T2B.B2

650.00

500.00

729.23

800.00
1000.00

202.75

r52.87
180.00

165.00

38.65
195.00
150.00

278.77
229.93
200.00

94.51
794.26

140.00

47.90
r22.57

BB.1O

19.99

0.09
0.00

0.00

297.25

347.73

320.00
272.90

167.2r
283.10

169.99

218.86
229.93

200.00

r27.75
r52.87
180.00

165.00

38.65
195.00

i50.00
2r8.77
240.00

200.00

Table 7.3: Generation di
ve power

Bus

30

31
.).)
ÙL

.),)

34

35
36
.fJ

3B

39

297.25

347.r3
320.00

335.00
461.35

305.00

350.00
28r.23
260.00

200.00

dispatch is 6743.44 MW, which includes an associated real power loss of 46.34 MW.

In regard to the reactive porver dispatch, with the exception of bus 38, the free

reactive power (i.e Block 1 Reactive Power) from all generators is fully utilized. The

voltage limit at bus 38, doesn't allow the use of the remaining amount of Block 1

Reactive Power (note that the shadow cost of the binding %s is comparably large).

The Block 2 Reactive Power of generators at buses 30, 31, 32, and 39 are fully

utilized and those generators operate at their respective capability limits. Close

examination of Block 2 Reactive Power prices given in table 7.2, however, reveal that

those generators have higher Block 2 Reactive Power prices. This is because, the

binding voltage constraints restrict the cheaper reactive power being dispatched.

Table 7.4: Binding constraints
constraint shadow cost

Væ

Vsn

Vss

Vza

Vzr

%s
PFza zg

DSC

1383.61

98.48
1593.07

74.35
1003.34
1766.88

0.53

99.40

1.10 pu
1.10 pu
1.10 pu
i.10 pu
1.10 pu
1.10 pu

BOO MW
10 cy
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7.L.L LMPs

Based on the generation dispatch, the total network rental paid by all the consumers

is calcuiated and presented in table 7.5 together with the LlVIPs. This shows that the

accumulated real and reactive power network rental with the ISO are 3357.87 and

868.70 respectively.

As pointed out in Chapter 5, other than indicating the price at a given node, the

LMP does not show the effects of the contributing components explicitly. Thus, by

looking at LMPs, participants only see the relative price at each node. For exampìe,

consumer at bus 39 sees a relatively higher LMP for real and reactive power at

its node, whereas the generator at bus 38 sees its real and reactive power LMP as

relatively low.

At real pov/er marginal buses except at bus 38, the resulting real power LMPs

(i.e., À36, Àer, Às¿, and À37) are slightly less than the bid price of the corresponding

generator. This slight reduction is due to the free reactive power availability when

increasing the real power dispatch. The À3s, however, is equal to the bid price of the

generator at bus 38. This is because at bus 38 Block 1 Reactive Power is not fully

dispatched. The reactive power generation at buses 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, and 38 are

marginal, and hence the resulting reactive power LMPs (i.e., ø33, o34, a1s, o36, ând

os7) arc equal to the corresponding Block 2 Reactive Power price of the generator.

However, the reactive power LMP at bus 38, ø3s, is zero clue to the fact that the

Bloclc 1 Reactive Power is not fully dispatched.

7.L.2 LMP Components

The LMP components due to binding constraints (i.e., %s, Vsq, Vss, Vs6, V37, V3s,

PFza zg, and DSC) are calculated as explained in Chapter 5 and shown in table 7.6.

Please note that only the components of real power LMPs are presented to clearly

explain the subsequent analysis. However, the components of reactive power LIVIPs

can also be analyzed in the same way.
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Table 7.5: Network tal for the 39 b IeU5 SYSLCIIIr.t

Bus
LMP Generator Receipt Consumer Payment

o
^

P a oP

1

2

È)

4

5

6

7

B

I
10

11

72

13

74

15

i6
T7

1B

19

20

2I
22

23

24

25
26

27

28

29

30

31
e.'tùá

.f .l

34

35

36
ò,
38
39

5.89 1.08

5.34 0.91
5.44 0.98
5.49 r.29
5.39 7.34

5.32 1.35

5.51 7.34

5.59 7.34

5.98 7.27

5.19 1.31

5.24 1.3i
5.29 7.07

5.24 r.29
5.36 1.28

5.27 1.08

5.10 0.81

5.18 0.76
5.30 0.83
4.96 0.63
5.08 0.66
4.90 0.68
4.63 0.51
4.64 0.54
5.06 0.76

5.07 0.84
5.02 0.55
5.10 0.54
4.82 0.40
4.76 0.29
5.15 0.85
4.45 1.42
4.79 7.29

4.44 0.32
3.65 0.35
4.44 0.28
4.29 0.41
4.84 0.55
3.80 0.00
6.15 1.16

0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00

3480.49 80.61
2265.54 276.24
287t.00 180.46
2442.00 15.33
469.56 42.90

2884.70 24.67
2142.50 8.20
3525.82 0.05
3040.00 0.00

6145.00 0.00

0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00
1751.36 2.36

2747.00 237.36

0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00
72BB.g4 112.81

2979.02 236.19

0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00

39.67 94.76
0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00
1686.08 165.55
7678.23 26.20

0.00 0.00
836.61 25.02

0.00 0.00

3192.12 67.77
1342.05 78.32

0.00 0.00
1149.39 45.60
1559.97 0.00
rr34.78 39.55

698.34 9.28
i433.10 41.00
992.57 77.72

1350.31 7.83

0.00 0.00
40.90 6.54
0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00

6784.08 290.50

Total 29266.60 628.4s 32624.47 7497.75

Network Rental 3357.87 868.70
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-0.32

-0.34
-0.32
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-0.27
-0.29

-0.29
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-0.53
-0.38
-0.35
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-1.18
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-0.46
-0.46
-0.52
-0.01
-0.01
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0.r7
0.20

0.00

0.00
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-0.62
0.00

-0.46
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-0.30

Table 7.6: LMP com

Ll\4P component

1
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()
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d

6

7

B

0

10

11

72

13

74

15

16

T7

1B

19

20

27

22
qD
L¿

24

25

26

27

28
29

30

31

32

JJ

34

35
36
JI

3B

39

0.26

0.24

0.08

0.29

0.24

0.22
0.24

0.06
0.24

0.24

0.24

0.26

0.27
0.33

0.44

0.47
0.35

0.03

0.78
7.04

0.49
0.47

0.50

0.48
-0.01

0.05

0.18

0.07

0.11
0.00

0.00

0.58

0.58
0.00

0.49

0.49
0.00

0.00
0.20

These components of LMPs show the contribution of each LMP due to each bind-

ing constraint. For example, component due to binding constraints PFse zs and DSC
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on À26 are 0.04 and 1.04 respectively. This provides the consumer at bus 20 with

an additional information about the price in the form of contributing components.

Similar information is available for the other consumers as well.

The table 7.6 reveals that higher contributions on LMPs due to binding PFse rs

and DSC are resulted at bus 29 and bus 20 respectively. Furthermore, it can be seen

that the effects of the binding line flow PFss zs is localized around bus 29, whereas the

effects of the binding DSC are significant throughout the system. However, consumers

have no information about the effects of transmission losses on their respective LMPs,

insteacl are embeddecl in the explicitly expressed components.

7.I.3 Network Rental Components

The power flow tracing is used to determine how each load and the apportioned losses

supplied by each generator. The resulting generator contributions are shown in table

7.7. For example, there is 4.70 MW of associated losses in catering 322 MW at bus 3

and generators at bus 30 ancl38 supply this load and the losses in part by 237.61 MW

and 89.09 MW respectively. The important point to note is that the load at bus 31

and part of the load at bus 39 are locally provided by the respective generators and

hence are automatically ignored during the power flow tracing (also note that due io

these loads no network rental is accumulated as the generation and the load are at

the same bus). The remaining portion of the load, however, causes an accumulation

of networh rental which is already considered in power flow tracing as shown in table

7.7.

Once the tracing is done, the power system can be viewed as several independent

netwo¡ks (18 in number for this case), each having a single load. Thus, based on

the proposed method explained in Chapter 5, the network rental components paid

by each consumer are calculated and presented in table 7.8. The real power loss

rental and reactive power loss rental are given in columns 2 and 3 respectively, and

constraint rental due to binding constraints (i.e., %r, Vsa, Vss, Vsa, Vsz, Vss, PFss 2s,
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Table 7.7: Generator contributions and apportioned losses to each load

Generator
PL-"PP

30 31 32 .f .l 34 35 36 JI 3B

.)

4

7

B

72

15

16

1B

20

2T

23

24

25
26

27

28
29

39

237.67

165.20

0.00

59.34

0.00
7.25

t2.87
116.82

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
76.73

0.00

83.74
747.28

278.55

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
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0.00
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0.00
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0.00
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0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00
16.99
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0.00
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0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
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0.00
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0.0

0.0
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0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0
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0.0
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0.0
0.0
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0.00
.\nÉ .'ro
LI¿.¿.)
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0.00
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0.00

0.00
0.00
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0.00
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0.00
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0.00
0.00

89.09

6r.94
0.00

22.25

0.00
23.87

42.36
43.80

0.00

0.00

û.00

0.00
224.89
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128.86

0.00

0.00
28.77

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

25.86

45.89

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00
77.50

r57.54
208.08

285.13
0.00

4.70
5.24
0.94

3.53
0.07
o F7a
¿.t¿

4.02
2.63

3.69
1.23

0.51

2.68

0.89
1.89

5.40
2.08

1.63
1.50

675.82 509.57 600.00 550.00 128.8 650.00 500.00 729.23 800.00 46.34

and DSC) are given in the next eight coìumns in the same order.

Ab a glance, table 7.8 shows the overpayment made by all the consumers due to the

losses and the binding constraints separately. A closer look reveals that the buÌk of the

network rental collected by the ISO is due to the binding DSC for the case considered.

Further, a significant network rental is accumulated in the form of reactive power loss

rental (note that unlike the case study discussed in Chapter 5, the reactive po\Mer

loss rental in this case is higher due to reactive power pricing). The binding line flow

PFsa zg accumulated a rental from consumers at buses 15, 16, 26,27,28, and 29. The

generator contributions based on power flow tracing given in table 7.7 confirms that

the generator at bus 38 (which is the constrained-off generator due to the binding

line flow PFæ zg) supplies only to the above loads. This is in agreement with the

LMP components calcuÌated previously, where a higher component is resulted due

to bincling PFse zs at bus 29 . Thus, these figures give a good insight to what leads

them to overpay due to the binding iine flow PFsz rg.
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Table 7.8: Components of network rental
Network Rental

boial
loss rental constraint rental

P a vss Vza, Vzs Vss Vsz Vss PFsa zs D
NI¿P3

N Rpa

N Rpz

NIips

NRrn

Nllprs

NItprc

Nners

N Rezo

NII¡zr

N Rpzt

N Rezt

N-ll¡zs

NIlp:o

N Rpzz

NIlpzs

N Itezg

NIlpcs

97.03

163.15

220.77

475.86

3.81

204.60

204.65

37.14

508.25

L26.64

84.07

233.56

51.89

106.91

238.88

277.92

274.65

114.06

18.41

10.13

19.90

0.43

17.83

2L.49

23.9L

52.01

11.72

26.76

8.40

21.59

66.84

22.63

74.44

30.80

r51.11

163.35

t04.78

286.43

3.38

76t.52

122.25

75.40

736.28

57.88

29.70

106.51

53.63

35.94

95.26

32.27

17.20

121.13

-4.95

20.50

-6.19

24.86

-t.14

-8.93

-0.48

-4.18

26.91

-2.58

-0.38

-4.61

0.00

-5.51

15.15

74.75

0.00

47.5r

-0.35

-L.46

-0.44

-r.77

-0.08

-0.63

-0.03

-0.30

0.06

-0.18

-0.03

-0.33

0.00

-0.39

-1.08

-1.05

0.00

-3.39

-5.85

-24.27

-7.37

-29.36

-7.34

-L8.44
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-4.94

-52.44

-L2.76

-1.01

-27.67

0.00

-6.51

-17.89
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0.00
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-0.28
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-0.34

-1.38
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-0.77

-0.51
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-0.38

-0.38
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-0.31
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-0.86
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-J I .ÕJ
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-24.45
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-4.27
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-ó-t I

-65.1 3

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

13.82

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

47.41

84.18

l1 1.19

r52.36

0.00

-ôô,t¿

87.82

L32.4r

285.48

5.72

82.81

86.84

-26.87

516-20

79.58

52.74

140.38

-4.59

37.09

90.18

101.62

94.42

170.24

3357.47 3S6.O7 1754. O3 144.63 11,45 -291.85 L4 13 -35O.72 427.49 1494.34

A higher rental is accumulated due to DSC from the consumer at bus 20, which is

also in agreement with the previously calculated LMP components at bus 20. Further,

the rental due to DSC is distributed throughout the system, which is also similar to

that of LMP components.

7.L.4 Discussion

An important point to note is that the resultìng LMP component and the network

rental component due to a given binding constraint cannot be directly compared. This

is because the effects of the losses are embedded in the LNIP component, whereas they

are explicit in the network rental component. This situation is clearly observed in the

LMP components and network rental components of the binding voltage constraints.

Due to this reason, for a given binding voltage constraint, while the resulting LMP

component is positive, the resulting network rental component could be negative and
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vice-versa. In fact, a closer look reveals that the components of network rental are

shifted relatively downwards with respect to the LMP components and the effects of

this shift is seen as positive contributions to the reactive power loss rental.

Another point to note is that the components of network rental shown in table

7.8 are for the total load, whereas LMP components presented in table 7.6 are for

unit MW or MVAr. In general, LMP components can be calculated for all the buses,

whereas network rental components can only be calculated for load buses. Thus,

these rental components can be considered as consumer-oriented market signals.

7.2 Concluding Ilemarks

The case study performed using the IEtrtr New Bngland 39 bus system demonstrated

the application of network rental components in market signal analysis. It has been

shown that these individual components provide supplementary information for the

consumers, in terms of the amounts they overpaid due to marginal losses and binding

constraints.

The resuÌts of the case study revealed that even though LMPs provide valuable

information at each location, they failed to provide the effects of the contributing

factors explicitly. On the other hand, the calculaied LMP components showed a

detailed description due to all binding constraints. However, the effects of the losses

were implicit to the explicitly available components.

The calculated components of network rental showed the effects of the losses and

the binding constraints explicitly. It has also been shown that LMP components and

network rental components are in good agreement, even though the results of the two

methods cannot be directly compared.
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Chapter I

Conclusions

8.1 General Conclusions

A new approach to analyze the market signals has been presented by means of compo-

nents of network rental in this thesis. A mathematical analysis has been proposed to

determine these networh rental components, by combining the KKT optimality con-

ditions and the power flow tracing. Network rental is the accumulated revenue with

the ISO after settling the transactions. This accumulated revenue is solely paid by

the consumers due to the effects of marginal losses and binding constraints imposed

by the OPF. As the network rental is determined by the above factors, it has been

argued that supplementary market signals are provided by components of network

rental shorving the decomposition due to each of the above factors to each consumer.

A case study has aìso been presented to demonstrate this.

This Lhesis also highlights the fact that the correct market signaÌs can only be

analyzed, if the operating constraints are correctly modelecl in the OPF. Thus, an

effort has been made to mathematically model two such important constraints (i.e.,

reactive power and the dynamic security) in the OPF. The competitive electricity

market has also been modeled using generator bid/quantity pairs for the mathematical

analysis and case studies presented in this thesis.

Chapter 2 investigated the operation of the current electricity markets to de-
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termine a common market framework for the work presented in this thesis. After

reviewing the common features to most of the existing electricity markets, the pool-

based market model has been chosen for the research work presentecl in this thesis,

due to its competitive framework. Chapter 2 also presented the concept of Locational

Marginal Pricing, which is currently used in most electricity markets Logether with

some examples to demonstrate how these LIVIPs are calculated.

Chapters 3 and 4 dealt with incorporating reactive power and dynamic security

related constraints into the OPF respectively. Chapter 3 started with investigating

the present reactive power procurement methods and explaining the different ways

of modeling reactive power in market dispatch. The limitations and the drawbacks

of these methods have been discussed. A new reactive power model considering both

the capability of the synchronous generator and the fairness of reactive power supply

obligation in a competitive market environment has been presented thereafter. The

main features of this model are, (a) generators are not required to supply reactive

power free of charge when they are not supplying real power, (b) generators are

required to make a minimum amount of reactive power available to the system and

this amount is proportionaÌ to the real power, (c) the maximum limit of the reactive

power is determined by the capability curve of the generator and is dependent on the

real power generation. A case study with the proposed reactive power model has been

presented to demonstrate that, (a) real pov/er LMP has a reactive power component,

(b) LMP for reactive power can also be defined, and (c) sequential approach may give

rise to an unfair advantage to some participants while the overall solution is inferior

to the simultaneous dispatch.

A brief summary about the system security including both static security and

dynamic security has been presented at the beginning of Chapter 4. The inclusion of

the DSC in the OPF and its effects on nodal pricing have been presented thereafter.

The function to represent the DSC proposecl in [Sf] is differentiable, and thus suitable

for optimization algorithms such as sequential linear programming (SLP) and Newton
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type algorithms. It has been shown that any number of DSCs, each representing a

credible contingency, can be incorporated in the OPF to ensure security of the system

in the event of the contingencies represented by the respective DSCs. A case study

has also been presented to demonstrate the effects of DSC on dispatch as well as on

LNlPs.

Having incorporated reactive power and dynamic security issues into market dis-

patch, analyzing the market signals has been discussed in Chapter 5. It has been men-

tioned that LIVIPs provide crucial market signals for the participants in the present

electricity market. A recently proposed method of LMP components has then been

presented. it has been shown that the decomposecl components provide additional

information at each location due to marginal generators and binding constraints, even

though Lhe effects of the losses are not explicitly shown.

A new method to analyze market signals has been proposed Ìater in Chapter 5

by means of components of network rental. In this regard, a method to clecompose

the network rental among the consumers into loss rental and constraint rental due to

each binding constraint has been proposed by combining the power flow tracing and

KKT optimality conditions of the NLP-OPF. The rental components for a single load

bus has been calculated by mathematically expressing the network rental in terms of

LMP differences, and substituting those with the implicitly calculated values based on

post processed KKT optimality conditions. The proposed method utiÌized an efficient

way to calculate the LMP difference between two buses by implicitly calculating the

indiviclual components using the post processed KKT optimality conditions of the

NLP-OPF. This has then been extended to a general case of multiple load buses

by tracing the power flow to identify how each load and the associated losses are

supplied by the generators in the system. Some case studies have been presented to

demonstrate the proposed method of analyzing market signals.

In Chapter 6, the software tool developed in C++ to incorporate the market signal

analyzing methods has been discussed. It has been decided to implement the OPF in
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the software tool to take the advantage of re-using the matrices created in solving the

OPF. This made determining the market signal together with the optimal dispatch

possible, while taking advantage of re-using the same matrices.

Based on the literature survey of the available OPF solving algorithms, the SLP

and the Newton method were chosen to implement the OPF. The algorithms, im-

plementation issues, and how to include the market signal analyzing methods for

the above two methods, have been discussed. A good convergence was obtained

by dynamically changing the penalty factors in the Newton algorithm and effrcient

step lengih handling in the SLP algorithm. Two algorithms revealed that the.New-

ton method has a good convergence for quadratic or any polynomial cost functions

whereas the SLP method has a good convergence for bids and offers. The performance

of the implemented algorithms has also been presented using various test systems.

Chapter 7 presented a case study to demonstrate the application of the compo-

nents of network rental in anaiyzing the market signals using the developed software

tool. The IBEE New-England 39 bus system has been chosen with reactive pov/er

and dynamic security related constraints modeled in the OPF. It has been shown

that the components of network rental provide consumer oriented market signals,

which can be considered as supplementary information, in addition to LMPs and

LMP components.

8.2 Contributions

The main contributions of the work presented in this thesis are as follows:

o Proposed a new method to be used in market signal analysis, by determining

the components of network rental. Since network rental is the overpayment

made by all the consumers due to marginal losses and binding constraints, these

individual components show how much each consumer has actually overpaid due

to each of the above factors.
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r Proposed a new reactive power model for a simultaneous dispatch of real and

reactive power, considering both the capability of the synchronous generator

and the fairness of reactive power supply obligation in a competitive market

environment; and incorporated in the OPF.

r Incorporated the dynamic security constraint in the OPF, so that the dynamic

security has been considered simultaneously with the optimal dispatch.

Implemented a software tool written in C++ language to incorporate the OPF

and the market signal analysis methods using two OPF solution algorithms:

Successive Linear Programming method and the Newton method. This enabled

determining the market signals together with the OPF results.

Demonstrated the suitability of the proposed method of components of networlç

rental in market signal analysis using a case study.

These contributions have led to the following publications;

o L. Y. C. Amarasinghe, and U. D. Annakkage, "Determination of Network Rental

Components in a Competitive Electricity lVlarket", Accepted to be published in

IEEE Tbansactions on Power Systems.

o L. Y. C. Amarasinghe, and U. D. Annakkage, "Analysis of Market Signals

in a Competitive Electricity Market using Components of Network Rental",

Submitted to the Electrical Power System Research Journal.

ø L. Y. C. Amarasinghe, and U. D. Annakkage, "Analysis of Networlc Rental in

the Competitive Electricity Market" , In proceedi,ngs of IEEE Power Engineering

Soci,ety General Meeti.ng, Tampa, FL, USA, June 2007.

o L. Y. C. Amarasinghe, U. D. Annakkage, and R. A, S. K. Ranatunga, "A

Reactive Power Model for a Simultaneous Real and Reactive Power Dispatch",

In proceedi.ngs of IEEE Power Eng'ineering Soci,ety General Meeti,ng, Tampa,

FL, USA, June 2007.
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o U. D. Annakkage, B. Jayasekara, and L. Y. C. Amarasinghe, "Determination

of an Accurate Dynamic Security Constraint with Applications in Market Dis-

patch" , Inui.ted pz.per, In proceedings of PES Power Sgstem Conference and

Erytosi.t'ion, Atlanta, GA, USA, October 2006.

c L. Y. C. Amarasinghe, B. Jayasekara, and U. D. Annakkage, "The Effect of

Dynamic Security Constraints on the Locational Marginal Prices" , In proceed-

i.ngs of IEEE Power Engi,neer'i,ng Soci,ety General Meet'i,ng, San Francisco, CA,

USA, June 2005.

8.3 Suggestions for Future Research

The work presented in this thesis has focused on developing an effective software tool

to determine market signals by calculating LMPs, LMP componenbs, and network

rental components, after solving the NLP-OPF. The reactive power and dynamic

security constraints were incorporated in this OPF. This software tool uses two algo-

rithms to solve the OPF: the SLP based algorithm and the Newton based algorithm.

The speecl of execution and the convergence issues can be further improved to

make the software tool a reliable one. Theoretically attractive methods have been

proposed in the literature in achieving those objectives. Some of these techniques

such as (a) incorporating sparsity techniques in matrix manipulation; (b) application

of Quasi-Newton methods in the Newton algorithm; (c) improving the effective step

length handling in both algorithms; and (d) combining these two algorithm at different

stages of the solution process, can be incorporated to the software tool to make it a

reliable one.

The availability of the OPF within the software tool allows performing computa-

tional experiments to gain further insight into the operation of the electricity market.

One such analysis is ùo determine the associated risk due to ignoring the dynamic

security of the system. In fact, the contribution in LMP due to each incorporated

DSC can be separately calculated using this software tool, which in turn can be used
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to determine the additional cost to ensure the dynamic security against a considered

contingency. This could be then compared with the risk associated with the occur-

rence of that contingency which depends on the probability of the occurrence of the

contingency and the cost ofexposing the power system to that contingency. Thereby,

a decision can be made based on quantitative information, whether or not to ignore

the corresponding contingency represented by the DSC in market dispatch from the

economical and reliability point of view.

Currently, in most electricity marhets, the collected network rental is redistributed

among the market participants through a Financial Tradable Right (FTR) auction.

The FTR holder (does not necessarily have to be a consumer) has the right to receive

the LMP difference between two buses for a contracted amount of real power. In fact,

the proposed method determines how each consumer has actuaìly contributed to the

network rental using the general NLP-OPF. Thus, it would l¡e interesting to look at

how these proposed network rental components could be used in redistributing the

collected network rental.

The reactive power model proposed in this thesis is for a synchronous generator.

This model was used in the OPF for a simultaneous dispatch of real and reactive

power, assuming that the synchronous generators are the only source in providing

reactive power. However, in reality, there are some other reactive power sources such

as synchronous condensers, capacitor banks, and static var compensators connected

to different locations of the system. Thus, the effects of these reactive power sources

have to be incorporated in the OPF for an economical utilization of the reactive

power, while compensating for their services.
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Test Systems Data

All per-unit quantities are given with respect to a per-unit base defined by 100 MVA

and 500 kV.

4.1 IEEE 39 bus system

Figure 4.1: Single line diagram of IEEE New England 39 bus system
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322.00

500.00
233.80

522.00
7.50

320.00
329.00
158.00

628.00
274.00
247.50
308.60
224.00

i39.00
281.00
206.00
283.50

9.20
1104.00

Table ,A..1: Real and reactive r loads for IEEtr New England 39 bus system

Q¡¿ (MVAr)
2.40

184.00

84.00
176.00

88.00
153.00

32.30

30.00
103.00

i15.00
84.60

-92.20
47.20
17.00

75.50
27.60

26.90
4.60

250.00

Table 4.2: Tlansmission line data for IEEE New and 39 bus system
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7
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1

1

2

2

2
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4

4
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4

1B

5
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6
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0.00130
0.001i0
0.00080
0.00080
0.00020
0.00080

0.04110
0.02500
0.01510
0.00860
0.01810
0.02130
0.01330
0.01280
0.01290
0.00260
0.01120
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Table 4.3: Transmission 39 bus system Contd.line data for IBEE New Ensland
2 J r¿r (pu) (pu) ô¿r (pu

f)

6

6

7

B

I
10

10

10

11

12

13

74

15

16

16

16
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17
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19
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23
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7

11

31

B
q

39
11

13
D'.)¿

T2

13
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ùù
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0.00040
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0.07800
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1.20000
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0.00000

0.00000
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0.36600
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0.30400
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0.06800
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0.00000

0.25650

0.18460

0.00000
0.36100

0.00000
0.51300
0.00000
0.23960

0.78020
1.02900

0.24900

0.00000
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4.2 IEEE 30 bus system

8.20 MW
2.50 MVAR21.70 MW

6.20 lvIW
1.60 MVAR

15

14

30.00 Mw
3o.oo MvÀR "

2.40 MW
O.9O MVAB

Figure A..2: Single line diagram of IEEB 30 bus system

4.4: Real and loads for IBEE 30 b Iem
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Table 4.5: Transmission line data for IBEE 30 bus system
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0.00000

0.00000
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0.00000
0.00000
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0.00000

0.00000
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0.00000

0.00000
0.00000
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0.00000
0.00000

0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
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0.00000
0.00000

0.00000
0.00000

0.04280
0.01300
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Constrained Optim ization

In this appendix, some fundamental concepts related to the constrained optimization

are presented. This includes the formulation of the Optimal Power trlow (OPF)

program, formulation of the Lagrange equation and the presentation of necessary

conditions for optimality.

The OPF program determines the optimal generation dispatch subjected to a

given set of constraints which basically represent the physical ancl operating capa-

bilities of the po\Mer system [20]. Mathematically, the OPF problem can be written

ffi,

optimize f @)

subject to g(r)

h(r)

:0

<0

(8.1)

where r represents the decision variables for which the OPF being solved; f (")

is the objective function that being optimizeð,; g(r) are the equality constraints that

include the active and reactive power balance equations at each bus; and å.(z) are the

device limits due to the physical and operating capabilities of the power system.

This OPF can be written in the expanded form by considering that there are ly'
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equality constraints, Ã inequality constraints and M decision variables, as:

(8.2)

Note that for the sake of clear explanation, inequality constraints representing the

lower and upper bound of a variable are explicitly shown separate from the remaining

inequality constraints.

The constrained optimizing problem given in (8.2) can be written as an uncon-

strained optimization problem using the Lagrangian function, L [1], [21] as given in

(8 3).

optimize

subject to

¡/
r:f@)+ÐÀTs.@)

n:l
M

+ t th,@*
m:7

R

+\ uTh,(r)
r:1

A,t

- ïn"") + I -Y;'r @no' - r,n)
M:L

r@)

g-(r)

h,(*)

¿r¿ ì

nmin

-0 Yn

<0 Vr

rT""" Vm,

1ïm Vm

(8.3)

The elements of vector À are the Lagrange multipliers associated with equality

constraints. The elements of vectors þ,'f+ , ?- are the Lagrange multipliers associated

with inequality constraints. These Lagrange multipliers indicate the sensitivity of the

Lagrangian function to a change in the corresponding constraint.

The Karush-Kuhn-Thcker conditions or the KKT conditions are the most impor-

tant theoretical results governing the necessary condition for the optimality conditions

[21]. The KKT conditions for the Lagrangian equation given in (8.3) can be written

AS,

#,: i*.þ_^rffi|*rrU*P+È^-t- : 0; ,n : L,,^r (8 4)
n=t 
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AL
Ô^.: g"(r) :0;

À"*0;

¡t,h,(r) :0;

t^@* - r#"') :0;

lÃ@T*' - r,n) :0;

fl:Ir...,N

n:Ir...,N

r :7r..., R

'rr1,:1r..., M

rn:7r... , M

(8.5)

(B 6)

(8 7)

(B.B)

(B e)

(8.10)þ,,'YL,'Y; > 0

The Lagrange muÌtipliers associated with the equality constraints (i.e., À's) are

always non-zero. Further, the multipliers associated with all inequality constraints

(i.e., ¡r's,7+'s and 7*'s) are always nonnegative (this is due to the fact that the

inequality constraints in the OPF formulation in (8.1) are written as 'less than or

equal' type constraints).

If a particular inequality constraint is binding at the solution, then the correspond-

ing Lagrange multiplier is non-zero, and if the inequality constraint is non-binding

at the solution, then the corresponding Lagrange multiplier is zero. Equations (8.7),

(B.B) and (8.9), which are known âs 'complimentary slackness conditions', ensure

that the above condition is met.

The variables u",'s are constrained by an upper limit and a lower limit as given

in (8.2). As the upper and lower limits are different, the respective variables can't

be on boih limits at the same time. Therefore, at least one of the multipliers must

always be zero. Hence, a single multiplier can be used to represent the shadow cost

of a lower and upper bound variable.

I_^I
'Yrn''lrn - U ---l 'Y*:'Y*- ''l^

Based on the value of the shadow cost, the following conclusions can be made.
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ir,

1^) 0 +'yl"t 0,1*:0 è r*- r'å"'

"y* 10 + "y*: 0, 7", ) 0 è r,, - rTr'n

.y,, : 0 +,yI: 0, ^y_: 0 1 a7]in 1 rn, 1 r\o,
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Appendix C

LMP Relationships

In this appendix, the mathematical derivation to obtain the LMP relationships is

presented. For a 3 bus system, (5.72) can be written in the expanded form as,

ôGt(r) ÐGz(r) }Gs(t) aGt@) aGz@) \Gs(:¿)
õVt }Vt 7Vt ôVt 1Vt ôVt

1Gt(r) ôGz(x) ôGs(t) )GtG) aGz@) aEs@)
0Vz ôVz ôVz ðVz ðVz ?Vz

ôGt(t) jGz(r) ôGs(t) )Gt@) aGz@) Es@)ãv" -W --ãh -M- -M- -66-
7Gt(r) 1Gz(r) ôGs@) aGt@) acz@) aGsþ)
0h ðh ô0t ôù õ0t õ0t

ôGt (s) ôGz(t) ôGe(r) AGlk) AG2@) Ocs@)
õ02 002 002 ô02 ð02 002

ôGt(r) õGz(t) aGs@) aGr@) aczþ) õGzþ)
ô0s ð0s ô0s ô02 ã0s ô0s

À1

À2

À3

A1

O2

fio

C1

C2

L3

d1

d.z

t
&3

If real and reactive power LMPs at bus 1 are known, then the rows corresponding

to real and reactive power balance equations at bus 1 (i.e., rows I and 4) are deleted.

To make the matrix square, columns corresponding to real and reactive power price

at bus 1 (i.e., À1 and ø1) are taken out as,

À1

ôGt(t)
ôVz

âGr (o)
ôvs

ôGt(r)
0oz

0Gt(r)
ôos

ôGr(r)
ôvz

0GJr)
ôvt

ôCt(r)
ou2

aGt@)
ôot

ôGz(r) ôGs(c) aGz@) ôG3(r)
ôVz ôVz ôVz ôVz

ôGz(r) ôGs(u) ôGz(t) ACa@)
ôVs ôVs ôVz ôVs

aGz@) }GsG) acz@) aGs@)
ô02 ô02 ô02 002

ðGz(t\ jGs(t) acz@) ôGs(,)
ô% ô0s 002 ô0s

^2
À3

O2

o3

C2

Cg

d,z

)u3

*ot
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+u.

âGr(c)
0vz

ðGt(r)
õVs

0Gt(t)
ð02

UGt\r)
a0-;

ôGz@) )Gs(r) 0G2@) ðG3@)
)Vz ãVz 1Vz ôVz

jGz(r) ðGs@) }Gz(a) ãGs@)
?Vz ôVz õVs ?Vz

ðGz(x) õGsG) ôGz(z) )Gs@)
ô02 ô02 ô02 õ02

)Gz(c) 1Gs@) ôGz(t) AGs@)
ô0s 0% 00s ô0s

ôGt (')
ôvz

aGt@)
ôvs

ôGtþ)
002

ôGt@)
ô0t

Therefore, the remaining LVIPs can be expressed as,

: -Àt.U. - ot-U-

where,

U-
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Appendix D

Power Flow Tracing using Bialek

Method

In this appendix, the theoretical background behind the Bialek power flow tracing

method is presented

Let Pf'o"" be the unknown gross nodal power flow through bus z and PF!!o"" be

the unknown gross line flow in line connected to bus i, and j, both of which would

flow in lossless system that was fed with the actual generaLion. Consequently the

gross line flows at either ends are same (i.e., ,Ffr'o"" : PFI:""").

The gross po\À/er flow through bus e, Peross can be written as,

Psross: t PFg!o"" I Ps¿ vi
jedin

where ai' is the set of buses supplying directly to bus i and Pn.i. is the actual generation

at bus e (i.e,, Do Puo). Now assuming that the transmission losses are smail compared

to that of line flow,

PF!:o"" Pr..
pFg.ross _ pFgross _ - - lx pgross N - - J¿
-'IJ -'Jz Dgross'J - Dtj 

'j

This corresponds to the assumption that the distribution of gross flows at any node
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is same as that of the actual flows.

T) If
L)gross _ \ì I '¿ jf E)gross 

- 
D. -'o,'/-/P;J

'iea'"

psross : 
ffir:'o"" 

:'Ë.D[nÀ;rrn,

vi

AuPSro"" - Ps

where Psross is the unknown vector of gross nodal flows, Pn i. the vector of actual

nodal generation and 1, is the upstream distribution matrix having zj¿À element of

lA"l,¡

for i,:i;
:^

1 Ior J e o¿"'" ;

otherwise.

psross : Aul ps

This shows how each gross nodal po\Mer is supplied by generators in the system.

Hence, the gross line flow, pFfí'"" can be calculated using the proportional sharing

principle as,

p+f,'o"" : ffi ,'ross - ?+""1*, Po,

This shows the contribution of generation in each gross line flows. Similarly, the

gross demand at bus 'i, ps'o"" can be calculated as,

j,
l-

Therefore, the losses apportioned to each \oad, PLnw can be calculated as,

pL-opp:pnlo"_pn



CAISO

CCT

DSC

DSCOPF

ERCOT

F'BRC

FTR

IEEE

ISO

KKT

LF

LMP

LP

LP-OPF

LRMC

MCP

MISO

NE

NLP

NLP-OPF

NYISO

OPF

PJM

SF

SLP

SMD

SRMC

Acronyms

California Independent System Operator

Critical Clearing Time

Dynamic Security Constraint

Dynamic Security Constraint Optimal Power Flow

Electric Reliability Council of Texas

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

Financial Tradable Right

Institution of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

Independent System Operator

Karush-Khun-Tficker

Loss Factor

Locational Marginal Price

Linear Programming

Linear Programming based Optimal Power Flow

Long Run l\4arginal Cost

Market Clearing Price

Midwest Independent System Operator

New England

Nonlinear Programming

Nonlinear Programming based Optimal Power Flow

New-York Independent System Operator

Optimal Power Flow

Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Vlaryland

Shift Factor

Successive Linear Programming

Standard Market Design

Short Run Marginal Cost
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